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Abstract

Un Estilo de Arquitectura de Software es una clase de arquitecturas que exhiben un
patrón común. Si la reusabilidad y la clasificación de arquitecturas son objetivos princi
pales para permitir explotar trabajo previo, la identificación de una arquitectura dentro
de un estilo específico, requiere lenguajes expresivos y bien fundados para representar es
tilos. Los requerimientos de los sistemas modernos incluyen distribución, concurrencia,
reconfiguración y movilidad. Por lo tanto, es necesario desarrollar el lenguaje de estilos y
por consiguiente su semántica formal. Esta tesis presenta un marco formal para describir
estilos de arquitectura de software basado en los sistemas de transformación de grafos.
En particular, para describir estilos elegimos utilizar gramáticas libres de contexto para
Reescritum de Hiperejes (Hyperedge Replacement (HR) grarnmars) y gramáticas HR de
Sincronización (Synchronized HR (SHR) grammars) para modelar la comunicación y la
coordinación entre componentes. En la segunda parte de la tesis continuamos usando
gramáticas HR (sin sincronización) para describir estilos e introducimos un enfoque es
pecífico, basado en teoría de tipos, para describir las reconfiguraciones (llamadas trans
formaciones). Por analogía, podemos pensar en estilos como tipos para las instancias de
arquitectura y en derivaciones HR como pruebas de tipo. Las recoufiguraciones deben
preservar los tipos: en terminología de la teoría de tipos esta propiedad se llama subject
reduction. Nuestro método consiste en definir transformaciones sobre pruebas de tipo.
Los diferentes temas en la tesis son acompañados por ejemplos específicos y por un caso
de estudio que es utilizado a lo largo de la tesis.



Resumen

La evolución de los sistemas de software y la creciente complejidad de sus procesos de
desarrollo han hecho necesario establecer pasos de diseño bien definidos que permitan
reducir el gap entre requerimientos e implementaciones. En esta dirección, en años
recientes, un área importante de la investigación ha tratado con las Arquitecturas de
Software. Básicamente, una arquitectura de software es una descripción de alto nivel
de un sistema complejo, con un nivel adecuado de abstracción que permite capturar
del dominio del problema los componentes, a partir de los requerimientos, que serán
diseñados detalladamente más adelante. Un Estilo de Arquitectura de Software es una
clase de arquitecturas que exhiben un patrón común. Si la reusabilidad y la clasificación
de arquitecturas son objetivos principales para permitir que los diseñadores exploten el
trabajo previo, la identificación de una arquitectura de un sistema dentro de un estilo
específico requiere lenguajes expresivos y bien fundados para representar estilos.

Los requerimientos de los sistemas modernos imponen nuevas características a la
descripción de las arquitecturas de software. Estos incluyen la distribución, la concur
rencia, la reconfiguración y la movilidad. Por lo tanto, es necesario desarrollar el lenguaje
de estilos que soporte estas características y por consiguiente su semántica formal. En
tonces, la descripción de un estilo de arquitectura de software debe incluir la estructura
de los tipos de componentes y sus interacciones, los patrones de comunicación, y las
leyes que gobiernan la reconfiguración y/o la movilidad en la arquitectura. Siguiendo
esta línea de investigación, es nuestro objetivo contribuir a la formalización de modelos
para la descripción de arquitecturas y estilos de arquitectura de software.

Esta tesis presenta un marco formal para la descripción de estilos de arquitectura de
software basado en los sistemas de transformación de grafos. Una gramática de grafos
caracteriza una clase de grafos que comparten características estructurales y está com
puesta por un conjunto de reglas de reescritura llamadas producciones. Inicialmente,
los grafos representan las configuraciones estáticas de las arquitecturas y las gramáticas
representan los estilos. Luego, podremos incluir producciones que especifiquen las inter
acciones en mntime entre componentes, la reconfiguración y la movilidad.

Las arquitecturas de sistemas pueden ser controladas de manera centralizada a través
de un coordinador o administrador, o pueden ser sistemas denominados self organising
en los cuales la coordinación está distribuida localmente entre los componentes. Los



sistemas que tenemos en mente son distribuidos, lieterogéneos y móviles, y por lo tanto
elegimos una estrategia self organising. En particular, para describir estilos elegimos
utilizar gramáticas libres de contexto para Recscritura de Hiperejes (Hyper-edgeReplace
ment (HR) granunars) y gramaticas HR de Sincronización (Sync/n‘onized HR (SI-IR)
grammars) para modelar la comunicación y la coordinación entre componentes. Un
hipereje es un elemento atómico con una etiqueta (de un alfabeto con rango) y con
tantos tentáculos como el rango de su etiqueta. Un conjunto de nodos y un conjunto
de liiperejes forman un hipcrgrafo si cada lripereje esta conectado, por sus tentáculos,
con sus nodos de enlace (attachmcnt nodos). Los liiperejes corresponden a los compo
nentes y sus nodos de enlace son sus puertos de conmnicación con otros componentes.
Una producción HR reescribe un solo liipereje en un liipergrafo cualquiera. Entonces,
para modelar la coordinación de los componentes de la arquitectura combinamos ree
scritura de grafos con condiciones de sincronización, obteniendo los sistemas SHR. Las
producciones sincronizadas se especifican agregando condiciones en los nodos que per
miten coordinar varias reescrituras, determinando la manera en que los componentes
interactúan y se reconfiguran. Las producciones para (la etiqueta de) un liipereje deter
minado representan las posibles evoluciones para un determinado tipo de componente
del estilo. Las producciones de una gramática se agrupan en tres conjuntos: el primer
conjunto contiene las producciones HR para la construcción de todas las posibles con
figuraciones iniciales del estilo. El segundo conjunto contiene las producciones SHR que
modelan la evolución de la comunicación para cada tipo de componente, y el tercer con
junto contiene las producciones SHR para la reconfiguración de la estructura del estilo.
Las producciones de la conmuicack’mrequieren sincronización pero no pueden cambiar
la estructura topológica del grafo.

Con respecto a literatura anterior. esta tesis presenta una extensión de los sistemas
SHR con la adición de movilidad de nombres (name mobility como en a-calculus). Esta
extensión permite aumentar substancialmente el poder expresivo del método para la
representación de sistemas complejos móviles y reconfigurables, mantieuiendo al mismo
tiempo la capacidad de describirlos de una manera descentralizada y distribuida.

Representamos a los liipergrafos y los sistemas SHR en forma textual usando syntac
tic judgements. Esto permite una clara separación entre reescritura y coordinación,
y la introducción de varios mecanismos (le sincronización como adecuadas álgebras
(móviles) de sincronización. Específicamente, presentamos las reglas de inferencia al
estilo SOS para las álgebras de sincronización Hoare (CSP) y Milacr (CCS, 7r-calculus).
Sin embargo. en nuestra propuesta extendemos las álgebras de proceso permitiendo la
sincronización simultánea de cualquier número de participantes. Las condiciones de
sincronización para movilidad se resuelven vía unifi 'ación.

Como resultado importante y evidencia formal del poder expresivo del método, pre
sentamos un resultado de correspondencia que prueba que SHR con sincronización de
Milner subsume al fi-calculus. Para esto, definimos una traducción donde una transición
en ïr-calculus se representa como una transición del correspondiente syntactic judgement
traducido (es decir, un paso de reescritura). Puesto que ï-calculus está equipado con
una semántica interleaving y sólo sincronizaciones entre pares (le elementos, la prueba es
una correspondencia completa entre 7r-calculusy una versión restringida de los sistemas
SHR.



En la segunda parte de la tesis continuamos usando gramáticas HR (sin sincronización)
para describir estilos e introducimos un enfoque específico basado en teoría de tipos para
describir las reconfiguraciones de estilos (llamadas transformaciones). Las nociones de
reconfiguración y movilidad implican modificaciones a la estructura de la arquitectura
cambiando componentes y conexiones. Estas modificaciones que un sistema puede sufrir
conducen a la pregunta de cómo podemos asegurar que los cambios sean consistentes con
el estilo al cual pertenece el sistema. Por analogía, podemos pensar en los estilos como
tipos para las instancias de arquitectura y en derivaciones HR como pruebas de tipo.
Las reconfiguraciones deben preservar los tipos: en terminología de la teoría de tipos
esta propiedad se llama subject reduction. Nuestro método consiste en definir transfor
maciones sobre pruebas de tipo, en lugar que sobre grafos: mientras que cortar y pegar
pruebas de tipo resulten nuevamente en pruebas de tipo, la propiedad de subjet reduc
tion está garantizada. La formalización se efectúa representando grafos y producciones
como términos de un cálculo /\ tipado, donde un paso de derivación HR corresponde a
aplicación seguido por reducción fi. Entonces, las transformaciones se especifican como
reescritura de términos (de alto orden): si todas las reglas de reescritura transforman
pruebas de tipo en pruebas de tipo, entonces todas las posibles reescrituras satisfacen
subject reduction. El uso de cálculo A introduce la idea de reescritura de grafos de
alto orden, permitiendo la parametrización del proceso de diseño con características de
componentes y conectores que podrían ser especificados más adelante, manteniendo la
garantía de consistencia.

La principal diferencia del método para reconfiguración usando SHR con respecto al
que utiliza transformaciones, es que SHR es más dinámico, ya que es aplicable a sistemas
abiertos en ejecución sin control global, a excepción de la sincronización. Por el otro
lado, el método con transformaciones puede ser útil para trabajar al nivel de diseño
estático, es decir, cambiar los pasos del diseño del sistema para producir un sistema
diverso pero consistente. De todas maneras, el último método puede ser aplicado para
especificar clases muy generales de reconfiguraciones y movilidad (como se demuestra
en los ejemplos de la tesis), pero requiere un conocimiento global de la estructura del
sistema.

Los diferentes temas introducidos en la tesis son acompañados por ejemplos es
pecíficos que permiten clarificar las diversas construcciones y demostrar su poder ex
presivo, y por un caso de estudio de un sistema remoto de asistencia médica que es
utilizado a lo largo de toda la tesis.



Extended Abstract

The evolution of software systems and the increased complexity of their developing pro
cesses have led to the necessity of establishing well defined design steps to close the gap
between requirements and implementations. In this direction, in recent years a main
research area has concerned Software Architectures. Basically, a software architecture is
a high-level description of a complex system, with an adequate level of abstraction that
enables capturing, from its requirements, the components of the problem domain to be
later designed in more detail. A Software Architecture Style is a class of architectures
exhibiting a common pattern. If reusability and classification of architectures are main
goals to allow designers to exploit previous work, the identification of a system architec
ture within a specific style requires expressive and well founded languages to represent
styles.

The requirements of modern systems impose new characteristics to the description
of software architectures. These include distribution, concurrency, reconfiguration and
mobility. Therefore, it is necessary to develop the style language and its formal semantics
accordingly. Thus, the description of a software architecture style must include the
structure of component types and of their interactions, the communication patterns,
and the laws governing reconfiguration and/or mobility changes in the architecture. In
this line of research our goal is to contribute to the formalization of models for the
description of software architectures and of software architecture styles.

This thesis presents a formal framework based on graph transformation systems for
the description of software architecture styles. A graph grammar characterizes a class of
graphs that share structural characteristics and it is composed of a set of rewriting rules
called productions. At first, graphs represent the static configurations of architectures
and grammars represent styles. Later we will be able to include productions specifying
runtime interactions among components, reconfiguration and mobility.

System architectures can be managed in a centralized manner by an explicit coordina
tor or administrator, or can be self organising indicatíng that coordination management
is distributed locally among components. The systems we have in mind are distributed,
heterogeneous and mobile, thus we choose a self-organising approach. In particular,
we choose context-free Hyperedge Replacement (HR) grammars to describe styles and
Synchronz'zedHR (SHR) grammars to model communication and coordination among

XV



components. A hypercdge is an atomic item with a label (from a ranked alphabet) and
with as many tentacles as the rank of its label. A set of nodes together with a set of
hyperedges form a hypcrgmph if each hyperedge is connected, by its tentacles, to its
attaclnnent nodes. Hyperedges correspond to components and their attaclnnent nodes
are their comnmnication ports with other components. A HR production rewrites a
single hyperedge into an arbitrary hypergraph. Then, to model the coordination of the
architecture components we combine graph rewriting with synchronizing conditions ob
taining SHR systems. We specify synchronized productions by adding conditions on
nodes which allow to coordinate several rmvritings, thus determining how components
interact and are reconfigured. The productions for a given hyperedge (label) represent
the possible evolutions for a given component type of the style. The productions of a
grannnar are grouped in three sets: the first set contains the HR productions for the
construction of all possible initial configurations of the style. The second set contains
the SHR productions that model the connnunication evolution for each component type
and the third set contains the SHR productions for the reconfiguration of the style struc
ture. The conmmnication productions require synchronization but cannot change the
topological structure of the graph.

With respect to previous literature, this thesis presents an extension of SHR with the
addition of name mobility (as in 7r-calculus). This extension allows us to substantially
increase the expressive power of the approach for representing complex mobile and re
configurable systems, still maintaining the ability of describing them in a decentralized,
distributed way.

We represent hypergraphs and SHR systems in textual form using syntactic judge
ments. This allows the clear separation of rewriting and coordination and the intro
duction of various synchronization mechanisms as suitable (mobile) synchronization al
gebras. Specifically, we present the inference rules in the SOS style for Hoarc (CSP)
and Milner (CCS, 7r-calculus) synchronization algebras. However, we extend process
algebras in that we allow synchronizations of any number of partners at the same time.
Constraint conditions for mobility are solved via unification.

As an important outcome and a formal evidence of the expressive power of the ap
proach. we present a correspondence result proving that SHR with Milner synchroniza
tion subsumes ï-caleulus. We define a translation where a transition in the fi-CfllClllllSis
represented as a transition of the corresponding translated judgement (i.e. a rewriting
step). Since w-calculus is equipped with an interleaving semantics and only with two
partner synchronizations, we prove a complete correspondence between n-calculus and
a restricted version of SHR systems.

In the second part of the thesis we continue using HR grammars (without synchro
nization) for describing styles and we introduce a specific, type-based approach for de
scribing style reconfigurations (called transfonnations). The notions of reconliguration
and mobility imply changes to the architecture structure by changing components and
connections. These modifieations that a system may suffer lead to the question of how
we assure that changes are consistent with the style the system belongs to. By analogy,
we can think of styles as types for the architecture instances and of HR derivations as
typing proofs. Reconfigurations must preserve types: in type theory terminology, this
property is called subject reduction. Our approach is to define transformations on typ
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ing proofs rather than on graphs: as long as cutting and pasting typing proofs still yields
typing proofs, subject reduction is guaranteed. The formalization is done by representing
both graphs and productions as terms of a typed A-calculus,where a HR derivation step
corresponds to application followedby fl-reduction. Then, transformations are specified
as (higher order) term rewritings: if all the term rewriting rules transform typing proofs
into typing proofs, then all the possible rewritings satisfy subject reduction. The use of
A-calculus introduces the idea of higher order graph rewm'ting, allowing to parameter
ize the design process with component and connector features which could be specified
later, still guaranteeing consistency.

The main difference of the approach for reconfiguration using SHR with respect
to the one using transformations, is that SHR is more dynamic in the sense that it
applies to running open-ended systems without global control except for synchronization,
whereas the approach with transformations may be useful for working at the level of
blueprints, i.e. it rearranges the design steps of the system to produce a different but
consistent system. Thus, the latter method can be applied to specify very general kinds
of reconfigurations and mobility (as it is shown in the thesis examples), but it requires
a global knowledge of system structure.

The different topics introduced in the thesis are accompanied by specific examples
to clarify the various constructions and to show their expressive power, and by a. case
study of a remote medical care system that is used all along the thesis.



Part I
Introduction



Chapter 1

Modeling Software Architectures and
Software Architectures Styles

1.1 Software Architectures and Software Architec
ture Styles

The evolution of software systems and the increased complexity of their developing
process (including the maturity of the field as an engineering discipline) have led to the
necessity of establishing well defined design steps to close the gap between requirements
(related to the domain of a problem to solve) and implementations. In this direction,
in recent years a main research area has concerned Software Architectures. Basically, a
software architecture is a high-level description of a complex system, with an adequate
levelof abstraction that enables capturing, from its requirements, the componentsof the
problem domain to be later designed in more detail. A software architecture description
is intended to give all participants of a project a general knowledge of the structure of
the system to be implemented.

As some of the well known definitions of software architectures we can quote:
From [Perry, D. and Wolf, A., 1992],

Architecture is concerned with the selection of architectural elements,
their interactions, and the constraints on those elements and their interac
tions necessary to provide a framework in which to satisfy the requirements
and serve as a basis for the design.

Some of the benefits we expect to gain from the emergence of software
architecture as a major discipline are: J) architecture as the framework for
satisfying requirements; 2) architecture as the technical basis for design and
as the managerial basis for cost estimation and process management; 3) ar
chitecture as an eflectiue basis for reuse; and 4) architecture as the basis for
dependency and consistency analysis.

From [Garlan, D. and Shaw, M., 1996],



4 Chapter 1. Modeling Software Architectures and Software Architectures Styles

As the size and complexity of software systems increase, the design and
specification of overall systems structure becomemore significant issues than
the choice of algorithms and data structurcs of computation. Structural is
sues include the organization of a system as a composition of components;
global control structures; the protocols for communication, synchronization,
and data access: the assignment of functionality to design elements: the com.
position of design elements; physical distribution; scaling and performance;
dimensions of evolution; and selection among design alternatives. This is
the Software Architecture levelof design.

Abstractly, software architecture involves the description of elements from
which systems are built, interactions among those elements, patterns that
guide their composition, and constraints on these patterns.

From [H0fmeister, C. et aL, 199921],

The two main aspects of a Software Architecture are that it provides a
design plan - a blue print - of a system, and that it is an abstraction to help
manage the complexity of a system.

This design plan isn’t a project plan that describes activities and stafi‘ing
for designing the architecture or developing the product. Instead, it is a struc
tural plan that describes the elements of the system, how they fit together,
and how they work together to fulfill the system ’s requirements. It is used as
a blueprint during the development process, and it is also used to negotiate
system requirements, and to set ezpeetations with customers, and marketing
and management personnel. The project manager uses the design plan as
input to the project plan.

The other main aspect of software architecture is that it is an abstraction
that helps manage complexity. The software architecture is not a comprehen
sive deeomposition or refinement of the system: Many of the details needed
to implement the system are abstracted and encapsulated within an element
of the architecture.

The software architecture should define and describe the elements of a
system at a relatively coarse granularity. It should describe how the elements
fulfill the system requirements, including which elements are responsible for
whichfunctionaliti, how they interact with each other, how they interact with
the outside world, and their dependencies on the ezecution platform.

A Software Architecture Style is a class of architectures exhibiting a common pattern.
This allows to abstract details of particular components giving a way to categorize
paradigms of architectnres and to obtain new instances of systems from a specific style.
A style can be seen as a type for a given architectural instance.

If rensability and classification of architectures are main goals to allow designers to
exploit previous work at an early stage of the development process, the identification
of a system architecture within a specific style requires expressive and well founded
languages to represent styles.



1.1. Software Architectures and Software Architecture Styles

To support architecture-based development, formal modeling notations and analysis
and development tools that operate on architectural Specifications are needed. Architec
ture Description Languages (ADLs) and their accompanying toolsets have been proposed
as the answer. Looser defined, an ADL for software applications focuses on the high
level structure of the overall application rather than the implementation details of any
specific source module [Medvidovic, N. and Taylor, R, 1997].

An ADL provides a way of specifying the elements used in the architecture, gener
ally both as types and instances. It also provides support for interconnecting element
instances to form a configuration [Hofmeister, C. et al., 1999a]. As a model of a system
at a high level of abstraction, an ADL is intended (and can only be expected) to provide
a partial depiction of the system.

For the formal description of software architectures many methods have been used.
Research included revision of semantic models used in other areas. We can mention
work done with languages and models as Z [Allen, R. and Garlan, D., 1992], CHAM
[Inverardi, P. and Wolf, A. L., 1995], Darwin [Magee, J. and Kramer, J ., 1996a], Wright
[Allen, R. and Garlan, D., 1994]. Other projects for the development of ADLs are C2
[Medvidovic, N. et al., 1996], SADL [Moriconi, M. et al., 1995], Rapide [Lukham, D.
et al., 199.5]and others. For a comparison of the ADLs produced in the last years,
Medvidovic and Taylor present in [Medvidovic, N. and Taylor, R., 1997] a classification
and comparison framework for a deep analysis of their characteristics.

The requirements of modern systems impose new characteristics to the description
of software architectures. These include distribution, concurrency, reconfiguration and
mobility. The evolution of models for the description of software architectures first talked
about the description of configurations, components (and connectors) and interactions
among components. Then, expansion, distribution and heterogeneity of systems (for
example Internet and the World Wide Web) impose the possibility of changing the
configuration of system networks, upgrade of components and subsystems; and addition
and removal of components without a prior knowledge of how the system will evolve (for
example adhoc networks and peer-to-peer systems). And finally, as a last step in the
evolution, the integration of (logical or physical) mobility of systems (for example mobile
agents and wireless technology). All these issues talk about system reconfiguration,
which means that there is an evolution of the architecture reflected in changes over the
structure of configurations. Therefore, it is necessary to develop the style language and
its formal semantics accordingly.

Even though the relevance of addressing reconfiguration is widely recognized at the
architectural level, the ability of ADLs to express reconfiguration differs among the dif
ferent languages [Medvidovic, N. and Taylor, R., 1997]. In this thesis we will distinguish
between two types of reconfiguration from the architectural point of view:

oSt atic Reconfiguration: Changes take place “off-line”at the architecture level
and may be related with new or revision of requirements, new design decisions
or evolution of the design process during the generation and/or maintenance of a
software architecture.

oDyna mic Reconfiguration: Changes take place at run-time, i.e. during execu
tion of the corresponding system. The simplest kind of dynamic reconfiguration
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is the addition and removal of components. .\Iore complex reconfigurations are
changes in the topology of the architecture and can include also mobility of com
ponents.

¿\’Ioreover,we are convinced that reconfiguration has to be treated as a main issue
at the level of style descriptions. Thus, the description of a software architecture style
must include the structure of component types and of their interactions, the communi
cation patterns, and the laws governing reconfiguration and/or mobility changes in the
architecture. In this line of research our goal is to contribute to the formalization of
models for the description of software architectures and of software architecture styles.

1.2 Why Graphs and Graph Transformations?
The description of software architectures may include various types of diagrams that
model different aspects of a system. These diagrams can have a formal basis with
well-defined semantics [;\ledvidovic, N. and Taylor, R., 1997] or can be used in a more
informal way simply as a notational standard [Booch, G. et aL, 1999]. Most of the
informal approaches to represent software architectures have been based in box-and-line
drawing with the intention to communicate, among a project team, the intuition of the
system structure under development. But also, this lack of formality prevents to clearly
define the semantics of components and connections and the specification of relevant
system properties. In any case, all these diagrams can be abstracted as some types
of graphs. Therefore, we propose using graph models as a suitable abstraction for the
architectural level with the benefits of a formal foundation together with its intuitive
graphical approach.

More specifically. this thesis presents a formal framework based on graph transfor
mation systems for the description of software architecture styles. A graph grammar
characterizes a class of graphs that share structural characteristics and it is composed of
an initial graph and set of rewriting rules called productions. Applying re\\'riting rules
to graphs yields graph rewrzïtingsor graph transformations. The rewriting of a graph
applying a grannnar production corresponds to a direct derivatz'onstep and a sequence of
direct de'rivation steps starting from an initial graph is a derivation. At first, graphs rep
resent the static configurations of architectures and grannnars represent styles. Later we
will be able to include productions specifying runtiine interactions among components,
reconfiguration and mobility, allowing their explicit description at the level of style lan
guage. Then, grannnar derivations will show evolution of system configurations. The
use of graph transformations to specify systems is not new and the amount of work in
this area shows its relevance in computer science. Besides the extensive work on foun
dations [Rozenberg, 1997], we can mention its application in the areas of concurrency,
parallelism and distribution [Ehrig, H. et aL, 1999l)];for functional languages, visual and
object-oriented languages and software engineering [Ehrig, H. et aL, 1999a]; and the pro
posal of general formal frameworks for system modeling [Engels, G. and Heckel, R., 2000:
Mens, T., 2000].

System architectures can be managed in a centralized manner by an explicit coor
dinator or administrator, or can be self organising [Magee, J. and Kramer, J., 1996b]
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indicating that coordination management is distributed locally among components. The
systems we have in mind are distributed, heterogeneous and mobile, thus we choose
a self-organising approach. In particular, we choose context-free Hyperedge Replace
ment (HR) grammars [Drewes, F. et aL, 1997] to describe styles and Synchronized HR
(SHR) grammars to model communication and coordination among components (SHR
was first used to represent distributed systems [Degano, P. and Montanari, U., 1987;
Montanari, U. et aL, 1999]). A hyperedge is an atomic item with a label (from a ranked
alphabet) and with as many tentacles as the rank of its label. A set of nodes to
gether with a set of hyperedges form a hypergraph if each hyperedge is connected, by
its tentacles, to its attachment nodes. Hyperedges correspond to components and their
attachment nodes are their communication ports with other components. A HR pro
duction rewrites a single hyperedge into an arbitrary hypergrapli. HR systems allow
the application of more than one production at the same time but the specification of
components may require that various components need to synchronize. Then, to model
the coordination of the architecture components we combine graph rewriting with syn
chronizing conditions obtaining SHR systems. We specify synchronized productions by
adding conditions on nodes which allow to coordinate several rewritings (called synchro
nized rewriting), thus determining how components interact and are reconfigured. The
productions for a given hyperedge (label) represent the possible evolutions for a given
component type of the style. Using SHR let each component locally define the coordina
tion with other components, supporting a self organising approach. Then, synchronizing
two or more productions correspond to the application of a rewriting rule obtained (re
solving the synchronizing conditions) from the combination of context-free productions
of the respective components. The productions of a grammar are grouped in three sets:
the first set contains the HR productions for the construction of all possible initial con
figurations of the style. The second set contains the SHR productions that model the
communication evolution for each component type and the third set contains the SHR
productions for the reconfiguration of the style structure. The communication produc
tions require synchronization but cannot change the topological structure of the graph.
We first presented these ideas in [Hirsch, D. et aL, 1998] and [Hirsch, D. et aL, 1999].
The problem of finding the set of productions to use in a synchronized rewriting step is
called the rule-matching problem [Degano, P. and Montanari, U., 1987]. The solution of
the rule-matching problem is implemented considering it as a finite domain constraint
problem [Mackworth, A.K., 1998]. An analysis of some techniques to solve this problem
in a distributed and efficient way can be found in [Montanari, U. and Rossi, F ., 1999;
Montanari, U. et aL, 1999]. The description of these techniques is out of the scope of
this thesis.

With respect to previous literature, this thesis presents an extension of SHR with the
addition of name mobility (as in 7r-calculus [Milner, R., 1999; Sangiorgi, D. and Walker,
D., 2001]). This extension allows us to substantially increase the expressive power of the
approach for representing complex mobile and reconfigurable systems, still maintaining
the ability of describing them in a decentralized, distributed way. The extension is
obtained by adding the capability of creation and sharing of names to the definition
of SHR productions. Now, a condition on a node is accompanied by a tuple of node
names that the edge to be replaced wants to share during synchronization. This means
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that a component is sharing the name of some of its ports with other components of
the architecture. In this way, we have the synchronization of nmltiple components using
SHR, and at the same time. the possibility of rearrangíng the topology of the graph by
name passing. The locality of synchronizations together with context free productions
allow us to achieve complex coordination of components along a graph without fixing
a ¡mïon' the mnnber of participants of the resulting synchronized rewriting step. This
feature constitutes a powerful support of the model for the description of distributed
systems. This work was first introduced in [Hirsch, D. et aL, 2000] and continued in
[Hirscln D. and Montanari, U.. 2001a; Hirsch, D. and .\Iontanari, U., 2001b].

ln the second part of the thesis we continue using HR grannnars (without synchro
nization) for describing styles and we introduce a specific, type-based approach for de
scribing style reconfigurations (called transformations). The notions of reconfiguration
and mobility imply changes to the architecture structure by changing components and
connections. These modifications that a system may suffer lead to the question of how
we assure that changes are consistent with the style the system belongs to. By analogy,
we can think of styles as types for the architecture instances and of HR derivations
as typing proofs. Recmrfigurations must preserve types: in type theory terminology,
this property is called subject reduction. Our approach is to define transformations on
typing proofs rather than on graphs: as long as cutting and pasting typing proofs still
yields typing proofs, subject reduction is guaranteed. In this way,once a transformation
is obtained it is assured that it is a consistent reconfiguration with respect to the style.
Thus. a transformation is applied over a derivation segment returning a new derivation
segment. After applying the transformation over a derivation, its result corresponds to
the reconfigured segment of a new derivation. lt is important to mention that because
transformations are over derivation segments they can be composed and applied to sev
eral parts of a graph. Also, after a transformation is obtained, you can start from any
of the derivations of the new resulting graph allowing the application of other transfor
mations. Our aim is to give architects a tool to specify in a consistent way complex
reconfigurations over the architectures they are working with. This is fundamental for
software architecture modeling because once a transformation is obtained and its cor
rectness checked (that it starts and ends with valid derivations), it can be included in
a library of transformations for its future use. This work was introduced in [Hirsch, D.
and Montanari, U., 2000] and [Hirsch, D. and Montanari, U., 1999].

The main difference of the approach for reconfiguration using SHR with respect
to the one using transformations, is that SHR is more dynamic in the sense that it
applies to running open-ended systems without global control except for syncln'onization,
whereas the approach with transformations may be useful for working at the level of
l,)lueprints, i.e. it rearranges the design steps of the system to produce a different but
consistent system. Tlms, the latter method can be applied to specify very general kinds
of rcconfigurations and mobility (as it is shown in the thesis examples), but it requires a
global knowledge of system structure. Some possible steps for combining both methods
are described in the future work in Chapter 10. In [;\ledvidovic, N. and Taylor, R, 1997]
the author differentiate these concepts as evolvability and dynamism, where, evolution,
refers to “off-line” changes to an architecture (what we called static reconfiguration),
and dynamism, on the other hand, refers to modifyng the architecture while the system
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is executing (what we called dynamic reconfiguration).

1.3 Thesis Results

Resuming what we have introduced above, the main goal of this thesis is motivated in
the generation of supporting formal models for the description of software architecture
styles. On one side, we choose software architecture as the focus of our research based on
its recognized importance in the development of a mature software engineering process.
On the other side, we use graph transformation systems as supporting model based
on its, already stated, usefulness for the high level description of systems and their
evolution. But also, we realized that the results we have obtained go beyond the domain
of software architectures. Besides the general goal of the thesis we can summarized its
main contributions:

First of all, we present an extension of SHR systems with the addition of name mo
bility. This extension allows us to increase the expressive power of HR obtaining the
good characteristics of a graphical calculus and the possibility for describing complex
mobile and reconfigurable systems. In this way we are able to propose an alternative
modelling approach followinga self organising philosophy (using local information with
out the necessity of a global control) that gives a useful solution for more real problems
of distributed systems. This approach contrasts with push-out graph transformation
models [Rozenberg, 1997] where graph rewriting is specified by context-sensitive rules
implying centralized control.

We represent hypergraphs and SHR systems in textual form using syntactic judge
ments. This allows the clear separation of rewriting and coordination and the intro
duction of various synchronization mechanisms as suitable (mobile) synchronization al
gebras. Specifically, we present the inference rules in the SOS style for Hoare (CSP)
and Milner (CCS, 7r-calculus) synchronization algebras. However, we extend process
algebras in that we allow synchronizations of any number of partners at the same time.
Synchronizing conditions for mobility are solved via unification. We have to mention
that the initial work of SHR [Degano, P. and Montanari, U., 1987; Montanari, U. and
Rossi, F., 1999; Montanari, U. et aL, 1999] only uses Hoare synchronization (without
mobility).

As an important outcome and a formal evidence of the expressive power of the ap
proach, we present a correspondence result proving that SHR with Milner synchroniza
tion subsumes 7r-calculus. We define a translation where a transition in the 1r-calculusis
represented as a transition of the corresponding translated judgement (i.e. a rewriting
step). At this point, it is necessary to comment on the differences between 7r-calculus
and synchronized rewriting. On the one hand, 7r-ca.lculusis equipped with an inter
leaving semantics and only with two-partner synchronizations. On the other, we are
using graph transformations with synchronized rewriting which is a distributed concur
rent model allowing for multiple, simultaneous synchronizations and rewriting. lt is
clear that there are graph transitions (the concurrent ones) that cannot be obtained
in 7r-calculus. Thus, we prove a complete correspondence between 1r-calculus and a re
stricted version of SHR systems. For this we restrict the synchronization mechanism to
what we call the Milner,r transition system. Proofs constructed with Milner,r transition
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system are transitions corresponding to sequential steps of Tr-calculus.
We consider this correspondence result as fundamental for the thesis given the rele

vance of ï-calculus for process calculi specially for mobility languages. The fact that we
obtain a graphical calculus that subsumes ’¡T-CillClllllSis a strong support for graphical
formal languages as a next step in the high-level description of distributed, concurrent
and mobile systems.

The second part of the thesis introduce a type-based approach for describing recorr
figuration rules (transformations), where styles are seen as types and HR derivations
as typing proofs. The emphasis of this approach is on maintaining style consistency
after reconfiguration, where consistency is obtained by the subject reduction property.
The formalization is done by representing both graphs and productions as terms of a
typed A-calculns, where a HR derivation step corresponds to application followed by B
reduction. Then, transformations are specified as (higher order) term rewritings: if all
the term rewriting rules transform typing proofs into typing proofs, then all the possible
rewritings satisfy subject reduction. Furthermore, the use of A-calculus introduces the
idea of higher order graph rewriting, allowing to parameterize the design process with
component and connector features which could be specified later, still guaranteeiug con
sistency.

Finally, the different topics introduced in the thesis are accompanied by specific
examples to clarify the various constructions and to show their expressive power, and
by a case study of a remote medical care system that is used all along the thesis.

1.4 Related Work

As related work using graph transformation for describing software architectures we have
[Le Métayer, D., 1998]which has been the first to propose the use of graph grammars for
describing software architecture styles. ln [Le Métayer, D., 1998], Le Métayer presents
a dual approach with context-free productions where nodes represent components and
edges their communication links. Graphs are used to represent architectural instances
where a graph is forinally defined as a set of relation tuples. Also reconfiguration is
treated but using a centralized approach. Together with the context-free grammar a
coordinator is defined that is in charge of managing the architecture reconfiguration.
The coordinator is expressed using conditional graph rewriting with rules (not context
free) on entities, links and conditions ou public variables of entities textual specification.
These variables are the only interactions among entities and the coordinator and are set
by entities (in the textual language specification) indicating when a rule can be applied.
In [Le Métayer, D., 1998] only binary and unary relations are used.

Le Metayer complements the graph grammar for the style with a small language with
a CSP like notation used for describing entity (i.e. components) behavior including the
pattern of interactions among them. The differencewith our approach is that Le Metayer
only uses grammars to generate the static configuration of the style. He also uses context
frce productions but they are applied over unary relations that identify components. ln
spite of the fact that both approaches highlights the separation of static configuration,
coordination and computation, the graph representation using relations mixes the static
configuration with the (lynaniics of the communications (see Section 4.4) by connecting
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components with communication links, instead of using ports (or connectors generally
Speaking). In our case, synchronized context-free productions can do the job while
keeping the self organising philosophy we propose.

Again, as related work on specifying consistent reconfigurations we can mention [Le
Métayer, D., 1998]. In his paper Le Métayer, together with the context free grammar for
the static structure of the style and the coordinator conditional rules for reconfiguration,
proposes a semi-decidable algorithm for ”type checking” of styles to ensure that the
coordinator does not break the style structure (which defines the type). The algorithm
corresponds to a proof of convergence of graph rewriting rules. On the contrary, in
our approach using A-calculus the consistency of the reconfiguration does not need to
be verified given that it is assured by the typing rules of the grammar. Also, we have
to mention that part of the checking that is done in [Le Métayer, D., 1998] for the
coordinator rules, is due to the set representation that was chosen. For example, when
a component is removed it means that the coordinator rule has to take into account
the deletion of the node and also all the edges corresponding to its communication links
(this is not needed in our representation).

Other work on graph transformation for reconfiguration and description of software
architectures and styles are [Wermelinger, M., 1999]and [Wermelinger, M. and Fiadeiro,
J., 2002]. These works use a program design language (COMMUNITY) to represent
program states and computations, and an algebraic framework based on category theory
to represent architectures and their reconfigurations. In these case architectures are
diagrams of a specific category with designs as nodes and morphisms among designs
as arrows. Designs are graphs whose nodes are programs (written in COMMUNITY)
and arcs denote superposition relationships. Then, reconfiguration is specified using
conditional graph rewriting rules that depend on the state of the involved components
(designs). Reconfiguration rules are based on the double-pushout approach to graph
transformation. The inclusion of a given architecture in a style is determined (instead of
a graph grammar) by typed graphs that define the ways that architectures are allowedto
be constructed. This is done by equipping every architecture instance with a morphism
to the corresponding type graph for the style.

The work in [Wermelinger, M., 1999; Wermelinger, M. and Fiadeiro, J., 2002],
presents an alternative approach for software architecture reconfiguration using graph
transformation, but we considered that in relation to our work it is at a different level.
Our work is more concrete, in the sense that graphs are specific configurations of the
architecture and reconfigurations are applied (and specified) over the explicit component
network (in contrast to the morphisms among designs and the double-pushout rules).
Also, the work in [Wermelinger, M., 1999; Wermelinger, M. and Fiadeiro, J., 2002] is
limited with respect to the self organising approach presented in this thesis and the
possible treatment of open systems. These is due to the fact that it requires context
sensitive rules not allowing the possibility of unbound synchronizations (i.e. unbound
number of participants in a reconfiguration) and the movement of components along the
complete configuration graph. The use of typed graphs is a good typing solution for
style description assuring consistency of the style but is limited for the specification of
complex reconfigurations including the specification of hybrid styles (i.e. combination
of different kind of styles) and the possibility of constructing consistent reconfigurations
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from smaller inconsistent steps (see Part VI). In [Taentzer, G. et aL, 1998] distributed
graph transformation for dynamic change management is also applied. This approach
also handle reeonfiguration via transformation rules but they are based on general graph
rewriting rules and thus assume a global, centralized control driving reconfigurations.

Even if in this section we are connnenting on related work using graph transforma
tion for software architectures, based on the already stated relevance of w-calculus as
a foundational calculi for mobility and its relation with our work, we have to mention
the language called Darwin [Magee, J. et (LL,1995]. Darwin is an ADL specially de
sign for distributed systems with its semantics expressed in the 7r-calculus [h/Iagee, J.
and Kramer, J., 1996a]. Darwin supports only constrained dynamic manipulation of
architectures where the initial architecture may depend on some parameters and during
runtime components may be replicated and deleted. Darwin has a supporting tool that
allows graphical and textual representations. In spite of this and considering that we
are presenting a formal model and not a specific ADL, it is clear that languages like
Darwin could benefit from our proposal of a calculus that directly supports a graphical
approach, concurrency and increased expressive power for dynamic reconfigurations.

Finally, we consider that it is important to mention the work (in other areas than
software architecture) that have been derived from our research. ln [I(ónig, B. and
Montanari, U., 2001], the authors present a bisimilarity for syneln'onized graph rewriting
with name mobility (only for Hoare synchronization), based on the work of [Hirsch, D.
et (1.1.,2000], proving it to be a congruence. Also they introduce a so-called format
which is a syntaetic condition on productions ensuring that bisimilarity is a congruence.
This last result is original not only for graph rewriting, but also for mobility in general.
Also, triggered by [Hii'seli, D. and .\'Iontanari, U., 20011)], we can mention the work
of [De Nicola, R. et aL, 2003] in the area of global computing applications for wide
area networks, including the introduction of an extension of the approach to cope with
quantitative Quality of Services (QOS) requirements. The work in [Ferrari, GL. et aL,
2001] introduces a semantics of ambient calculus based on synchronize rewriting with
.\Iilner synchronization; and the work in [Lanese, I. and Montanari, U., 2002] introduces
a translation for synchronize rewriting with Hoare synchronization to logicprogranuning.

1.5 Thesis Organization
In this part of the thesis we have introduced the notions of software architectures and
software architecture styles. Also, we have presented the motivation of our approach for
using graph transforinatious for modeling systems and their reconfigurations, comment
on related work and summarize the main results of the thesis. It is in the rest of this
thesis that we work out these ideas.

In Part II we present the basic definitions for HR systems and Tr-calculus.
In Part III we give an introduction to our approach without much formal details

(i.e. only the graphical side), with the goal of introducing the reader to the idea of
using graph transformation models to represent software architecture styles. This part
is intended as a intuitive first step to the next parts of the thesis. In Chapter 3 we
introduce how to represent architecture static configurations using hypergraphs and we
present a case study from the telemedicine area that will be used to exemplified the new
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notions. The use of graph grammars for describing styles is presented in Chapter 4. In
this part we use SHR systems without mobility, separating productions in three sets:
the Style Static Configuration Set, the Communication Pattern Set and the Dynamic
Reconfiguration Set. The level of reconfiguration that can be achieved here is limited to
simple creation and removal of components.

Part IV presents the formalization of SHR with the addition of name mobility. ln
Chapter 5 we formalize the notion of hypergraphs as well formed syntactic judgements
generated from a set of axioms and inference rules. In Chapter 6 we also formalize
SHR with name mobility as syntactic judgements generated from a set of axioms and
inference rules, and present the inference systems for Hoare and Milner synchronization
algebras.

In Part V, with the goal of studying the expressive power of the formalism introduced
in Part IV, we give in Chapter 7 a translation for 7r-calculus using SHR Systems with
Milner synchronization. We present a translation function and state the correspondence
theorems.

Part VI presents an alternative approach for specifying reconfigurations (called trans
formations). The method warranties that if the transformation can be specified, then
its application over system instances will be consistent with respect to the expected
architecture style configuration. In Chapter 8 we show how to specify reconfigurations
by transformation rules over grammar derivations, and in Chapter 9 we give a first idea
of how this approach can be used by a designer that may want to specify a reconfigu
ration in a more constructive (and maybe more intuitive) way with intermediate steps
that may not end in valid configurations of the style. In relation with this last topic,
[Medvidovic, N. and Taylor, FL, 1997] and [Hofmeister, C. et aL, 1999a] comment about
the necessity of ADL’s tolerance and/or support for incomplete architectural descrip
tions, how common they are during design and the advantages of allowing incomplete
descriptions. However [Medvidovic, N. and Taylor, R., 1997], also mentioned that most
existing ADLs and their supporting toolsets have been built around the notion that
preciser these kinds of situations must be prevented.

Finally, in Part VII we present our conclusions and ideas for future work.



Part II
Background



Chapter 2

Basic Notions

2.1 Hypergraphs
A hyperedge,or simply an edge, is an atomic item with a label (from a ranked alphabet
LE = {LEn}n=0'1'm)and with as many (ordered) tentacles as the rank of its label. A set
of nodes together with a set of such edges form a. hypergraph (or simply a graph) if each
edge is connected, by its tentacles, to its attachment nodes. Similarly as in [Drewes,
F. et aL, 1997], a graph is equipped with a set of external nodes identified by distinct
names. The difference with the definition in [Drewes, F. et aL, 1997] is that instead
of using names, they use a sequence of external nodes. External nodes can be seen as
the connecting points of a graph with its environment (i.e. the context). Graphs are
considered in this paper up to isomorphism.

DEFINITION2.1. [Hypergraphs] Let N be a fixed infinite set of names and LE a ranked
alphabet of labels. An edge-labelledhypergraph, or simply a graph, is defined as a. tuple
G = (N, E, att,e:vt,labLE,labLN) where,

1. N is a set of nodes.

N . E is a set of edges.

CO . att : E I—>N ‘ is the connection function (each edge can be connected to a list of
nodes).

A . ext g N is a set of external nodes.

. lab“; :E H LE is the labeling function of edges, where rank(labug(e)) = |att(e)|
for all e E E.

(7|

05 . labLN :ezvt H N is the labeling injective function of external nodes.

17
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2.2 Hyperedge Replacement (HR) Systems
A HR production rewrites a single edge into an arbitrary graph. Productions will be
written as L —>R. A production p = (L —>R) can be applied to a graph G yielding
H (G =>p H) if there is an occurrence of an edge labelled by L in G. A result of
applying p to G is a graph H which is obtained from G by removing an edge with label
L, and ernbedding a fresh copy of R in G by coalescing the external nodes of R with
the corresponding attaclnnent nodes of the replaced hyperedge. This notion of edge
replacement yields the basic steps in the derivation process of an HR grann‘nar.

DEFINITION2.2. [HR Production] Given a set of external nodes ext, a HR production
p is a pair (L, R, cart) (noted as L —>R), where:

1. L is a label of hyperedge.

2. R is a graph.

3. The attaclnnent nodes of the edge with label L and the external nodes of graph
R are exactly those in ezt.

4. The nodes in ca't cannot be deleted by p.

DEFlNlTION2.3. [HR Grammar] A HR Grammar is a pair HRG = (G0, P), where:

1. G0 is a graph.

2. P is a set of HR productions.

3. The rewriting step resulting frorn the application of a production p¡ to graph G¡_¡
(CL--1 =>p,-G,-) is a direct derivation step. A HR derivation is a finite sequence
of direct derivation steps of the form G0 =>p1G, =>,,2 =>p,,G'n = H, where
p1,...,pn are in P.

2.3 Synchronized HR (SHR) Systems
DEFINITION2.4. [SHR Production] Given a set Act of actions, a SHR production p is
a tuple (L, R,cxt,f), where:

1. (L, R, ext) is a HR production.

2. f :ea: t —>Act‘, assign tuples of actions to the attaclnnent nodes of an edge labelled
with L.

A SHR grammar consists of an initial graph and a set of SHR productions. A SHR
derivation is obtained by starting with the initial graph and applying a sequence of
rewriting rules, where each rewriting rule is obtained by synchronizing possibly several
SHR productions. How many productions will synchronize depends on the synchroniza
tion mechanism. Note that HR productions are special cases of SHR productions where
Act = (0.
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DEFINITION2.5. [SHR Grammar] Given a set Act of actions, a SHR Grammar is a pair
SHRG = (Go,P), where:

1. G0 is a graph.

2. P is a set of SHR productions.

3. The rewriting step resulting from the application of a rule P,- to graph G.-_¡
(GH--1=>p¡ G,-) is a direct den'vatz'on step. A SHR derivatz'on is a finite sequence
of direct derivation steps of the form G0 =>p1 G1 =>p2 =>pn Gn = H, where
P1, . . . , Pn are sets of SHR productions of P.

2.4 The 7r-Calculus

The 7r-calculus [Milner, R., 1999; Sangiorgi, D. and Walker, D., 2001] is a name passing
process algebra. Many different versions of the 1r-calculus have appeared in the litera
ture. The 7r-calculus we present here is synchronous, monadic, with guarded recursion
and guarded sum.

DEFINITION2.6. [7r-CalculusSyntax] Let N be the countable set of names. The syntax
of 7r-calculus agent terms, ranged over by P, Q, . . ., are defined by the grammar:

P ::= nil I 277,19,- I P|P I uz.P I recX.P
¡:1

In order we have, inaction, guarded sum, parallel composition, restriction and recur
sion.

Prefizes, ranged over by 7r,are defined as:

7r ::= :ïzy I (n(y)

They correspond to the output action and input action. The occurrences of y in :v(y).P
and uy. P are bound; free names of agent P are defined as usual and we denote them
with fn(P). Also, we denote with n(P) and n(7r) the sets of (free and bound) names of
agent P and prefix 7r, respectively. The T symbol will be considered as an action given
that we are interested in the synchronization of components but not in their internal
computations.

Also, we require that any free occurrence of X in rec X. P must be in the scope of a
prefix (guarded recursion).

If a is a name substitution, we denote with Pa the agent P whose free names have
been replaced according to substitution a, in a capture-free way.

DEFINITION2.7. [1r-Calculus Structural Congruence] We define 1r-calculus agents up to
a structural congruence E; it is the smallest congruence that satisfies axioms in table 2.1.
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(alpha) P _=_Q if P and Q are alpha equivalent with respect to bounded names

(IW) le'l E P PIQ E QIP PKQIR)E (PIQllR

(res) 111:.m'l _=_mil U:L‘.llg. P E uy. ur. P

u:1:.(P|Q) E PIUI. Q if :r e fn(P)

(rec) rch.PEP[recX.P/X]

Table 2.1: n-Calculus Structural Axionis

We reinark that P E Q ilnplies Pa E Q0 and fn(P) = fn(Q): so, it is possible to
define the effect of a substitution and to define the free naines also for agents up to
structural equivalenee.

DEFINITION 2.8. [ir-Calculus Operational Sen‘ianties]
The Operational seniantics of the 7r-calculusis defined via labelled transitions P L»

P’, where P is the starting agent, P’ is the target one and a is an action. There are
many versions for the operational selnantics of fi-calculus but we will not describe thern
in this thesis. We refer to [Milner, R., 1999; Sangiorgi, D. and Walker, D., 2001] for
further explanations of the different seinanties.

For the translation presented in Chapter 7 we will use the late Operational semantics
of 7r-caleulnsand its corresponding transition system.

The transitions for the Operational semantics are defined by the rules of Table 2.2.
The actions an agent can perform are defined by the following syntax:

a ::= T I ::(z) I ¿EyI

and are called respectively synchmnizaiion, bound input, free output and bound output
actions; :L'and y are free names of a (fn(a)), whereas z is a bound name (bn(a));
inoreover 11(0)= fn(a) U bn(a).

(Sum) a,-.P,-L» P,-with a,-= :L'(y),:ï:y

L, I . Pï» P’ '
(Par)-—P—0L, ifbn(a ñ fn(Q)= (D (Com)—,,OI,J

PIQ —» P IQ ) PIQ —» P IQ {y/z}

PMP QMQI(Close) ,. I (Open)—_ 1f.‘L'7€y
PIQ—>uy.(PIO) uy.P P'

(Res) ¡r:t-e“(0) (Cong)PEP QEQ

Table 2.2: 7r-Caleulus Operational Sen‘iantics
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The prefix 15(2)for bound input means input some name along link named :r and call
it y. A free output Íy means output the name y along the link named z. A bound
output Í(z) is not available at the syntactic level and corresponds to the emission of
a private name of an agent to the environment, i.e., z is a name that was previously
restricted: in this way, the channel becomes public and can be used for further commu
nications between the agent and the environment. Rule (Open) allows to share with the
environment a node that was originally bounded. This rule may be used for sharing a
port of communication that was local among some processes and that now they want
to allow others to communicate with them by that port. and together with rule (Close)
causes an extrusion. Extrusion allows to export and share bounded nodes. But once
synchronization is completed, it hides away those private names that were synchronized
meaning that the names are still bound, but their scope has grown.

DEFINITION 2.9. [Agents]

oAgen t Term: An agent term is any term generated by the grammar in Defini
tion 2.6.

oAgen t: An agent is an agent term that represents a class of terms up to structural
equivalence.

oSe quential Agent: Some of the agent terms equivalent to it have guarded sum
as top operator.

The followingdefinition for standard decomposition of sequential agents will be needed
for the translation of 7r-calcu1usto SHR systems in chapter 7.

DEFINITION2.10. [Standard Decomposition] The Standard Decomposition of a sequen
tial agent P is defined as: A

P = 0'pP

where ap and P are the standard substitution and standard agent of P, respectively,
and with 0P = (aaP)P also standard, for any name permutation a.
The standard agent P is obtained by:

1. Find the first of the equivalent terms of P with respect to structural equivalence.

2. Distinguish and order all free variable occurrences. We assume fn(P) = {121,. . . ,vn}.

We assume that there is a procedure that, by a given order over the equivalence class of
P, returns the corresponding standard substitution and standard agent for P. Also, we
have that V7.(a.,p = 7GP) A (7P = P) with 'y any substitution.

For example, assuming that sequential process P = Ïy.z(w).nil + z(y).nil is the first
(by a given order) of its class, we have:

op = [:v/vl,y/v2, 2/113,z/v4] and P = Ülvg.v3(w).nil + v4(y)



Part III
Software Architecture Styles and Grammars

In Part III we give an introduction to our approach without much formal details
(i.e. only the graphical side), with the goal of introducing the reader to the idea of
using graph transformation models to represent software architecture styles. This part
is intended as a intuitive first step to the next parts of the thesis.

In this part of the thesis we present to the reader the idea of using graph transfor
mation models to represent software architecture styles. The presentation in this part
is intended as an introduction to our approach without much formal details (i.e. only
the graphical side), with the goal of introducing the reader to the idea of using graph
transformation models to represent software architecture styles. This part is intended
as a intuitive first step to the followingparts of the thesis.

In Chapter 3 we introduce how to represent architecture static configurations using
hypergraphs and we present a.case study from the telemedicine area that will be used
to exemplified the new notions. The use of graph grammars for describing styles is
presented in Chapter 4. In this chapter we use SHR systems without mobility. The
approach separates productions in three sets: the Style Static Configuration Set, the
Communication Pattern Set and the Dynamic Reconfigiiration Set. The level of re
configuration that can be achieved here is limited to simple creation and removal of
components. As we already mentioned in the introduction of this thesis we are inter
ested in a self organising approach and consequently focused on graph transformation
models supporting this idea, i.e. the use of context-free grammars.



Chapter 3

Software Architectures and Graphs

One of the basic steps in the construction of a software system is the identification
of its software architecture ([Garlan, D. and Shaw, M., 1996; Perry, D. and Wolf, A.,
1992]),that means that the different participants of the project must agree on a system
configuration of its components and the definition of the interactions among them.

In this chapter we will focus only on the representation of the static configuration
of software architectures. We present graphs as a formal model for describing software
architectures, more specifically, graphs are proposed for describing the static configura
tions of systems. At the end of this chapter we also comment about related work using
graphs based approaches to support multiple view architectures.

3.1 Case Study: Remote Medical Care System
This section presents a case study from the telemedicine area, which will be used in
some of the different Chapters of this thesis. This case study is motivated by a real
system developed as part of a project carried out by University of L’Aquila and Parco
Scientifico e Tecnologico d’Abruzzo, a regional consortium of public and private research
institutions and manufacturing industries in Italy. Also, it was proposed as a working
case study for the Tenth International Workshop on Software Specification and Design
(IWSSD-lO) [Inverardi, P. and Muccini, H., 2000].

The current trend in healthcare is to transition patients from hospital care to home
care as quickly as feasible. The Teleservices and Remote Medical Care System (TRMCS)
is intended to provide and guarantee assistance services to at home or mobile users. This
type of patient does not need continuous assistance but may need prioritized assistance
when urgencies happen, in which case the patient would call a help center for assistance.
The system must handle help request to a help center from patients with a medical emer
gency. Also, patients may have internet-based medical monitors that give continuous
readouts. A help center may be contracted to read these monitors over the net and raise
alerts when dangerous values are detected.

25
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The case study can be examined from many perspectives like requirements, safety
critical aspects, security, design and user interface. Some of the requirements of the
system related to dynamic changes and reconfigurations are as follows:

oBe open to new service installations.

ol-land le users that are geographically distributed and heterogeneously connected,
offering homogeneous service costs.

oHand le dynamic changes of users and their locations.

oSu pport mobile users.

Others requirements not directly related with dynamics but which can affect the
possible solutions include:

oGua rantee continuous service of the system.

oGua rantee the delivery of help service in response to a help request in a specific
critical time range.

oHand le several help request in parallel that compete for service by overlapping in
time and space.

oSu pport conflict resolution according to resolution policies that minimize user
damage.

For clarity, the operations of the different components have been Simplified. The
three types of units operate as follows.

User sends either alarm (i.e. help requests) or check signals (i.e. control irressages) on
the user subsystem state or on the user health state, respectively.

Router acce ts sio'nals control or alarm from the Users. It forwards the alarm reD

quests upward to the Server and checks the behavior of the user subsystem through
the control n'iessages.

Server reccives alarms from Routers and dispatches the help requests.

The software architecture of the system follows a hierarchical style. There is only
one server in the system. A variable number of routers are connected to the server and
a variable number of users are connected to each router.
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3.2 Graphical Notations: Semiformal and Formal
Languages

To fulfill the task of obtaining the software architecture of a given system, usually,
practitioners rely on box-and-line drawings with the intention to communicate, among
a project team, the intuition of the system structure under development. Many of
the graphical notations that practitioners have used or are using do not have a formal
semantics that allows a clear understanding for the meaning of these kind of diagrams.
An example of these informal notations that is being used widely, almost imposed in
many organizations as a standard, is UML [Booch, G. et aL, 1999]. In spite of being a
notation that comes from the object-oriented universe, and not being initially thought
with that goal, it is being used for system architecture description. The problem (among
others) with these informal notations is that it is very difficult to reconcile the different
interpretations that can be given to the same diagram by different participants of a
project.

On the other side, we have the development of Architecture Description Languages
(ADLs), which are languages specially developed to cope with the architectural aspects
of a system [Medvidovic, N. and Taylor, R., 1997]. In general, most of these formalisms
support graphical descriptions with defined semantics that allow some type of analysis,
although many of them are restricted to specific domains or the use of one type of
style. It is in the direction of understanding which is the best way of describing software
architectures that many researchers are investigating the real suitability (or not) of
using languages like UML for architectural description and their relationship with ADLS
[Garlan, D. and Kompanek, A., 2000; Hofmeister, C. et aL, 1999a; Hofmeister, C. et aL,
1999b; Medvidovic, N. and Rosemblum, D., 1999].

But above all the mentioned approaches we can see a common denominator. They
use graphical notations for supporting communication of ideas among people. It is in
this context, that we see graphs as the nearest (and most general) formal model to
the box-and-line drawing representation. And with this in mind, one of our goals is to
introduce the reader to a common formal ground among the many languages, notations
and tools that he/she may find, trying to identify which one is the best suited for his/ her
needs, and also if it is necessary, to be able to develop them formally.

3.3 Graphs for SA Static Configurations

A graph represents a state of the static configuration of the architecture. The configura
tion evolution from one state to the other will be modeled as graph rewriting from one
graph to another. At this point, you should imagine that there are various possibilities of
representations for architectures as graphs, depending on how edges and nodes are inter
preted with respect to components and communication links or ports. In this thesis, we
will followthe representation first introduced for software architectures in [Hirsch, D. et
aL, 1998] and [Hirsch, D. et aL, 1999], where a software architecture structural topology
is described as a hypergraph where hyperedges are components and nodes are communi
cation ports. Hyperedges sharing a node mean that there is a communication link among
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the components. Names and other attributes of components can be seen as labels of
the hypergraph. Then we can give a definition of a hyperedge (or simply an edge) as an
atomic item with a label (from a ranked alphabet LE = {LE,,}{n = 0, 1, . . and with
as many (ordered) tentacles as the rank of its label. A set of nodes together with a set
of such edges forms a hypergraph (or simply a graph) if each edge is connected, by its
tentacles, to its attaclnnent nodes. Note that the usual notion of graph is a special case
of hypergraphs where all hyperedges have rank 2. You can find the formal definitions
in Section 2.1 and more information about hypergraphs in [Drewes, F. ct aL, 1997].

3.4 Example
As an example, you can see in Figure 3.1a. a hypergraph representing an instance of the
style used for the TRMCS system. Hyperedges (components) are drawn as boxes with a
label for the component name and they are connected together by nodes (connnunication
ports). In this case, we have one Server component and two Routers, the first one
with one User and the second with two of them. The connnunication port AlarmRSp
connects the Server and Routers and it is used to forwardUser alarins to the Server.
The connnunication port Signalp connects a Router with its Users and it is used to
send User alarms to the Router and to send checksignals from the Router to a User.

Figure 3.1: Representations of a software architecture configuration as a graph.
a) Components as Hyperedges. b) Components as Nodes.

Another possible representation of architectures as graphs and the first work in which
(context-free) graph grannnars are used to represent styles is [Le .\'Iétayer, D.. 1998]. Le
Metayer presents a dual approach where nodes represent components and edges their
conmnmication links. Graphs are used to represent architectural instances where a graph
is fornlally defined as a set of relation tuples of the form R(e¡, . . . , e,,) where R is a n-ary
relation and c,-are entity names (note that this definition also allows the representation
of hypergraphs). In [Le Métayer, D., 1998]only binary and unary relations are used,
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a binary relation L(61,€2) represents a directed link of name L between el and eg (a
communication link from component el to component 62); and a unary relation L(e)
characterizes the role of entity e (e is a component L) in the architecture. As an
example, Figure 3.1b. shows the same TRMCS instance of Figure 3.1a. with this
notation, where component types Server, Router and User are unary relations, and
communicationlinks (not ports) AlarmRS ,AlarmUR and Check are directed edgos
(binary relations). Nodes sl, r1, r2, ul, uz, u3 are the components of the system. Again, it

is worth noticing that these two approaches are not the only ones, and that other possible
ways of interpreting architecture structures can be applied. For example, the dual
ones of these two are options. A second point to comment is about another important
notion of software architecture, which are connectors. Connectors represent interactions
among components. They may represent simple interactions or can be entities that
have to deal with complex communication mechanisms and protocols. In our context of
graph representation, connectors can be seen as simple communication ports (as in the
hypergraph approach). But also, if they must specify complex interactions they can be
treated as first class entities like components (but as a distinguished class) with their
corresponding behavior to coordinate interactions (also known as roles [Allen, R. and
Garlan, D., 1994]). In this setting, nodes are the connections between components and
connectors.

3.5 Multiple Views

Another important topic that is of relevance in the area of Software Design is the notion
of view. A view is the representation of a system from a given set of requirements
or properties of interest. The goal of using views is to reduce complexity, separation
of concerns and help in analysis. Usually, views are represented with different types
of diagrams, for example, in UML you have class diagrams, statecharts, deployment
diagrams, etc., that are used to describe different aspects of a system. In the area of
software architecture the use of views has been proposed and studied too. For example
we have [Kruchten, P.B., 1995], where the 4 + 1 View Model is introduced, and [Bass,
L. et aL, 1998] where the use of views is proposed to analyze architectures. A third
work that applies a multiple view approach and relates UML with software architecture
is [Hofmeister, C. et aL, 1999a].

But one of the main problems with views is how to keep and/or check consistency
among views. Another problem is how to be able (if possible and desired) to obtain an
integrated view from the basic ones. As far as we know, the existing formal ADLs do not
support a multiple view approach, but some work has been done on its formalization
and the treatment of the problems mentioned above. We can mention [Fradet, P. et
aL, 1999] and [Périn, M., 2000], where a graph notation is used to represent different
views of a system and diagrams with rnultiplicity (in the spirit of UML class diagrams)
define a class of graphs for each type of view. Multiplicity is used to constraint the
number of connections on nodes for graphs in a class. Also, an algorithm is proposed
to check the consistency among views and a language of constraints is introduced to
express more complex consistency requirements together with a decision procedure to
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check if diagrams satisfy constraints expressed in that language.
Another work in this line is [Heckel R., 1998], where an object-oriented approach

is introduced to specify different views of a system using open graph transformation
systems based on a loose semantics. In [Heckel R., 1998], a view is an incomplete
specifieation of a system focusing on a particular aspect or subsystem, and then a view
specifies only what, at least, has to happen on a system’s state. Views are obtained
from a common reference model and evolve concurrently with corresponding extensions
to the original reference model to keep consistency when new dependencies appear among
views. At the end, views are compositionally integrated to obtain the overall system
specification. For temporal specification and verification of safety and lifeness properties
temporal arrow logic [Marx, M. et aL, 1996] is used.

Then, following the idea of graphs as a general model for system architectures, and
as it was already mentioned that it is used in other works, views can be seen as a family
of graphs where each view may have a different interpretation of the meaning of nodes
and edges.

In this thesis we will not work with different views leaving this topic for future work
(see chapter 10).



Chapter 4

Software Architecture Styles and Graph
Grammars

Now that we have introduced graphs as a representation of the static configuration of
architecture instances, we want to go to a higher level and talk formally about classes of
architectures sharing similar characteristics, i.e. software architecture styles. To achieve
this goal, in this chapter we present graph grammals. At the same time, the use of gram
mars comes with the notion of graph reuniting or graph transformation which together
will let us describe the evolution of a system architecture not only as transformations
over system instances, but at the level of style.

4.1 Graph Grammars and Graph 'I‘ransformations
for Styles

The motivation to introduce the use of styles is very important. It allows reuse of
architectures by the identification of related structures on supposedly different systems
[Perry, D. and Wolf, A., 1992; Garlan, D. and Shaw, M., 1996; Bass, L. et aL, 1998]. And
also, it will make possible to compare different styles (i.e. classify styles in a taxonomy)
being able to choose which is the best one to fulfill the requirements for a system to be
implemented. It is clear that the use of informal notations without a defined semantic
does not allow a clear notion of what is the meaning of the different diagrams that are
used to describe the architecture. As a consequence it is very difficult to talk about
styles and reusability.

The description of a software architecture style must contain:

oTh e structure model of component types and their interactions or connections, i.e.
the structural topology.

oTh e communication pattern, i.e. the interactions among component types.

oTh e laws governing the dynamic changes in the architecture configuration, i.e.
reconfiguration and/or mobility.

31
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A graph grammar characterizes a class of graphs with similar characteristics and is
composed of a set of rewriting rules called productions (which are the ones that define
the gcneral structure of the graphs of the class). A production rewrites a graph into
another graph, deleting some elements (nodes and edges), generating new ones, and
preserving others. Also, as we already mentioned, the application of rewriting rules to
graphs drives to the notion of graph rewriting or graph transformation, which itself,
it in is very useful and another motivation for the approach. Using graph grannnars
and graph rewriting not only let us specify the construction of the static structure
of systems for a given style. Later we will be able to include productions specifying
runtime interactions among components, reconfiguration and mobility, allowing their
explicit description at the level of style language. In conclusion, a graph gives a simple
view of the structure of an architectural instance at a given state, scparated from the
application of the rewriting rules that show the evolution between states.

The use of graph transformation to specify systems is not new and the amount of
work in this area shows its relevance in computer science. As we already mentioned
in the introduction (see Section 1.2) and chapter 3, [Le Mótayer, D., 1998] has been
the first to propose the use of graph grammars for describing software architecture
styles. Also, we can mention its application in the areas of concurrency, parallelism
and distribution [Eln'ig, H. et aL, 1999b]; for functional languages, visual and object
oriented languages and software engineering [Ehrig, H. et al, 1999a]; and the proposal
of general formal frameworks for system modeling [Engels, G. and l-leckel, R., 2000;
Mens, T., 2000].

There are many formalisms for rule based graph specification and transformation. In
this thesis we will just consider context-free graph grammars. Context-free productions
can be specified in terms of node replacement or edge replacement. As we introduced
in Section 1.2, thinking about the new generation of systems and their requirements
for distribution, heterogeneity and mobility, is that we are interested in modeling self
organising systems [.\lagee, J. and Kramer, .l., 1996h], i.e., management is distributed
among components without a central coordinator. Then, continuing with the approach
proposed in [Hirscln D. et aL, 1998] and [Hirsch, D. et al, 1999], we describe a software
architecture style using context-free Hyperedge Replacement (HR) grannnars [Drewes,
F. et al, 1997] and Synchronized HR (SHR) grammars to model communication and
coordination among components (SHR was first used to represent distributed systems
[Degano, P. and ;\'Iontanari, U., 1987; Montanari, U. et aL, 1999]).

The productions of a grammar are grouped in three sets:

oSt atic Configuration Set: This set of productions represents the construction of
all possible initial configuratious of the class of architectures modeled by the style,
i.e. the static structure of architectures.

oDyna mic Reconfiguration Set: This set contains the productions for the dynamic
evolution of the style configuration, this means create and remove components. In
this case SHR productions are used to coordinate the reconfiguration of architec
tures.

oCo nnnunication Pattern Set: This set contains the productions that model the
comnnn'iication evolution for each type of component. These productions are SHR
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productions that during rewriting willsynchronized for the evolution of the system.
Productions in this set cannot change the topological structure of the graph.

4.2 Style Static Configuration
A HR production (or simply a production) rewrites a single (hyper)edge into an arbitrary
graph. Productions will be written as L -> R. A production p :L —>R can be applied to
a graph G yielding H (G =>pH) if there is an occurrence of an edge labelled by L in G.
A result of applying p to G is a graph H which is obtained from G by removing an edge
with label L, and embedding a fresh copy of R in G by coalescing the corresponding
attachment nodes. In the standard definition for HR systems, no nodes are deleted.
This notion of edge replacement yields the basic steps in the derivation process of an
HR grammar. See the formal definitions in Section 2.2.

In Figure 4.1 we have a graph H containing an edge with label Llan d another with
label L2. Then, we have two productions, plt hat rewrites an edge with label Llwith a
graph R1 and pg that rewrites an edge with label L2 with a graph R2. The right hand
side of the figure shows the result of applying pl and pg to the edges in graph H. The
result of rewriting graph H is a new graph where the two edges with labels L1 and L2
were replaced by graphs R1 and R2. Note that R1 and R2 can be any graphs, containing
new edges and nodes, but that L1 and L2 attachment nodes cannot be deleted (maybe
other edges in graph H —B are attached to that nodes too). Here, nothing is said
about the order in which productions are applied, and this implies some properties of
HR systems (and other rule-based formalisms).

These properties are sequentialization and parallelization, confluence and associativ
ity. Sequentialization and parallelization say that it does not matter to replace edges of
a hypergraph one after another, or simultaneously. Confiuence says that edges of a hy
pergraph can be replaced in any order without affecting the result. Finally, associativity
says that if an edge is replaced and afterwards an edge of the new part is replaced again
by a new hypergraph, the same result is obtained by first replacing the last edge and
then replace the first with the result. These properties show the suitability of hyperedge
replacement for specifying distributed and concurrent systems.

The application of a production p to a graph G yielding H (G =>pH) is called a
direct derivation step. Given a set of productions P, a sequence of direct derivation
steps starting from graph G0, of the form G0 =>p1G1 =>p2 =>p,, G" = H, where
pl, . . . ,pn are in P, is called a derivation of length n. From the above properties it can
be seen that there can be more than one possible derivation from G0 to Gn.

A HR grammar consists of an initial graph G0 and a set of productions P. A
derivation in the grammar is obtained by starting with the initial graph Go and applying
a sequence of rewriting rules, each obtained by productions in P.

For the definition of the static configuration set of a style, a set of productions is
specified which represents the construction of all possible initial configurations of the
class of architectures modeled by the style. After obtaining an initial configuration for
a desired system instance, the evolution of the system begins.
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Hisagraph B={L1,L2};p1={L1—>R1};p2={L2->R2}

Figure 4.1: Applications of context-free graph productions.

4.2.1 Example

Using the TRMCS case study, Figure 4.2a. shows the initial graph and the static con
figuration set of productions for the TRMCS hierarchical style. Recalling, components
are edges (boxes) and communication ports are nodes. Edge labels have two parts, one
is the component name and the other is the status of the component that represents its
different states during evolution. For the static productions the status is always Init,
meaning that they are in a kind of initialization phase. After the initialization phase,
components change to an Idle status applying the Idle Productions (not shown) which
means that the architecture instance can start using its dynamic evolution productions
from the other sets.

The initial graph corresponds to the Server type component. Production Cre
ate Router (CR) adds a Router type component attached to the Server (using port
AlarmRSp) and creates a new port Signalp (new nodes are depicted as blank nodes
in productions). Production Create User (CU) adds a User type component attached
to one of the Routers (using port Signalp). These two productions together with the
initial graph generate all the static configurations of the style. Figure 4.2b. shows one
possible derivation to generate the graph configuration in Figure 3.1a. Double lined
components indicate edges over which productions are applied.

0......O...O0.00000000000000000C‘OOOOOOOOOOOCOOOOO
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Figure 4.2: a) Initial Graph and Static Configuration Set. b) An Architecture Derivatiou.

4.3 Style Dynamic Reconfiguration
To model coordination of the evolution of a software architecture configuration, we need
to choose a way of selecting which components will evolve and communicate. Using
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graph rewriting we may need to specify that more than one production has to be applied
at the same time (i.e. various components need to synchronize). For this. we combine
graph rewriting with synchronizing conditions obtaining SHR systems. We specify syn
chronized productions by adding conditions (or generally actions) on nodes which allow
to coordinate several re\\'ritings (called sync/¿ronized rewriting). thus determining how
components interact and are reconfigured.

For this, assmning to have an alphabet of actions Act, we associate some labels
(actions) to the (attaclnnent) nodes in the left member of productions. In this way, each
rewrite of an edge must match actions with its adjacent edges and they have to move
as well. This technique was already applied in [Degano, P. and h'lontanari, U., 1987;
Montanari, U. et aL, 1999] to represent distributed systems.

Figure 4.3: Synchronized Rewriting.

For example, consider the two productions in Figure 4.3. The first production
rewrites an edge with label Al into an edge A2 with rank three, creating a new node.
The other production does the same for edges with labels Bl and Bg. Now, lets take, like
in the figure, a graph that contains edges A] and B, which share one node, such that no
other edge in the graph is attached to that node. Each of the productions have a action
on that node (a and b), which means that the production can be applied only if actions
on nodos are satisfiert. Il a 76 l), then the edges cannot rewrite together (using that
productions). If a, = b, then they can move, via each of its corresponding production.
This is called a synchronized rewriting step. This type of synchronization mechanism,
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called Hoare synchronization, is the basic one, but other types of coordination policies
can be used.

The problem of finding the set of productions to use in a synchronized rewriting step
is called the rule-matching problem [Degano, P. and Montanari, U., 1987]. The solution
of the rule-matching problem is implemented considering it as a finite domain constraint
problem [Mackworth, A.K., 1998]. An analysis of some techniques to solve this problem
in a distributed and efficient way can be found in [Montanari, U. and Rossi, F ., 1999;
Montanari, U. et aL, 1999]. The description of these techniques is out of the scope of
this thesis.

Now that the notions of production, graph rewriting and synchronized rewriting
have been introduced, we can easily define SHR grammars (or simply a grammars).
A grammar consists of an initial graph G0 and a set of SHR productions P. A SHR
derivation is obtained by starting with the initial graph Go and applying a sequence of
rewriting rules, each obtained by synchronizing possibly several SHR productions (see
Section 2.3). How many productions will synchronize depends on the synchronization
mechanism. It is worth noticing that HR productions are special cases of SHR produc
tions where Act = (ll,which allow to include cases where components may not need to
synchronize.

The dynamic reconfiguration set of a style defines a set of productions which repre
sent allowedstructural changes that architectural instances can suffer during their evo
lution, like for example the creation of a new component or the removal of an existing
one. This set contains SHR productions to model the coordination of a reconfiguration
where many components are involved. SHR systems support our intention to propose a
self-organising approach ([Magee, J. and Kramer, J ., 1996b]) where there is no central
coordinator controlling the system evolution and each component defines its own evo
lution. The application of these productions (and the ones for communication) is done
after an initial configuration of a system is achieved using the static configuration set.

4.3.1 Example

Figure 4.4 shows some possible reconfiguration productions for the case study. In this
example we use the Hoare synchronization mechanism for productions, so actions on a
port must be matched by all components sharing it. Actions are within brackets allowing
synchronization on tuples. All productions are applied in the Idle status specifying that
reconfiguration can only occur when there are no communication interactions among
the involved components, which otherwise can provoke erroneous states [Kramer, J. and
Magee, J., 1990].

The first two productions have no actions and represent the creation of a new User
and the removal of an existing one. Of course, this is a design choice that lets Users
appear and disappear at any moment, and it can be specified in other ways. In the case
of a removal of a Router it is not so simple, because a Router can have a number
of Users attached to him. The Remove Router production is an example of the use of
coordinated rewriting to model negative actions. The action < noUSER > is imposed
on the signalp port where the Router and its Users are connected. A action in this
port means that for this production to be applied it must coordinate with all other
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components connected to that port (i. e. the Users). So. if all neighbors agree on
the action, then everybody can rewrite. But in this case, the only one with this action
is the Router and it cannot leave the system while Users are attached to it. When
all Users connected to the Router leave the system then the production with action
< HOUSER > is satisfied and then it can be applied to the Router. The production
can be applied because there are no neighbors, so the Router is the only one that has
to agree on the action.

The rest of the productions represent a scenario where there is a forced removal of a
Router and its Users. To avoidending in an inconsistent state they have to synchronize
(< remove >) to be removed at the same time. It is worth noticing that using SHR
productions allow the specification of reconfigurations with an nnbound number on
participants and also that computation is not stopped while a system is reconfignred.
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Figure 4.4: Dynamic Reconfiguration.
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As we already introduced in Section 1.4, in the area of software architecture recon
figuration other work has been done using graph grammars and graph transformation.
In [Le Métayer, D., 1998] also reconfiguration is treated, using a centralized approach.
Together with the context-free grammar a coordinator is defined that is in charge of
managing the architecture reconfiguration. The coordinator is expressed using condi
tional graph rewriting with rules (not context-free) on entities, links and conditions on
public variables of entities textual specification. These variables are the only interac
tions among entities and the coordinator and are set by entities (in the textual language
specification) indicating when a rule can be applied.

Other work on graph transformation for reconfiguration on software architectures are
[Wermelinger, M., 1999] and [Wermelinger, M. and Fiadeiro, J ., 2002] where a program
design language (COMMUNITY) is used to represent program states and computations,
and algebraic graph rewriting is employed for architecture reconfigurations. In [Taentzer,
G. et aL, 1998] distributed graph transformation for dynamic change management is
applied. These approaches also handle reconfiguration via transformation rules but
they are based on general graph rewriting rules and thus assume a global, centralized
control driving reconfigurations.

4.4 Style Communication Pattern
The communication pattern set can be represented as SHR productions where the com
munication pattern is modeled by synchronized rewriting. In this way, the communi
cation evolution can be specified independently for each component type. Productions
in this set do not change the configuration of the architecture, they only model possi
ble interactions among components that may change, at most, component status. This
representation gives an abstract representation of interactions compatible with the rest
of the style description, but it is not our intention to make compulsory use of the graph
modeling. Maybe it is more comfortable for a designer to specify the communication
pattern in some textual formal language. What we want to show is that there is a
graphical notion (compatible with the rest of the style description) that if desired can
be used instead or as a complement of a lower level description. One thing to point out
is the fiexibility of using SHR productions that can be used for scenario-based specifi
cation of interactions and also with the possibility of easily adding new scenarios (just
by introducing more productions).

As we pointed out, using productions for the communication pattern offers an ab
straction compatible with the rest of the style specification which is good for analysis
and general understanding of the system, but a designer may choose to use a textual
language to model communications. For example in [Le Métayer, D., 1998], Le Metayer
complements the graph grammar for the style with a small language with a CSP like
notation used for describing entity (i.e. components) behavior. The difference of both
approaches is that Le Metayer only uses grammars to generate the static configuration of
the style obtaining graphs of the form presented in Figure lb. He also uses context-free
productions but they are applied over unary relations that identify components.

In spite of the fact that both approaches highlights the separation of static configura
tion, coordination and computation, the graph representation in Figure3.1b. mixes the
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static configuration with the dynamics of the communications by connecting components
with communication links, instead of using ports (or connectors generally Speaking). For
example. an instance of the case study style with fifty users attached to a router would
still be connected by one port in our approach, while in the relation approach there
would be fifty edges from the Router to the User and fifty from the user to the router.
But still, in this second representation nothing else is said about how these links are
related to each other completing the specification of the communication pattern (these
is what we would identify as the role of a connector). In our case, SHR productions
can (lo the job. ln [Le Métayer, D., 1998], the language of entities is used to model
components behavior including the pattern of interactions among them.

But, as an example of how both ideas can be complemented we can use the language
of entities in [Le Métayer, D., 1998] as a textual representation of the communication,
which offers the designer an alternative abstraction to productions.

4.4.1 Example
Followingwith the case study, we can show how the textual and graphical representation
can support each other. Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6a. show the textual and graphical
specification of one possible communication scenario, the User Scnds Alarm Scenario.
This scenario describes a User (patient) sending an alarm for help to a Router, whom
forwards it to the Server. After receiving the alarm the Server returns an acknowl
edgeinent to the Router and from him to the User, indicating that the help request
was received and it is being sent to the User.

We will not fully describe the textual language and only use enough of it to exemplify
the ideas mentioned above. The language has a CSP like notation, with *[] as the
repetitive command and G —>C a guarded connnand. There are two possibilities for
input and output connnunication commands:

ou e L'f'u and a e Ll'u: correspond to the establishment of a rendezvous with
any component linked to the current entity through a port of name L. This
allowsa component to conmumicate with an unbounded number of entities without
knowing their name (This is not possible in CSP).

oa : L'h' and a : le: correspond to the establislnnent of a rendezvous with the
explicit component linked to the current entity through a port of name L. This is
necessary for a component to complete a series of communications with the same
partner.

In this example we introduce another synchronization mechanism for the graphical
representation, the point-to-point connnunication, where the synchronization is done
between one sender and one receiver. The sender is represented with a production
containing a tuple and the ! symbol on the shared node and the receiver is represented
with a production containing the same tuple and the ? symbol on the corresponding
nodc. A synchronizcd rewriting step represents the interaction of the two components.

The notation of the form A —>B —>C is a shortcut for two productions of the form
A —>B and B —>C. Also, with this notation each column of productions corresponds,
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Server: priv status: llDLE. RA}
ack. alarm: int

inlout AIarmRSp
ent r

body lnitS ; status := lDLE;
‘l (status = lDLE) -> r e AIarmRSp ? <alnrm> ; status := RA

(status = RA) -> r: AIarmRSp l <ack> ; status := lDLE]

Router: priv status: llDLE. AA]
alarm. ack. help: int

in/out AIarmRSp. Signalp
ent u. s

body lnitR ; status := lDLE;
‘l (status = IDLE) --> u G Signalp ? <help> ; s E AIarmRSp ! <alarm> ;

status := AA

(status = AA) -> s : AIarmRSp ? <ack> ; u : Signalp l <ack> ;
status := lDLE]

User: priv status: |lDLE. WH]
ack, help: int

in/out Signalp
ent r

body lnitU ; status := IDLE;
*[ (status = IDLE) -> r E Signalp ! <help> ; status := WH

(status = WH) -> r : Signalp 7 <ack> ; status := IDLE]

Figure 4.5: Textual representation for the Communication Pattern: User Sends Alarm Scenario.

for each component type, to the productions that participate on a synchronized rewriting
step. The Idle status indicates that the component is not participating in any interaction
or reconfiguration and it is ready to participate in a new one.

We have to note that in this part of the thesis we use for the point-to-point communi
cation the CSP notation (l and ‘?)with the goal of pointing out the relation of our graph
grammar approach and the textual representation introduced in [Le Métayer, D., 1998].
The formalization of point-to-point communication (also named Milner synchronízation)
is done in Part IV following a. 7r-calculus notation.

Productions in Figure 4.6a. describes a User (patient) sending an alarm for help
to a Router, whom forwards it to the Server. This is done with the first column of
productions where the User sends the alarm < help >! going to a Waiting for Help
(WH) status, the Router attached to that User receivesit (< help >?) and forwards
it to the Server (< alarm >!) going to Receiving Alarm status. The scenario is
completed by the return of an acknowledgement (< ack >) from the Server to the
Router and from him to the User. After all these the components return to the
Idle status. Figure 4.6b. shows the application of the productions to the architecture
instance where the User of the first Router sends an alarm. Note that a mapping from
the textual representation to productions is very simple and can be use to complement
both abstractions.
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Figure 4.6: Communication Pattern Set. a) User Sends Alarm Scenario. b) Derivation showing the
synchronized rewriting for the scenario.

Another possible scenario (the grapliical view) is the one in Figure 4.7 where a
Router checksa User subsystem. In this case there are two alternativos. The first one,
where the User answers that everything is ok, is represented by the synchronization of
productions in Figure 4.7a. And the second in Figure 471)., where the User answers
with an error signal that is forwarded to the Server for its attention. Note that in the
second alternative the acknowledgementis between Server and Router that afterwards
return to Idle to continue attending other Users. The User with the error returns to
the Idle without the need of any synchronization, modeling non-deterministically that
in some moment the error is going to be fixed and it will start to work ok again. This
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Figure 4.7: Communication Pattern Set: Router Checks User Scenario. a) User responds ok.
b) User responds with an error.

was a choice of design, and a second possibility is making the Router wait until the
problem was fixed.

At this point, we have shown how graminars and grapli rewriting can be used to
model the evolution of software architecture styles including the communication pat
tern and the dynamic reconfiguration, while being able to keep a clear separation of
configuration and coordination policies. The increased expressiveness is achieved while
keeping the simplicity of context-free descriptions for the behavior of each component,
and implementing the coordination policies through the synchronization mechanism at
the production application level. This seems to be a nice way to express synthetically
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but explicitly coordination specification at the architectural level.
Our work goes in the direction of finding suitable ways of modeling software ar

chitectures without embodying in the description a specific coordination policy, rather
the approach is to specify the minimal requirements on the coordination policy which
can then be rcfined in the subsequent development steps into a specific one. To this
respect we think the approach we present using synchronized rewriting is a step in the
right direction. Constraint matching and synchronized production selection allows for
an explicit, declarative but minimal specification of the coordination policies that can be
legitiinately adopted when implementing the system. Moreover the context free nature
of the productions allows for a clean and simple specification of the reconfiguration step
at the component level, in a completely distributed fashion.



Part IV
Adding Dynamic Reconfiguration to Styles

The design of software systems that include mobility or dynamic reconfiguration of
their components is becoming more frequent. Consequently, it is necessary to have the
right tools to handle their description at all stages of the development process. More
specifically, it is fundamental to be able to cope with these type of requirements also in
the design phase and specially for software architectures.

With this in mind and understanding the relevance of visual languages specially
at the design level, we present in this part of the thesis a graphical model using
SHR systems with the addition of name mobility (as in n-calculus [Milner, R., 1999;
Sangiorgi, D. and Walker, D., 2001]). This extension to SHR systems increases the
expressive power of the approach introduced in Part III, where the level of reconfig
uration we were able to achieve was still limited. In this way we obtain the good
characteristics of a graphical calculus together with the expressive power to describe
complex mobile systems. The capability of creation and sharing of ports together with
multiple simultaneous synchronizations give us a very powerful tool to specify more com
plex evolutions, reconfiguring multiples components by identifying specific ports. Apart
from the graphical side, we can relate our calculus with 7r-calculus [Milner, R., 1999;
Sangiorgi, D. and Walker, D., 2001]. The difference is that 7r-calculus is sequential in
the sense that it allows only one synchronization at a time, while synchronized rewriting
allows multiple and concurrent synchronizations all over the graph.

This part of the thesis presents the formal treatment for the addition of mobility to
SHR systems. This is needed to obtain a clear semantics of the visual model of graphs
and allows the formal definition of the synchronizing mechanisms. The formalization of
these notions is given in Chapters 5 and 6 by the use of syntactic judgements. Note that
in this part of the thesis we put the emphasis in reconñguration and mobility, but it is
clear that the formal model we present here can include the three production sets that
were defined in Part III.

SHR with name mobility was first introduced in [Hirsch, D. et aL, 2000] for modelling
software architecture styles and their reconfigurations. The presentation in [Hirsch, D.
et aL, 2000] was only for Hoare synchronization and only with the possibility of sharing
new nodes (i.e. new names) as in the 7rI-calculus [Sangiorgi, D., 1996]. Now we follow
the presentation in [Hirsch, D. and Montanari, U., 2001b; Hirsch, D. and Montanari, U.,
2001a; Hirsch, D. and Montanari, U., 2001c] allowing to pass both new names and old
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names in a synchronization and the formal definition for Hoare and Milner transition
systems. Also, we introduce the use of bounded nodos for a compositional presentation
and allow the synchronization of old names with new names. These three capabilities
are necessary to model the fi-calculus. In Part V we present a translation for 7r-calculus
using Milner synchronization with the goal of stndying the expressive power of the
approach.

In the area of graph transformation and its application to system modelling there
are interesting work (for example, [Rozenberg, 1997; Ehrig, H. et aL, 1999b]) where,
in general, system transformations are represented with productions where their left
hand side are non context-free graphs (with exception of [Montanari, U. ct aL, 1999]).
This means that they imply a centralized control that needs to know the complete map
of the system, which is not well suited for distributed systems. Also none of these
techniques includes any synchronization mechanism with mobility. On the other side,
our use of context-free productions with synchronization and mobility is a powerful tool
for describing self organising distributed systems.

The forrnalism presented in this part of the thesis gives a solid foundation for graph
ical mobile calculi which are well-suitcd for higli level description of distributed and
concurrent systems, reflected by our main practical goal that is, once again, formalizing
the description of software architecture styles including their reconfigurations.



Chapter 5

Hypergraphs and Syntactic Judgements

In this chapter we formalize the notion of hypergraplis as well formed syntactic judge
ments generated from a set of axioms and inference rules. For an extensive presentation
on the foundations of hypergraphs and HR Systems we refer to [Drewes, F. et aL, 1997]
and for the basic definitions to Section 2.1.

We present a definition of graphs as syntactic judgements, where nodes correspond to
names, external nodes to free names and edges to basic terms of the form L(:r¡, . . . ,zn),
where 9:,-are arbitrary names and L E LE.

DEFINITION5.1. [Graphs as Syntactic Judgements] Let N be a fixed infinite set of
names and LE a ranked alphabet of labels. A syntactic judgement (or simply a judge
ment) is of the form F l- G where,

1. I‘ g N is a set of names (the interface of the graph).

2. G is aterm generated by the grammar: G ::= L(a':') I GlG' I VILG I nil

where f is a vector of names, L is an edge label with rank(L) = and y is a
name.

Let fn(G) denote the set of all free names of G, i.e. all names in G not bound by a 1/
operator. We demand that fn(G) Q I‘.

We use the notation F,:r to denote the set obtained by adding :v to F, assuming
:r Q F. Similarly, we will write F1, F2 to state that the resulting set of names is the
disjoint union of F1 and F2.

DEFINITION5.2. [Structural Congruence and Well-Formed Judgements]

oSt ructural Congruence E obey structural axioms in Table 5.1.

oTh e well-formedjudgements for constructing graphs over LE and N are those
generated by applying the syntactic rules in Table 5.1 up to axioms of structural
congruence.

47
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Structural Axioms

(AGD (GIIG2)IG3E GII(G2IG3) (¡102)GIIG2 E Gzlci

(AG3) Glnil E G (A04) ua'J/gC E uy.u:r.G

(AGS) VILGE G ifzv E fn(G') (AGS) l/íL‘.GE uy.G{y/I} if y í f7'L(G)

(AG?) uz.(G¡IG2) E (1/15.G¡)|G2if a: í fn(G'2)

Syntactic Rules

L 6 LEM e Uj=l...n{‘rl:JI}
(BCI) :1:¡, . . . ,.’L',,|- nil (RG2) .rl, . . . ,¿L'n|- L(y¡, . . . ,ym)

l‘l-Gl Fl‘Gg / I‘,:L'l-G
(R63)—r ¡-GJ|G_2 (R64)—rl-mc;

Table 5.1: Well-formed jndgnients

Axioms (AGI), (A(72}and (AG8) define the associativity, connnntativity and iden
tity over nil for operation I, respectively. Axioms (/1G4) and (ACJ) state that the nodes
of a graph can be hidden only once and in any order, and axionis (.-lGG) and (AG7)
define alpha conversion of a graph with respect to its bonnded names and the interplay
between hiding and the operator for parallel composition, respectively.

If necessary, thanks to axioni (A04), we will write 11X,with X = U:L',-,to abbreviate
vayas? . . . 1/13,.Note that using the axioms, for any judgement we can always have an
equivalent normal forni l‘ l- VX.G, with G a subterin containing only composition of
edges. It is clear from the above definitions that F and X can be made disjoint sets
of nodes using the axioms and that nodes(G) g (F U X) (with nodes(G') the set of all
nodes appearing in G).

Rule (RG!) creates a graph with no edges and n nodes and rule (R02) creates a
graph with n nodes and one edge labelled by L and with m tentacles (note that there
can be repetitions among nodes in 37,i.e. some tentacles can be attached to the same
node). Rule (RGS) allows to put together (using two graphs that share the same set
of external nodes. Finally, rule (RG4) allows to hide a node from the environment.

We can state the followingcorrespondence theorein.

THEOREM5.3. [Correspondence of Graphs and J udgements] Well-formed syntuctic judge
ments up to structural axioms are isomorphic to graphs up to isomorphism.

Proof. The first part of the theorem, fmm judgements to gruphs, can be proved by
induction on the structure of judgements generated by the grammar presented in Defini
tion 5.1. For this we define the following translation function [[—]](up to isomorphism),
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Base Case:

.[ [311--'3Ik '- = ({nl) - --)nk})mvw1{nl)' ' ' Ink})Ü){olla-TI), ' ' ' )(nk1Ik)}))

i.e., is a graph with no edges and k eztemal nodes.

o[[a:1,...,:1:kl- L(y¡,...,ym)] =

({nl) ' ' '1nk}){eL}){(eLa< ml) ' ' ' 1mm {n11‘' -ank}a{(614)
{(nl)zl))-' -)(nkvzk)}) (mi= nj = Ij J
i.e., is a graph with k external nodes and one edge with label L E LEm.

Inductive Hypothesis: Giuen a judgement F I- G, the translation [F’ I- G’]],for any
proper subterm G’ of G, is a graph.

o[ [F |- VLC]

By the LH. we know that,

[[I‘,1:|- G]] = (N U {nt},E,att,e:tt U {nz},labLE,labLN U {(n¡,a:)}), with nz í
N Uezt and labLN :N —>F.

Then by rule (RG4) we can define,

III"I- uz.Gfl = (N U {ni}, E,att,e1:t,labLE,labLN)

In words, we have the same graph for H but with one less external node.

'l [F l- Gllczll

By the LH. we know that,

[[FI- G¡]] = (N1,El,att1,ezt¡,labL51,labLN1 :ea: tl —>F) and

[[FI- Ggfl = (N2, E2,att2,ezt2,labL52,labLN2 :ezvtg —>F)

Then by rule (RGB) we can define,

[[I‘|- G1|G2]]= (N1U\II(N2),E¡UE2,att1U\Il’(att2),ezt¡,labLE¡UlabL32,labLN¡),

with \II the bijectiue function for the isomorphic graph for G2 with respect to the
external nodes, definedas = n;- if labLN1(nJl-)= labLN2(n?)for all e eztg
In words, IIF I- G1|G2]] is the graph obtained from [[P |- G¡]] and [IF |- G2]] by
identifying homonymous external nodes.

Conversely, we prove the second part of the theorem by construction using the syn
tactic rules of table 5.1.

o For a graph with no edges and no bound nodes we use rule (RGI

o For a graph G with m > 0 edges, n nodes and no bound nodes:

1. Using rule (RG2) applied m times to create, for each edgee in G, the judgement
for a graph with n external nodes and one edge,

labíNG(ea:tG) l- labLNG(e)(labiNG(attG(e))) and
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2. Using rule (RG?) applied m —1 times over the m judgemcnts created in step

o For a g'raph G with n nodos and 7' 5 7Lbound nodos:

3. Beginning with the jndgement for graph G ' of n external nodes that corresponds
to graph G but with no bound nodes (obtained by the previous steps), apply 1'
times rule (RG4) for each node to be bound.

Completing the proof of the isomorphism, it is obvious that the compositions of the
corv‘esponrlingtranslations result in identities. CJ

5.1 Ring Example
We use graphs to represent system software architectnres. In this context, edges are
components and nodes are ports of comnnmieation. External nodes are connecting
ports to the environment. Edges sharing a node mean that there is a communication
link among them. So, let ns take the graph in Figure 5.1a that represents a ring of four
components with two connecting ports. Edges representing components are (lrawn as
boxes attached to their corresponding ports. The label of an edge is the name of the
component and the arrow indicates the order of the attachment nodes. In this case we
only have edges with two tentacles. Names in filled nodes identify external nodes and
empty (:ircles are bound nodes. Figure 5.11)shows how the corresponding well-formed
jndgement is obtained. Note that (R63) needs the same set of names F in both premises.

C C C C'RGl‘ ’RGI‘ ——w'"vw- R2 — R2
L x. y, z. w l- C(x,\v)l l x.y,z,w —C(\\'.y)l ’ x. y, z‘ w e C(y‘z) ( G ) x, y, z. w i- C(z.x) l G )

3 (R03)

“ x‘ y, z, w - CLK,w) l q“: y) K,y, l, w l-- C0: l) iC(Z, X)

{R53}
l
__ x, y, z, w C(x, w) | C(w, y) |C(y, z) !C(z. x)

\1

x, y, z — Vw. C(x. w) ! C(\\-. y) l C(y, z) | C(z, x)

x,y -- V z, w. C(x. w) gC(w, y) i C(y, z) l C(z, x)

b)

Fiv'nre 5.1: The ra h and the corres )ondin" 'ud remenl. for the rin exam )leo g P l nJ 1-. g l



Chapter 6

SHR Systems with Name Mobility

In this chapter we introduce the notion of SHR systems adding to it the capability
of name creation and mobility. We formalize these notions as well formed syntactic
judgements generated from a set of axioms and inference rules, allowing to model in a
simple way the synchronization and reconfiguration of graphs. Also, using judgements to
represent graphs and their rewriting will be useful for analyzing different synchronization
policies and the expressive power of the approach.

The following definitions present an extension to SHR systems where we allow the
(leclaration and creation of names on nodes and use synchronized rewriting for name
mobility. In this way it is possible to specify reconfigurations over the graphs by changing
the connections between edges.

The followingsections introduce the approach with a general definition of SHR. This
allows the introduction of different synchronization mechanisms achieved by the possi
bility of defining different (mobile) synchronization algebras (and their corresponding
transition rules). Specifically, we present the “implementation” of Hoare and Milner
synchronization styles.

It is worth mention, that [K6nig, B. and Montanari, U., 2001] presents a bisimilarity
for synchronized graph rewriting with name mobility (based on the work of [Hirsch, D.
et aL, 2000]) proving it to be a congruence. Also they introduce a so-called format which
is a syntactic condition on productions ensuring that bisimilarity is a congruence. This
last result is original not only for graph rewriting, but also for mobility in general.

6.1 SHR Systems as Syntactic Judgements
Recalling what was introduced in Chapter 4, to model synchronized rewriting, it is
necessary to add some labels to the nodes in productions. Assurning to have an alphabet
of actions Act, then we associate actions to some of the nodes. In this way, each rewrite of
an edge must synchroníze actions with (a number of) its adjacent edges and then all the
participants will have to moveas well (how many depends on the synchronization policy).

51
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lt is clear that synchronized rewriting will allow the propagation of synchronization all
over the graph where productions are applied. A SHR gmmmar, or simply a grammar,
consists of an initial graph and a set of productions. A derivation is obtained by starting
with the initial graph and applying a sequence of rewriting rules, each obtained by
synchronizing possibly several productions.

As we saw in Chapter 4, for the Hoare synchronization all adjacent edges must match
the actions imposed on the shared node and for Milner synchronization only two of the
adjacent edges will synchronize by matching their complementary actions (usually called
observations). For simplicity, in this part of the thesis we will work only with one action
per node.

Now that we have synchronized rewriting, we need to add to productions the capa
bility of sharing nodes. This is obtained by letting a production to declare new names
for the nodes it creates, and by sharing these names and/or other existing names with
the rest of the graph using the synchronization process. This is done in a production
by adding to the action in a node, a tuple of names that it wants to connnunicate.
Therefore, the synchronizatimx of a rewriting rule has to match not only actions, but
also the tuples of names. After the matching is obtained and the productions applied.
the declared names that were matched are used to obtain the final graph of the rewriting
by merging the corresponding nodes.

As is done in 7r-calculus, we allow to merge new nodes with other nodes (new or old).
Merging among already existing nodes is not allowed. Relaxing this constraint, would
permit fusions of nodes in the style of the fusion-calculus [Victor, B., 1998]. Instead, we
will also consider a syntactic restriction of our formalism in which we will allow merging
new nodes only, in the style of the ¡TI-calculus [Sangiorgi, D., 1996]. We will study
the relationship with n-calculus in Part V discussing the corresponding translations for
7Tand fiI-calculus. These policies of which nodes are shared are independent of the
synchronization mechanisms applied.

To formalize SHR systems we use, as in Chapter 5, judgements and define the notion
of transitions.

DEFINITION6.1. [Transitions] Let N be a fixed infinite set of names and Act a ranked
set of actions, where each action a e Act is associated with an arity (indicating the
number of nodes it can share). We define a transition as:

I‘l-G-‘LI‘,AI—G’

with A : I‘-9—>(Act x N‘) A = {z | 31'. A(:r)=(a,17), z sé F, z G sct(1j')}

A transition is represented as a logica] sequent which says that G' is rewritten into G’
satisfying a set of requirements A. The free nodes of graph G" must include the free
nodes of G and those new nodes (A) that are used in synchronization. Note that A is
determined by the F and A of the corresponding transition.

The set of requirements A g F x Act x N ’ can be defined as a partial function in
its first argument, i.e. if (141,37)E A we write A(.1:)= ((1,37)with a1‘ity(a) = With
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A(z) T we mean that the function is not defined for :r, i.e. that there is no requirement
in A with :r as first argument. Function set(yï) returns the set of names in vector 17.
The definition of A as a function means that all edges in G1 attached to node :c that
are participating in a synchronization, must satisfy the conditions of the corresponding
synchronization algebra. The function is partial since not all nodes need to be loci of
synchronization.

Note that to share only new nodes, it is enough to impose on A the condition that
names of vectors 37should not be in l" (setw’) ñ F = (0). Then, A does not depend on F
and can be written as:

A: U set(37)
:mü'EA

We can redefine productions and grammars with respect to judgements.

DEFINITION6.2. [Productions] A SHR production, or simply a production, is a transi
tion of the form:

A21,...,:r,,l-L(:r¡,...,a:,,)—>a:¡,...,a:,,,AI-G

Productions have to be applied over different graphs, so they will be alpha convertible. In
this way, names can be changed to match the ones of the graph to apply the production
and new names can be arranged to avoid name clashing and a correct synchronization.
The context-free character of productions is here made clear by the fact that the graph
to be rewritten consists of a single edge with distinct nodes.

DEFINITION6.3. [Grammars] Let N be a fixed infinite set of names, LE a ranked
alphabet of labels and Act a ranked set of actions. A grammar consists of:

1. An initial graph Fo l- G0,

2. a set 73of productions and

3. a synchronization mechanism.

A den'vation is a finite or infinite sequence of the form Fo l- Go A» F1 l- Gl 2» . . .
i» I), l- Gn..., where 11-1 l- G¡_1 A» F,- l- G,- , z' = 1...n is a transition in the
set T(P) of transitions generated by 'P. Transitions T('P) are generated by 'P applying
the transition rules of the chosen synchronization mechanism, as defined in the next
sections.

6.2 Hoare Synchronization
The first synchronization mechanism we present is Hoare synchronization, where each
rewrite of an edge must share on each attachment node the same action with all the
edges connected to that node.
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For example, consider n edges which share one node, such that no other edge is
attached to that node, and let us take one production for each of these edges. Each of
these productions have an action on that node (a,- for i = 1.. .n). If a,- 9€u,- (for some
i, j), then the n edges cannot be rewritten together (using these productions). If all
a,- are the same, then they can move, via the context-sensitive rewriting rule obtained
by mergiug the n context-free productions. The use of SHR productions in a rewriting
system implies the application of several productions where all edges to be rewritten
and sharing a node must apply productions that satisfy the same actions.

Given that Hoare synchronization (formally) requires that all edges sharing a node
must participate in the syuchronizatiou, but since not all nodes need to be loci of
synchronization, an identity action 6 is defined which is required in a node by all the
productions which do not synchronize on that node. We impose the condition that the
identity action has arity zero, so if it is imposed on a node then no name can be shared
on that node. We have to note that in Chapter 4 we abuse of the graphical notatiou
and identity actions where not included in the examples.

In particular, to model edges which do not move in a transition we need productions
with identity actions on their external nodes, where an edge with label L is rewritten
to itself. This is called the id production, i(I(L). Then, the set 'P of productions must
include productions id(L) for all symbols L in LE. The corresponding judgements are
as follows.

{(n,s.<>).....(:,..s.<>)}
,...,.’L',,l-L(JE¡,...,:E,,)—> :r¡,...,:r,,l-L(:r¡,...,:r,,).

For any relation R g I‘ ><Act x N‘ we define rL(R) = Uniamen set(;r7)and will call
a mapping pk : A -> 1z(R) the most general unífier (mgu) of R (with A = n(R)\I‘)
whenever {m is a function and if, of all p’ with this property, p" identifies the minimal
number of names. The mapping p" is exactly the most general unifier of the equations
(a = b) /\ = (whenever (I,u,;r]'),(:r,b,5) e R) and is unique up to injective
renaming. It does not exist if there are tuples (130,17),(:r,b,.ï) G R with a aé b or if
the equations 37= 5 imply au equation v = w with v, w different old names. Thus the
external nodes (i.e., ¿r e I‘) that appear in 1L(R)are considered constants. In this way
new names are unified with either new or old names, but it is not possible to have a
unification among old names (two different constants cannot be unified).

The mgu is necessary to resolve the identification of names (i.e. nodes) that is
consequence of a syncln'onization operation and to avoid name capture.

DEFINITION(5.4. [Hoare Transition System] Let < G0,'P > be a graun‘nar. All transi
tions T('P) using Hoarc synchronization are obtained from the transition rules in Ta
ble 6.1.

Rule (ren) is necessary to allow applying a production to different graphs (this is
done by substitution fi). In this way, names can be changed to match the ones of the
graph to apply the production and new names can be arranged to avoid name clashing
and a correct synchronization. For the set of new nodes A, E is an injective substitution
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3711",2" |- L(a:1,--,a:n) L 21,..,zn,A l- G G 7’
(¿(A» ,

¿(121, r e ¿(Lu-1, ..,z,,)) ”‘“——»’¿(11, ..,1:n),r, A e p¿(A)(€(G))
(ren)

if pEW exists

ri-Gl -’ï‘—>I‘,A¡l-G’1rI-G2 ¿»RAM-G3
(60m) “¡Www/m

F l- GlIG2 —) F)A l- pA1UA2(GIllGI2)

A! ñ A2 = Üand ,0,“qu exists

r l- G —»AU{(:'""mr A ¡- G’
) ’I 'I’ a:E n(A)(open A

F l- uz.G —> RA’ I- UZ.G"

AU{(:I=.a.!7)}

F,Il‘G—’AF,I,Al_GI
I‘l- UIG —> F,A’l- 1/11,Z.G’

where Z = set(Ú‘)\(A’ U l")

Table 6.1: Transition Rules for Hoare Synchronization

of new names. The non-injectiveness of E allows to apply the production over graphs
with edges that may have several tentacles attached to the same node.

Notice that p¿(,\)(€ is still a function on requirements therefore requirements on
nodes identified by á must coincide. Also, isolated nodes,with no requirement on them,
are added (those in I‘) for the application of successive transition rules. Remember
that for any transition, as presented in Definition 6.1, A is uniquely identified by the
correspondingF andA(e.g.A=

Rule (com) is the one that completes the synchronízation process. Given that all
edges must participate, Hoare synchronízation is modeled as the union of the synchro
nízation requirements (pAluA2(A1 U A2)) where the existence of pAlUA2assures that the
rule can only be applied when the requirements on all the nodes are satisfied and the
shared nodes are actually identified. Condition A1 n A2 = Q)avoids name capture.

Rule (open) allowsto share with the environment a node that was originally bounded.
This rule may be used for sharing a port of communication that was local among some
components and that now they want to allow others to communicate with them by that
port. Note as we are opening name z we still have to keep bounded those names that
are only shared by :1:(i.e. set Z). Notice that UA = A' U Z.

Also, rule (open) is used for what is called an extmsion allowing the creation of
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privately shared ports. Extrusion aIIOwsto export and share bounded nodes. But once
syncln'onization is completed. it hides away those private names that were synchronized
meaning that the names are still bound, but their scope has grown. Extrusion is usually
(as in Milner synchronization and 7r-calculus) done by using together rules (open) and
(close). But in the case of Hoare synchronization, where many edges have to synchronize
in a shared node, a (close) rule is not very useful because it cannot be sure when to hide
the private names that are extruded. It is more reasonable to use the (com) and at the
end of the whole operation use rule (hide) on the correspondng names.

Rule (hide) deals with hiding of names. It indicates that we do not only have to hide
the wanted name, but also all the names shared by synchronization only on that name
(i.e. set Note that there is little difference with rule (open), which is the fact that
for rule (hide) the node to be hidden (:r) must not be shared by other nodes. In this
case, A = A’ U Z

6.2.1 Example

In this example an instance of the ring architecture style starts with a ring configuration
and at some point in its evolution is reconfigured to a star. Given that in this part of the
thesis we are focused on the reconfiguration and mobility issue, we omit the component
state from its identification.

Figure 6.10 shows the grammar. The initial graph together with production Brother
construct rings. Production Star Reconfiguration is used to reeonfigure a ring into a
star by creating a new node (w) and synchronizing using action r. The new node is
distributed among components to identify it as the center of the star. Requirements
(:L',r,< w >) and (31,1",< w >) are represented graphically imposing the pair (r, < w >)
on nodes 1' and y on the right hand side, meaning that the rewriting step is only possible
if requirements are satisfied.

Figure 6.11)shows a possible derivation where a ring of four components is reconfig
ured (thick arrow). Components with thick border indicate the component where rule
Brother is applied. Figure 6.2 shows part of the proof that corresponds to the final step
of the derivation in Figure 6.1b. Given their simplicity and for clarity of the example
we omit the idle productions and the application of rule ren for the proof.

This simple example shows how the approach can be used to specify complex re
configurations including the combination of different styles. In [Hirscln D. et aL, 2000]
another example of reconfiguration can be found based on a real case of a Remote
Medical Care System.

6.3 Milner Synchronization

Now that we have presented Hoare synchronization which can be considered as the most
general type of synchronization, we formalize in this section the Milner synchronz'zation.

This synchronization mechanism only allows, in a node, to synchronize actions from
two of all edges sharing that node, and only those two edges will be rewritten as a
consequence of that synchronization.
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Initial Graph: Brother: Star Reconfigumtíon:
1'< w >e

X .

-> _> L ° (W)
x XO XÓ

r < w >

((XYT,<W>),(y,r,<w>))—(RGZ)
XI-C(x,x) x,YFC(X,>')F> X,y,w¡- S(w,y)

E <>
(0,8,0), (y.E,<>))x,YI-C(x,y)—> x,y,zI- C(x,z)IC(Z,y)

x Brother

(l)

Figure 6.1: Ring grammar with star reconfiguration

x,r,<t1>)‘ (wyr,<tl>)} {(y,r,<12> , w,r,<t2>{< ) )

x,y,z,we C(x,W) x,y,z,w,tl I- S(t1,w) x,y,z,wI- C(w,y)—(——> Jx,y,z,w,t2r- S(t2,y) (Com)
p = {tl/tZ}

(A)
{(x,l',<tl>), (y,r,<tl>), (w,r,<tl>)}

x,y,z,w¡-C(x,W)IC(w,y)———> x,y,z,w,t1l- S(t1,y)IS(t1,w)

{(y,r,<t3>), (z,r,<t3>)} {(x,r,<[4>), (zyr,<t4>)}

x,y,z,w|- C(y,z)—> x,y,z,w,t3¡-S(t3,z) x,y,z,w¡-C(z,x)W» x,y,z,w,t4|- S(t4,x) (Com)
p = {tii/14}

(B)
{(Xyr,<t3>)y(NSW), (l,r,<t3>)}

x,y,z,wI-C(y,2)IC(z,X)—> x,y,z,W,t3+-S(t3,X)I503,2)

A
( ) (Com)

p = {tl/G}
x,r,<ll>), (y,r,<tl>), (W,r,<tl>), (z,r,<tl>)}
—.>

x,y,z,w¡- c<x,w)Ic(w,y) Ic<y,z)Icm) “ x,y,z,w,n |- s(n,x) ISan) Isaw) I501,2)

(4) (5)

Figure 6.2: Proof of transition between graphs (4) and (5) in Figure 6.1b

In this case, the set of actions Act is formed by two disjoint sets of actions and
coactions (¡4075+and Act“), and a special silent action (7' with arity(7') = O). For
each action a e Act+ there is a coaction á e Act’. A requirement of the form (cr,á, 37)
represents an output of names in y]via port ¿cwith action a and a requirement of the form
(x, (1,37)represents an input of names in jj via port a: with action a. A synchronization
will result of the matching of an action and its corresponding coaction with the resulting
unification of their shared names as it was done for Hoare synchronization. Given that
after synchronizing two requirements we are sure that the synchronization in that node
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is finished, the corresponding tuples are replaced by a silent action and an empty list of
names.

Note that what we are defining is a general .\Iilner synchronization where simulta
neous syncln‘onizations are allowed, so the w-calculus synchronization mechanism is a
special case where only one synchronization at a time is allowed. For .\Iilner synchro
nization we do not need an idle action e.

For a better understanding of their relationship the selection of the notation for
actions and coactions for this part of the thesis is similar to Tr-calculus. In Section 4.4,
we use a CSP like notation for the communicatkm pattern.

DEFINITIONG.5. [.\Iilner Transition System] Let < Gm? > be a grammzu‘. All tran
sitions TU?) using ;\lilner syncln‘onization are obtained from the transition rules in
Table 6.2 starting from the set of productions 79over the initial graph G0.

Property P(R), mgu pn and function m(R) are defined at the top of Table 6.2 and
are needed in rules (ren) and (com/close

Property PU?) is satisfied if set R contains tuples that respect the .\Iilner synchro
nization condition over actions in a node. This means that if in node :1:there are (only)
two tuples trying to synchronize, then there is an action a in the first one and a coaction
ü in the other. The mgu p" is defined in a similar way as for Hoare Synchronization but
satisfying the corresponding Milner condition. Function m(R) is in charge of solving the
synchronization, generating the new set of requirements where the synchronizing tuples
are replaced by silent actions.

Rule (ren) is necessary to allow applying a production to different graphs (this is done
by f that is a possibly non-injective substitution). In this way, names can be changed
to match the ones of the graph to apply the production and new names can be arranged
to avoid name clashing and a correct synchronization. For the set of new nodes A, f is
an injective substitution of new names. The non-injectiveness off allows to apply the
production over graphs with edges that may have several tentacles attached to the same
node. Set A’ includes only those new names that are still being shared by other external
nodes that have not been synchronized yet. The application of function m is necessary
given that if an edge have several teutacles attached to the same node, we have to check
if putting together their respective requirements still respects Milner synchronization.
Therefore, m(€ is still a function ou requirementsand requirementson nodes identi
fied by E must satisfy property P. Condition ((A(:L',-)l /\ E(A(:1:,-))= {(A(:vJ-))) implies
:L'¡aé :rj => E:r,-76¿:rj) avoids the case where substitutioná makes two tentacles share the
same node (6:5,-= ¿:L'j)with exactly the same requirement tuples (¿(A(:r,-)) = €(A(;L'J-))).

Also. isolated nodes are added (those in l‘) for the application of successive transition
rules. Remember that for any transition, as presented in Definition 6.1, A is uniquer
identified by the correspondng I” (in this case .‘L'1,.. . ,:1:,,)and A.

Rule (com/close) is the responsible of identifying nodes. This rule takes care of
two types of connnunication. The first one is when an existing node is shared and
identified with some new nodes (an old node is merged with new nodes). The result
of the synchronization works as a usual (com) rule (i.e synchronization occurs but no
name is restricted, see for example rule (Com) in Section 2.4). The second type of
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PU?) = [Vi-{(OMÜICRQÍ) G R} ={(a,17),(á,15)} 0r{(01,17)}°r Ü]

pR = mgu {17: ü|33.(z,a,17), (1,5417)e R}

m(R)(a:) = case{(a,17)|(z,a,17) E R}
{(0,17),(á,15)} -* (T,<>)
{(01, 17)} -> (0,10217)

Ilany-Ïni- L(Ily--)In) L, zl)")zn1A l- G e P

I",€(:1:¡,..,:cn) I- €L(:1:¡,..,1:,,) Mi? F,€(a:¡, ..,:v,,), A’ I- uZ.p¿A(fG)
(ren)

if [(A(Ii) l A ¿(Maa-D = ¿(M-'51») implies I.- 7É11' => ¿Ii aé EIJ']
and P({A) and pm ezists

where

Z = pcA(EA)\(€(11,--,In) U A’)

I‘I-GlLDAlI-G’l rl-GzïrAzI-G’z
(com/close) mmm?) I I

Fi“ GIIG2 RA ¡- VZ'pA1UA2(GlIG2)

if A1n A2 = 0 and P(A¡ U A2) and pAluA, ezists
where

Z=pAluA2(A1U U

rr-Gl ¿»RAI-aq rI-G2
r ¡-allez A» RA I-(G’lng)

(par)

l",:c I- G A» l",:v,A I- G’

r ¡-uma l. r, A’I-uZ.G’
where (A(:1:)T V A(1:) = (7',<>)) and A’ = A\{(:v, T, <>)} and

Z _ 2'f 1: e n(A)_ otherwise

(res)

Table 6.2: Transition Rules for Milner Synchronization
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communication is when only new nodes are identified which usually corresponds to
what is called a (Close) rule. In this case when the rule is used together with rule (res)
they cause an extras-ion. These rules allow to export and share bonnded nodes. But once
synchronization is completed, rule (com/close) hides away those private names that were
synchronized (Z) meaning that the names are still bound. but their scope has grown. Set
A includes only those new names that are still being shared by other external nodes that
have not been synchronized yet. Condition (A1ñAg = (0)is necessary to avoid (similarly
to what happens in (11211))lhe case where the two transitions contain requirement tuples
that are exactly equal and that are not validated by property P(¡’\¡ U A2).

Rule (par) is defined as usual allowing the application of a transition over a subgraph
of a bigger one.

Rule (res) takes account of four cases. The first two (1\(:L')T or A(.r) = (7',<>) with
.‘L‘the name to extrnde, i.e. .‘L'e n(1\)) correspond to what is usually called an (Open)
rule that works in a similar way as for Hoare synchronization. They are used to export
bonnded nodes (in these cases Z = (0). The other cases are for the bounding operation
that in Milner Synchronization is called restriction. In the first case the rule restricts
a node not participating in a syncln'onization (A(:r) T) and in the second one the rule
is applied over nodes where a synchronization has taken place because we are sure that
it is complete (A(:¡:)= (T,<>)). A node that can still participate in a synchronization
(1\(:r) 76(T, <>)) cannot be bound.

6.3.1 Example

This example presents a tree structure style and the necessary reconfiguration produc
tions to move a leaf from one father component to another. The instances of this style
are trees with a root (R), a middle levelof components connected to the root, and
for each middle component a number of leafs (L) connected to it.

Figure 6.31)shows the so-called static productions that construct the style configu
rations. The initial graph (not shown in the figure) is a root component. Figure 6.3u
corresponds to the reconfiguration productions and their judgements. The first produc
tion is the one applied to the leaf to be moved, declaring the node (t) where it will be
received. The second production is for the actual father of the leaf, which synchronizes
with the leaf (using action Move) and with the new father (using action MoveLeaf). And
the last production is the one for the new father synchronizing and attaching the leaf to
the correspondingnode

A system instance of the style is shown in Figure 6.3c where a leaf (noted as L') is
moved in one step from the third M component to the first one. Components and ports
with thick border and grey color, respectively. are the ones participating in the synchro
nization. Figure 6.3(1shows part of a possible proof that corresponds to Figure G.3c. The
first part of the proof (until correspondsto the synchronizationin node w using
the first and second production over M(w,x) and L(w). The second part of the proof
(until (B)) is obtained applying rule (par) on the third production over M(y,x) and
the subgraph that does not participate in the synchronization. Then, rule (com/close)
is applied again on transitions (A) and (B) for the synchronization in node :L'.Again
for clarity of the example we omit the application of rule Tenover the productions.
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Reconfiguiation Productions:
Move<t> MoveLeaf<t> Moveleaf< r >

r r. o (t) S s s

-> -> ->r r o r

{(r,We, <«>)} Move <‘> {(s,Movimf, < r >))
r +- L(r)————«>r, t i- L(t) ((r,Move.<t>). r, sp- M(r,s) ———>r, s +- M(r,s)

r,SI-MÚSML s,tl-M05)

Static Productions:

c)

{(w, Move,<t> , x, MoveLcafi<\> {(w, Move, <u>)
¿wm-4 MW?) ) ( 3 x,y,w,;t ¡_M(w,x) x,y,w,z¡_L(w)—}>x,y,w,z,u +—L(u)

(cam/close)
p = (vu)

(A) ((W, T. <>), (x, Mowbcaf, <t>))x’y’w'zl‘M(Wax)IL(W)—> x,y,w,z,ti. M(w,x)|La)

(x, Moveme, < y >)}
x,y,w,zI- M(y,x)—> x,y,w,z+-M(y,x) x,y,w,zl- R(x)lMu) ILW)IL(W)

(par)

(x, Moveme, < y >))
m)(B)

( ny,w,z l- M(y,X) | R001 M(Z,X) I L(Y) I L(W) X,Y,W,Z+—M(y,X) I NX) I M(2,X) I L(Y) l LM)

(A) (B) (can/close)
P = (y/t}{(W, T, <>),(X, T, 0)}

XMWJI- R(X) IMMOI M(2,X)I M(W’X)l L(y)l L(W) I L(W)d)—> X.y,W‘ZI- R(X) I MW) I M220 I Mwyx) I L(Y)l LU)! LM

Figure 6.3: Milner Synchronization Example

6.4 Two Examples of Expressive Power
This section presents two examples to show a glimpse of the expressive power obtained
by the addition of name mobility to SHR systems.

The first example is the generation of complete graphs and the second example is the
generation of n X n square tiles (or grids). Both examples use Hoare synchronization.
These examples are usual examples to measure expressive power. Specially, the tiles
example is used by many authors in the area of graph transformation systems.

6.4.1 Complete Graphs
A complete graph is a graph where for each pair of nodes there is a connection between
them. In this example directed graphs are used but it is very simple to modify the
grammar to include edges in both directions. This example shows a grammar where
each synchronized rewriting step generates the next complete graph. Figure 6.4 shows
the two productions that are used to generate graphs. The initial graph is the complete
graph of two nodes.
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The idea is to ilnpose a total order among nodes where in each step the new node
(11:)is the new maximum of the graph. In this way this node is the only one where
prodnctions can synchronize (using constraint a < :1:>). With this, only the n-l (with
n the mnnher of nodos) edges that are connected to this node are rewritten generating
the edges from the older nodes to the new 7'L+1node. Given that for TLnodes the degree
is n —l, it is necessary to distingnish a director edge that is in charge (besides adding
one of the normal edges like the other ones) to create the missing edge from the actual
lnaxinnnn (node Ir) to the new one (node n + 1). Also this edge will be the director for
the next step. Figure 6.5

The idea of ilnposing a total order is a special case of finding an arliorescence (a
directed tree) in a graph where the lnaxinnnn corresponds to the root of the tree.

Productions lnilial Graph
7 2 2 2

u< x > D (x) a< x > (x)

I : I l)

l l

Figure 6.4: Complete Graphs Grammar.

_ V

a< x > D (x)

(X)
. '- (x)

—>

Figure 6.5: Derivation of Complete Graphs.

1?”3
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6.4.2 Tiles

The grammar in Figure 6.6 generates in rewriting step n the (n + 1) x (n + 1) tile. The
idea is similar to the previous example. Edges are oriented towards the right and the
bottom side. In this case synchronization will only occur on the nodes of the right and
bottom sides. Only the edges on these sides (namer V , H , DV and DH) and the
internal edges connected to these nodes are rewritten. Each of the V and H edges will
be in charge of creating part of a new cell from rows and columns 1 to n —1. As with
the complete graph we have to distinguish two director edges (one vertical DV and one
horizontal DH), that are in charge of completing cells for column and row n, and the
new n + 1 extreme bottom cell. The two last productions allow for the internal edges to
agree on the synchronization. The initial graph is the 1 x 1 tile. Figure 6.7 shows the
first three derivation steps.

In both grammars synchronous termination for reaching a terminal graph can be
obtained adding the corresponding productions and terminal symbols.

It is worth noticing that both examples llave been done using Hoare synchronization,
which it is the basic kind of synchronization, but that the Tiles example can also be
done in a similar way with Milner synchronization. In this case only four productions
are needed (very similar to the ones in the example, except that the last two for internal
edges are not used). On the contrary, the Complete Graph example cannot be done
using Milner synchronization.

Produclions

l l | lb<y>| (y) ¿pá c<y> pa<x>

DV —> v _>
V 7a<X> r )—>O

2 2 (y) H D" (x)
DV

(X)

l l 2 l 2b<z> (z) A). c<z> c<y>

y —> v —>

b< Y > (y)
2 (z) H (y)

l Initial Graphl

l 2 | 2 V

.——>. IO—>. l b<w> Dv
7 7

°< w DH
2

Figure 6.6: N x N Tiles Grammar.
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r V b< y] > (yl)
Dv —> v

r ’c<v2>J’a< x>
DH

DV

} r

(y2) H DH (X)

b< zl >
V ’ (zl)

V V

7 Y Y Y Y 7

r —> V b<yl > (yl)

DV V

V r ’<22>_’c<y2> la<x>
H DH

L DVY Y

(77) H (yz) H DH (Ü

Y V V V b< wl >V (WI)

V V

7 Y Y 7 Y 7 Y Vb< Z] >
V V (7.1)

V —> V

r r r r r r r rb< yl >
V V > V (yl)

DV V

V ‘ 7 JV Vc<wz >> Vc<7,2> 7c< yz > J7a< x >
H l-l V DH ' ’

Y

(w2) H (7.2) H (y2) H DH (X)

Figure 6.7: Derivuliou of Tilos.



Part V
A Translation for 7r-Calculus

With the goal of studying the expressive power of the formalism presented in Part IV
we are presenting in Chapter 7 a translation for 1r-calculus using SHR Systems with
Milner synchronization.

We consider this correspondence result as fundamental for the thesis given the rele
vance of 7r-calculusfor process calculi specially for mobility languages. The fact that we
obtain a graphical calculus that subsumes 7r-calculusis a strong support for graphical
formal languages as a next step in the high-level description of distributed, concurrent
and mobile systems.



Chapter 7

SHR Systems vs. 7r-Calculus

The 7r-calculus [Milner, R., 1999; Sangiorgi, D. and Walker, D., 2001] is a name passing
process algebra. Many different versions of the n-calculus have appeared in the litera
ture. The 7r-ca1culuswe present here is synchronous, monadic, guarded recursion and
guarded sum. For a definition of n-calculus and its Operational semantics see Section 2.4.

For this example we will use the late Operational semantics of 7r-calculus and its
corresponding transition system.

7.1 Translation

Now we present a translation function from 7r-calculus to SHR Systems with Milner
synchronization and state the correspondence theorems.

At this point, it is necessary to comment on the differences between 7r-calculus and
synchronized rewriting that will affect the definition of the translation from one to the
other. For the Tr-calculuswe have an interleaving Operational semantics that allows
only a sequential evolution of agents, i.e. only one action is allowed at a time. On the
other side, we are using graph transformation with synchronized rewriting which is a
distributed concurrent model allowing for multiple and simultaneous synchronizations
and rewriting. In spite of the fact that the translation function that we are defining in
Section 7.1 does not allows multiple synchronization on one edge, it is still possible to
have concurrent independent transition steps. So, to avoid this and be able to prove the
correspondence of 7r-calculuswith the more expressive universe of graph rewriting, we
impose a simple condition over rule (com/close) of the Milner Transition System (see
Table 6.2). The condition for this rule states that, |A1|= |A2|= |m(A¡ U A2)|.

The above condition together with the translation restriction imposed by the ”se
quentiality” of 7r-calculusgive that for any rule, applied in a proof under these conditions,
it cannot be the case that IAI > 1. Therefore, for the rest of the section we will use
the Simplified version of Mihier Transition System of Table 7.1. We refer to this system
as the Milner,T Transition System or Milner,r Synchronization. For simplicity in the

67
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I‘I-G’—‘>1‘,AI-G’e7>

ragr F ¿G ‘—“»MMA F ¿G’
(Tenfl)

where A = {(12,0ut,< w >)}, A = (Dor A = {(v,in,< w >)}, A = {w}

(I.out,< >)} {(Iu¡"u<z>)}y I‘l-G'l rI-G2—>r,z¡—G'2
{(I,r,<>)}

F I-Glng —> F |- G’lIG'2{y/Z}

FFG¡{
(com,T )

where /){(;'oug_<y>)}U{(a:,in,<z>)}= {31/2}

{(1,0ut.<y>)} {(I,in,<y>)}Fl-G¡—>F,y!-G’¡ FI-Gg—>I‘,yI-G’2
{(I.Tu<>)}

F '- G1IG2—* F '- l/y.(G’1IG,2)
(closeR)

rr-c;l ¿mm-Ga rr-G2
FI-GIIG2¿’11,A"(G'1IG2)

(pan)

wlrereA=0 I {(v,out,<w >)}Il {(v,in,<w>)} I {(v,7’,<>)}

r,xI-G¿»r,x,AI-G'
F |- u:c.G¿v RA}- u:r.G’

:L'í 1L(A), A(:r) T(resn)

where A = (0 I {(v,out, < w >)}'¡ {(v,in,< w >)} I {(U,1',<>)} with U,w 76a:

(LT.<>)}F,xI-G{—>F,I,AI-G'
FF- VILGL’ RAI- 1/126"

((x,out,<y>)}

1 «
(opcnfi) {(1,0ut,<y>)} y 7.9a:FI-uy.G—> F’yI-GI

Table 7.1: Transition Rules for Milner,r Synchronization
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¡_¡ . [[nillr = F l- nil

2. [[recX.P]]r = [[P[recX.P/X]]p

llPllr=FFGP lQllr=PFGQ3.
llPlQllr = F l- GPlGQ

4 "Pnr';=F,Zl'G
' [[uz. P]]r = F l- VILG

5 P = apP sequential standard, fn(P) Q l"
[Pur = F '- 0'pr(111,. . .

Productions (Late)
Www)

P ¡tj-"3Q P sequential standard agent
{(v,out,<w>)}

lPlrn(P)—' lern<P)

v(w)
P I—->Q P sequential standard agent with, w a fixed name, w E fn(P)

((v,in.<w>)}
lPlrn(P) llQllfn(P)U{w}

Table 7.2: Translation Fïmction for 7r-calculus

treatment of the cases, we separate rule (com/close) in rules (com,,) and (closet), and
rule (res) in rules (resn) and (openfi) .

DEFINITION7.1. [Translation Function for 7r-Calculus] Let N be a fixed infinite set of
names. We define a translation function [Pflr for 7r-calculus agents, with respect to a
set of names (F C JV), as follows:

1. Any agent term for agent P is chosen.

2. The agent term is translated by structural recursion using the definition in Ta
ble 7.2.

The edges that are created by the translation have labels that correspond to the
standard agents of the uppermost level of sequential subterms of the agent term to be
translated. Two agents with the same standard agent will produce the same label, with
its rank corresponding to the number of free variables of the standard agent (which
by definition is the maximum number of distinguishable free variables occurrences, see
Definition 2.10). The standard substitution defines the attachment nodes of each edge
with that label. This means that if a.variable occurs n times in a sequential agent, the
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corresponding translated edge will have n tentacles attached to the same node in the
graph.

The uso the standard decomposition is fundamental to correctly define the correspon
dence between agents and graphs. Productions are defined over edge labels and have to
be applied over different edges with the same label (which corresponds to a sequential
subagent). The variable names in an agent define the connections among its different
subagents, and the evolution of an agent implies the possible substitution of names. If
we do not use the standard decomposition, then the translation of an agent will produce
labels containing variable names that may change with each rewriting step ending up
with an infinite number of edge labels (i.e. a grannnar with infinite productions) and
two equivalent agents may be translated to two non isomorphic graphs. This includes
the case when the renaming implies the matching of two previously different names (i.e.
two channels are connected together reducing the number of free variables in the agent)
which may change also the rank (i.e. number of tentacles) of the labels.

A transition in the ïr-calculus will be represented as a transition of the corresponding
translated judgement (i.e. a rewriting step). Productions are generated based on the
possible transitions of these sequential agents with the corresponding label as the left
hand side of the production and the target agent as the right hand side. Actions are
translated as requirements on the transitions. For fi-calculus we have one action for in
pnts (in) and one coaction for outputs (out). Then, the evolution of the agent is modeled
using the Milnerfi transition system introduced in table 7.1. Note that synchronization
of 7r-calcnlus agents can happen only between sequential agents, and this corresponds
exactly to the result of synchronization among edges.

All the above intuitive correspondence presentation is what is formally proved in the
rest of this section ending with Theorem 7.20.

To close the definition of the translation function the following tlieorem proves that
[[—]]ris well defined.

THEOREM 7.2. The translation function [[—]]ris well defined. For any agent terms P
andQ,P=Q=> =

Proof Sketch. The theorem is proved by induction on the structural axioms of 7r
calculus.

o For a-conversion it is obvious by graph ariom (AGS).

o For (par) it is obvious by graph axioms (ACI), (AGg) and (f/ng).

o For (res) it is obvious by graph axioms (¡lG.¡), (AGS) and (AG-¡l

o For (Tec) it is obvious by definition of [[‘I'chpflr. El

The next step is to prove the bijective correspondence of agents and judgements (i.e.
graphs). This is done in Theorem 7.5, but first we need to define the following inverse
function for judgements.
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DEFINITION7.3. We define {H},as a translation function for graphs (with agent terms
as labels) to vr-calculus agents.

1. {[l"|- nil]} = nil.

2. {[F l- opL¡3(v¡, . . . ,v|¡"(¡3)|)1}= apÏ5 with fn(apÏS) g F.

3. {[r l- G1|G2]} = {11‘I- G1]}|{IF l- G21}.

4. {IPl- uz.G]} = uz.{[l",:1:l-

THEOREM 7.4. The translation function {I—]}is well defined. For any graphs F l- G1andFI-Gg,
Proof Sketch. The theorem is proved by induction on the structural aaioms of graphs,
as it was done for [[—]]r,matching the corresponding structural axioms of 7r-calculus.
7r-calculus. El

THEOREM7.5. [Correspondence of 7r-calculus agents and syntactic judgements] There is
a bijective correspondence, with respect to the translation function II-llr‘, of 1r-calculus
agents (up to structural axioms) and well-formed syntactic judgements with sequential
standard agents as labels (up to structural axioms and isolated nodes).

Proof. To prove this theorem we have to prove that:

1. {[[P]]r]} = P.

2. [[{IFl- G]}]]r = I‘ I- G.

We restrict I" to fn(P) and the names used in G. Any other F’ Q P, corresponds to
isolated nodes as the only difierence in the translation.

1. {I[PI|¡n(p)]}= P ? It is proved by structural induction.
Base Case:

o For {[[nilflofl = {Illl|- nill} = nil.

o For P = Up? sequential standard,

{Illepfl} = amm) ¡- apLfial, . . . ,v¡¡n(¡3)l)]}= ap?

o We have by Inductive Hypothesis that, {[[P]¡n(P)]}= P and {[[Qnrn(Q)I}= Q.
This implies that (with I‘ = fn(P) U fn(Q) = fn(PIQM’ {HHH} = P and
{[[QBrH= Q. Then by definition,

PIQ = {[lPerIHIerl} = {[lPIerl}
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o We have by Inductive Hypothesis that, {I[P]]m(p)]}= P. Then by definition
of {[—]} and [[—fl,

u:c.P

V-T-{HPHÍH(P)]}

VIE-{[ÍPIIMPH}

{[ÍVIB-Pllrnwml}

o We have by Inductive Hypothesis and axiom (rec) that,

{[[recX.P]]¡n(mcx_p)]}={[[P[recX.P/X]]rn(mx.P)]} = P[recX.P/X]
P[recX.P/X] = recX.P

2. [[{[FI- G]}]Ir = F I- G ? It is proved by induction.

Base Case:

o For [[{[(0I- nil]}]]0 = [[nilflm= (0i- nit.

o For P = opÍs sequential standard,

¡-0'pr(01, . . . ,Ulj"(í,)l)]}]]fn(p)

= IIO'pPflfnun) = fll(P) i‘ 0'¡>L¡3('Ul, . . . ,UUMpH)

o We have by Inductive Hypothesis that, l- G¡]}]]r = I‘ I- Gl and [[{[FI
Gg]}]]r = I‘ |- G2. Then by definition of fl—]]and {[—]},

r ¡- G1|G2 = [{[I‘ I- G1]}I{[I‘ |- G2]}]]r

MF " GIIG2]}]]r = [{IF '- GIHIHF '- Gzflnr

o We have by Inductive Hypothesis that, [[{[F,:v l- GMM = Ra: |- G. Then by
definitionof and [[—I|,

F I- l/ílI.G = [11:13.{[I‘,:c l- G]}]]r

[[{IFI- u:v.G]}]]r = lux. {[F,:v l- G']}]]r

El

Now that the correspondence between agents and judgements has been proved, The
orem 7.16 shows that the derivations of any graph reacliable from an initial graph G0
(obtained by the translation) use productions from a finite set.
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DEFINITION7.6. For any agent term P, we define .S'(P) as the set of standard sequential
subagents of P.

S’(nil) = (ll

S, (ÉÜi-Pi) = (Yi-Pi} U[JS/(Pi)
S'1(-TlecX. P) = S’Eí’lflrecX.

S'(X) = (ll

S’(PllP2) = S’(Pl) U SI(P2)

S’(u:c.P) = S’(P)A
S(P) = sip)

The definition of standard decomposition is extended over sets as usual.

DEFINITION7.7. For any graph obtained by translation function [—], we define Seq(G’)
as the set of standard sequential subagents of the agents in the labels of G.

Seq([Pllr) = S({llPllrl})

PROPOSITION7.8. Functions S(P) and Seq(G) are well defined:

1. P = Q implies S(P) = S(Q).

2. G1 = G2 implies Seq(G'1) = Seq(G2).

Proof Sketch. By induction on the structural axioms. Obvious by definition of S(P)
and Seq(G). Cl

DEFINITION7.9. [Finíte Derivation] We define the notion of finite derivation (noted as
=>) over transitions as:

rll-Gleri-Gz
I‘ll-G¡=>I‘2I-G2

I‘ll-G1¿>1‘2I—G2 r2l—02=>1‘3l—03
F1FG1=>F3FG3

DEFINITION7.10. [Proof Term] We define the notion of proof term (using connector //)
as:
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r :{ x,-}/y e R (I,-//:L',
7‘({d.-})//y

Set R is a set of inference rules, r : {:1:,-}/yis a rule with name r and preconditions {:L',-}
and result y. Terms (l¡//:L',-are the corresponding proof terms for the preconditions of
y. Finally, 1'({(1,-})//y is the proof term for y.

DEFINITION7.11. For any derivation proof term D we define the set Prod(D) of pro
ductions it uses as:

Prod (tv/r, I- Lp ‘—‘.r2 l- G) = {r1 I- Lp A» r2 +-G}

P7‘0d(1‘({dil)//y) = UP7'0d(d¡//-’Ei)

The proof system for finite derivations includes rules in Definition 7.9 and transition
rules for Milnerï synchronization including the production axiom (see table 7.1). Set
P'rod is defined over the proof system for finite derivations.

LEMMA7.12. P L» Q implies S(Q) g S(P).

Proof. We proeeed by i11.(1u(:ti01i.on rules for 7r-calculus tïunsition system.
Base Case: A

Por(sum),sm. mn) = {EEE-e} uuz; S’(P.-)2 = sm).

For (PUT),-SU’IQ) = S(P) U S(Q) ,5 S(P’) U S(Q) = S(P’IQ)—

For (C0m), by definition of standard decomposition we have that for any sequential

agent P and substitution 'y, Í3 = Then, S(PIQ) = S(P) US(Q) ,5 S(P’) U
S(Q') = S(P') US(Q'{y/Z}) = S(P’IQ'{y/Z})

F07"(Closc),-S(PIQ) = S(P)U5(Q) L1,),S(P’)US(Q’) = S(P'IQ') = S(Vy- (P’IQ’))

For (open), S(uy. P) = S(P) '5 S(P’).

For (Res), sm. P) = S(P) 'á' S(P’) = S(VI.P’).

For (Cong), S(P’) = S(P) 'é' S(Q) = S(Q'). ¡:1

LEMMA7.13. S(P) = SCq(lP]]r) fn(P) g I‘.

Proof. Obvious by definition of Seq and Theorem 7.5. El
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LEMMA7.14. r1 ¡- al A» r2 I- G2 implies Seq(F2 I- G2) g Seq(F1 ¡- al).

Proof. We proceed by induction on rules for Milner,r transition system.
Base Case:

For productions, it is obvious by definition of [-flp and Lemmas 7.12 and 7.13.

For rules (renn), (res,) and (open,), it is obvious since lab(G1) = lab(G’¡),
lab(G2) = lab( and they are of the form,

Fll-GlLI‘gl-Gg
raFGaLmG;

For rule (porn), we have that lab([‘, A |- G2) = lab(I" |- G2) and by Inductive Hy
pothesis that Seq(l", A |- G’l) g Seq(F |- Gl). Then, Seq([‘, A I- G’l) U Seq([‘, A |
G2) Q Seq(1" I- Gl) U Seq(l" l- Gg).

For rule (emm) we want,

uan<>n—)
I" I- G1IG2 F I- G’IIG’2{y/z} imzilies

Seq(F '- GIIIGI2{y/Z}) 9 Seq(Fl-G1

Then by definition of Seq,

Seq(F|- G’1{y/z})USeq(1‘*- G’2{y/z}) S Seq(l‘*- G1)USeq(FI- G2)

which is true by Inductive Hypothesis and that lab(G’¡) = lab(G"1{y/z}), lab(G’2)
lab(G'2{y/Z})

Forrule(closer)it is similarto rule

LEMMA7.15. We Prove the following properties for Seq.

1.

2.

Seq(F l- nil) = (0.

Seq(1"|- Lp(:ï:'))= S(P) with P sequential standard.

3. Seq(I‘ I- G1|G2)= Seq(l" +-G¡) U Seq(F |- G2).

4. Seq(I‘ l- VI.G) = Seq([‘,z l- G).

Proof.

1. Seq(l."I- nil) = Seq([nil]p) = S({[[nil]p]}) = 0.

2. Seq([‘ I- Lp(:ï:'))= S (P), byLemma 7.13 with P sequential standard.
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3. By ’l'ranslation and Theorem 7.5, Seq([‘ |- G1IG2) = S(P|Q) with [[Pfll-= F l- G1
and [[Qflr= 1‘I- G2. Then. S(P|Q) = S(P) U S(Q) = Seq(F I- Gl) U Seq([‘ |- G2)
by Lemma 7.13.

1,. By Translation and Theorem 7.5, Seq(F I- ua‘C) = S(V:L'.P) = S(P) = Seq(I‘,:v l
G) with [[PflrJ = Rx I- G. Ü

THEOREM 7.16. The evolution of any graph F I- Gn can be described by a finite set of
productions.

Proof. The Proof has three steps:

1. Prod(d//I‘0 e G0 =>r e G) g {r e Lp A. r' e G’ | P e Seq(G0)}.

2. For all Lp, an edge label, the set {r ¡- Lp L» r' ¡- G’} is finite.

3. Seq(G0) is finite.

Point 1) says that the set of productions used as axioms for a finite derivation proof
starting from a graph G0, only corresponds to productions where the edge label in the left
hand side corresponds to some sequential standard agent in set Seq(Go). Points 2) says
that for any edge label Lp of the corresponding signature, the set of possible productions
that can be obtained as transitions from edges labelled by Lp is finite. Finally, to complete
the proof point 3) says that the set of sequential standard subagents from which come all
edge labels that are used in a deriuation (ie. Seq(G'o). is finite.

1. It is proved by computation induction on the proof of derivations:

Base Case:

o For (renfl), we know by definition that

Q E Seq(F I- LQ)

Prod (tl//l“I-LQ'—\>I‘,Al-Gg LPLG’lPechU‘I-L) Q

Prod (1-(d1)//1", ¿r ¡- ¿LQ LA, r', gr, ¿A ¡- gc) “¿f

Prod (w/r ¡-LQL. RA ¡-G)

Then, given that Q is sequential standard and by definition 7/52= Q, we have
Seq(I‘ I- Lq) = Seq(F’,€F l- {Lq) and,

Prod (r(d¡)//F',¿l‘ e ¿LQLA»[mua e gc) g

{Lp L G’ | P e seq(r',¿r e ¿LQ)}
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o For rule,
FII-G1—A'>Pgl'Gz P2PG2=>F3FG3

FIFG1=>F3FG3

We know that,

Prod (au/rl P Gl A» r2 P G2) {Lp l. G’ | P e Seq(I‘¡P GQ}
IH
S

IH A: I
PT0d(d2//F2Ï-G2=>F3I'G3)g IPESeq(F2l-G2)}

Prod (r(d1,d2)//r1 P GI á r3 P G3) “2

Prod (au/1‘l |- Gl A» r2 P Gz) u Prod(d2//l‘2 P G2 =>r3 P G3)

Then, by Lemma 7.14, F1 |- Gl —A+F2 l- G2 implies Seq(G2) S Seq(G¡).
And this implies,

{Lp l» G’ | P e Seq(I‘1|- 01)} g {Lp l» G’ I P e Seq(F2P G2)}

Then we have,

Prod (all//r1 I- Gl A» r2 P Gg) u Prod(d2//F2 P G2 =>r3 P G3) g

{Lp l. G’ | P e Seq(l"1P ca} u {Lp l. G’ l P e Seq(I‘2P 62)},

which implies

Prod(r(d1,d2)//l"¡ P Gl =>r3 P G3) g {Lp A» G’ | P e Seq(F¡ P 671)}

o For rule,
I‘ll-G1—A+I‘2i-G2
FlFGIÓFQFGQ

We know that,

IÑEProd (¿M/rl P Gl A» r2 P G2)

Prod(1‘(d1)//F¡ P Gl =>r2 P G2) “á’ Prod (dd/Fl P Gl A» r2 P cz)

{Lp L G' | P e Seq(F¡P 01)}

Then,

Prod(r(d1)//F¡ P Gl =>r2 P cz) g {Lp L'» G' | P e seq(rl P GQ}
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o For (comfi) we know that,

A I [H A: l

Pi‘od (¿M/1‘ F Gl —'»r F GI) c {Lp —> G | P e scq(r F GQ}
A2 I [H A, Í

Prod (d2//I‘ F G2 ——»nz F a?) g {Lp —> G | P e seq(r F G2)}

Prod (r(d¡,d2)//F F 0402 A. r F G',|G;{y/z}) 4;!

Prod(d1//I‘ F Gl A r F G’l)u Prod (¿M/r F (:2 2» r, z F cg)

Then, given that Seq(F I- G1IG2) = Seq(F l- Gl) U Sega" i- G2) we have,

Prod (Fui, d2)//I‘ F (me:2 A. 1‘F G;|G;{y/z}) g

{Lp l. G’ | P e seq(r F en} u {Lp l» G’ | P e scq(r F 02)} =

{Lp l» G’ | P e seq(r F G¡|G2)}

o For (closefi), it is similar to (comfl).

o For (parfl) we know that,

A l ¡III A] [

Prod (¿M/r F Gl —» RA F al) c {Lp —» G | P e Seq([‘F G¡)}

Then, given that Seq(F |- Gl) Q Seq(l" I- Gl) U Seq(F I- Gz) = Seq([‘ I
GIIGg) we have,

A def

Prod (1‘(d¡)//[‘F 01ng —»RA F cglcz) g

{Lp l» G’ | P e Seq(F F 61)} g {Lp l» G’ | P e Seq(F F G1|02)}

o For (resï) we know that,

Ill u

P1'od(d1//F,:c F G, L. F,:¡:,A F GQ) g {Lp "—»G’ | P e Seq(I‘,:c F 61)}

PT'Od(T(d¡)//F l- u:v.G¡ ¿Iv F, A’ I- VIE.G2) dá!

Prod (dm/u F Gl ‘—‘»F,.’L‘,AF G2)

Then, given that Seq(I‘ |- ua'.G¡) = Seq(F,I |- Gl) we have,

Prod (1‘(d1)//F F 1/:13.G'¡L r, A’ F maz) g

{Lp A_”.G’ | P e seq(r F 11101)}
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o For (open,) we know that,

A IH

Prod (d¡//I‘,y I- Gl —» I‘,y I- G2) g

{Lp L3 G’ | P e seq(r,y I-G0}

Prod(r(d1)//I‘ I- uy.G1L» r, y I-Gz) “2

Prod (d1//I‘,y I- Gl L» r, y I- G2)

Then, given that Seq(F |- uy.G'¡) = Seq([‘, y I- Gl) we have,

Pr0d(r(d1)//F I- uy.G¡ ¿r F,y l- G2) Q

{Lp L3 G’ 1P e seq(r I- ¡lg/.00}

2. Any edge label Lp corresponds, by translation, to a sequential agent that is a
guarded sum. This guarded sum has a finite number of terms, so finally, under the
late semantics the set {F I- Lp ¿v F’ |- G’} is finite.

3. First we prove that S(P) is finite. By structural induction:

Base Case:

0| S(nil)| = 0

°| S(X)I= 0

oS (EL, a,.P,-) = 1+ 221:, |S(a,—.P,-)|which is finite by LH.

o| S(recX.P)|= |S(P)[recX.P/X]|= |S(P)| whichisfinite byLH.
0| S(PIQ)| = IS(P)I + |S(Q)I which are finite by LH.

0| S(uz.P)|= [S(P)] which is finite by LH.

Now we prove that Seq(G) is finite. By structural induction:

Base Case:

0| Seq([‘ I- Lp)| = |S(P)| which is finite.

0| Seq(I‘ |- nil)| = 0

OI Seq(l" |- G1|G2)|= Seq(F I- G1)| + Seq(F l- G2)| which are finite by LH.

0| Seq(F |- UI.G)I = |Seq(I‘,1: |- G)| which is finite by LH. El

COROLLARY7.17. For all agent term P, Prod(d//|IPEro =>I‘ |- G) is finite.
Proof. By the translation function [Puro is a graph. Then the corollary is proved by
Theorem 7.16. El
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As we already mentioned, we are inapping fi-calcnlns that has a sequential oper
ational seniantics (one transition at a tinie) to a distributed concurrent context. So
it is clear that there are transitions for jndgernents (the concurrent ones) that cannot
be obtained in 7r-calculus. Then, the following theoreni states that a transition step
in r-calcnlus is done, if and only if, there is a judgeinent transition between the cor
responding translations under the Milnerx transition systein. Proofs constructed with
.\lilnerfi transition system are transitions eorresponding to sequential steps of 7r-calculus.
Also, we have to say that the theorein below is sufl'ieient to prove the semantic corre
spondence given that Theorem 7.5 already proved the bijective correspondence of the
translation from agents to judgeinents (i.e. graphs). In this way, we are sure that any
graph resulting froni a transition has a corresponding agent.

One thing to niention is about the translation of T actions. The standard operational
seinantics of the 7r-(ralculnsis defined via labelled transitions P ¿v P’ with a an action,
where P L» P’ indicates that agent P goes to P’ by an internal action. This is done
without the need of specifying on which port the internal action takes place and is due
to the fact that as being sequential it is the only action occurring. ln a distributed
concurrent context we need to know where actions are taking place, as inore than one
action can happen at the sanie tinie.

Under the conditions of .\'Iilner,._rules we have no concurrent actions but still we are
in a distributed context, so for the case of r actions we have two possible translations
((1,7, <>) or (Il). This translation depends if it is the case of a synchronization in a
visible node or if the node where the synchronization has taken place is being restricted
using rule (res-,1). Actually, this is the only case where IAI 7€l for a transition obtained
froni .\Iilnerfi rules.

LEMMA7.18. For any agent P and substitution a. [[Pflra = [[aPflar.

Proof. Weproceed by structural indnction:
Base Case:

o For [[nilllr it 'ÍSobvious.

o For P sequential, we have thatlP = apP and 7P = 0371);). Then, by translation:

[[PHI‘ "I' 'Tl‘ I- AI'Ü'PLÍSCL‘IG - ‘ '

[IA/FMF = 71‘ |- 0'7.pL_;'ï,(v¡. . .

=UI fn(Ï’)I)

' ' "l rnoï’n)

And they are equal by properties of standard decomposition that say "¡Up = a7,»
and P = ¡P.

[[PIQ]]¡-a = al‘ |- aGplaGQ

[[0(PIQ)]GF = ÍUPIO'QHUF= Url- GaPlGaQ

Then, by Indnctive Hypothesis we have 0GP = Gap and aG’Q= Gao.
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[vaflp a = aFl- uvaGP
|[0(ua:.P)],p = aFl-uzflap

Then, by Inductive Hypothesis we have 0GP = Gap.

[recX.P]]¡-0' [P[recX.P/X]]r a
EarecX. Play = [recX. aPllar = |[aP[recX. aP/Xflap

Then, by Inductive Hypothesis we have,

IIP[recX. P/X]]¡- a = [0P[rec X. o‘P/X]],r

LEMMA7.19. For all a and P sequential such that P = 7P];

1. p L. Q implies P’ ¿S Q’ with a = 70’, Q = 7Q’

2. P’ ¿J Q’ impliesP L» Q witha = 70/, Q = 7Q’

Proof. First, given that P is sequential we have that a = z(y),iy. Then, by standard
decomposition and with P = 7P’ we obtain that:

(P = apP) /\ (P7= 713)A(a.,pr = 70;») /\ (P = 7P’) implies (P’ = P = ïP’) /\ (ap =
037;»).

I.

P —°—>Q implies apP “La: apQ” with (apQ” = Q = 7aplQ” = 7Q’)

/\ (apa” = a = 'yapra” = 'ya')

implies P iv Q”

implies stP’ °—“>Q”

implies (Ip/,1;ala: apIQ”

implies P' ¿Iv Q' with (0/ = arpa”) /\ (Q’ = aya/Q”)

2.

P' 31-»Q' implies asz7 L,» Q' implies aprP LI» Q’ implies '70sz 3» 7Q’

implies 0.,sz La,»7Q' implies apP la; 7Q' implies P ¿v Q
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THEOREM 7.20. [Semantic Correspondence] For any 7r-calculus agents P and Q, P (—‘>

Q, if and only if, there is a. transition [[Pflr“(ly [[Qflp,with fn(P) Q F, fu(Q), fn(a) g
I" and F Q I".

Proof. For the left-right direction, we prove the theorem by rule induction on the 7r
calculus Operational semantics.

Base Case:

o For (sum), wehave bystandard decompositionthat P = a¡.P,- = apz;'=¡ (.¡v,-.P,A 'la.
and by Lemma 7.19 that a,-.P,-6'13) o‘f,‘(Pj). Then, by translation of pro
ductions we obtain,

{la;l(0j)lr'l
fimz a,—.P,-)|- Lp(v¡, . . . ,vlm(¡,)¡) [[0;‘(Pj)]rl f11(P) g l"

i=l

Now applying rule (renfl) with fi = O'p and any l", and by Lemma 7.18 we obtain,

A l
"al: ("Jllrm' 7P}

l",opfu(201¡.P¡)I-apL¡3(v¡,...,v”"(,3)l) —> [[a;l(PJ-)]r,rrO'p =
¡:1

“01)ll'.apl"}
r, Mz a,-.P,-)I-apral, . . . ,vlrnus”) [[pjnwr,

i=l

Inductive Hypothesis: For any transition of a subterm P’ of P of the form P’ L» Q

there is a basic transition I‘ |- GFI {lil} I" |- GQ (up to alpha conversion of bounded
nodes)

o For (par), we know that flPIQflr = F l- GPIGQ and by Inductive Hypothesis there

is a transition F |- Gp {m} I" I- GPI. Then using rule (parfi) with F I- GQ we

obtain r I- GPIGQ““ií’ r' I- szlcq with r' ¡- (ip/¡GQ= [[quup.

o For (com), we have by Inductive Hypothesis (with fn(P). fn(Q) g 1‘),

{(r.out.<y>)}
P i P' implies 1‘¡-Gp —> 1‘I-Gp,

((x.in,<:>)}
Q Q’ implics r I-GQ—> r, z I-GQ,

{(ÏITv<>))
Then, using rule (comi) we obtain F I- GPIGQ—> F l- GPIIGQI{y/z}and
by Lemma 7.18 we have that [[P'IQ’{y/z}]]r = IIP'IQ’IIr_2{y/z}.
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o For (close), we have by Inductive Hypothesis (with fn(P), fn(Q) g F and y e F),

' r tr< >)}
P ig)»P' impliesFI-Gpu F,y|- Gp:

{(IJ'".< >)}
i”). ’ implies r |- GQ—”> F,y ¡-GQ,

{(I.T.<>)}
Then, using rule (close,) we obtain F I- GPIGQ——> F l- l/y.(Gp'IGQI).

o For (open), we have by Inductive Hypothesis (with fn(P) (_IF U {y},

{(z,out.<y>)}
PïP' implies F,yl-Gp ———»l",yI-Gpl

. , {(1»W¿.<y>)}
Then, using rule (openfl)we obtainF I- uy.Gp —> F,y I- Gp].

o For (res), we have to check two cases:

1. For A = {(v,0ut, < w >)}|{(v,in,< w >)}|{(y,r, <>)} with v,w,y aé:v, we
have by Inductive Hypothesis that, P ¿b P’ implies F, a:|- Gp A» F,1:,A l
Gp! with 1: í n(A) and A(I) Tfor A = {[aflrym}

{(=.wt.<y>)}PïP’ impliesF,yI-Gp—> F,yl-G'pl

Then, using the first rule (resn) we obtain l" I- V:1:.GpA» I‘, A I- qupI.

2. In the second case we have a = 7' and we assume that it happens on the node
that is being restricted. So, by inductive Hypothesis we have,

{(z.tau.<>)}
PL»? implies P,.'EI‘GP—-—>l",:1:I-Gpl

Then, using the second rule (resn) we obtain F I- uz.Gp —°+F I- 111:.sz.

Conversely, for the second part of the theorem, we want to prove that, given P, a

n-calculus agent, [[Pflp¿r I" l- G implies P L» Q, A = |[a]]rz,I" I- G' = [[Qflpl,with
fn(P) Q I‘ Q I" and fn(a),fn(Q) g I". Theorem 7.5 assures that the inverse function
for the translation exists.

We proceed by rule induction on Milner,r Transition System.
Base Case:

o For productions is obvious by definition.

Inductive Hypothesis: For any subterm P’ of P with [P’Ep A» I" i- G there is a
transition P’ L» Q, with A = [aflm I" I- G = [Qflp, fn(P) g I", fn(P'), S I".
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For (renfl), we have that F’,EI‘ |- EG = [[Qflrrfl and by Inductiue Hypothesis, F l

G ‘—\>F, A I- G" E 'P implies P L) P’. P sequential standard and I‘ |- G = [[Pflr,
RA ¡- GI = [IP'HI‘A

Then, by Lemma 7.18, ¿I‘ l- EG = [[Q]]¿r= [[Pflr E = [[EPHEr,and by Theorem 7.5,
Q = 5P.

Finally, by Lernmas 7.18 and 7.19, and Theorem 7.5 we obtain «SP2» ¿P' with,

¡{016.55
lfpllsr

[[Pflrs '

[[¿P'HHKEA =

GIRA í l ,
[[P 11m E “= ¿F I-¿G' —>¿I‘,€A |- ¿G'

For (parfi), we have by Inductive Hypothcsis, F l- Gl A» RA |- G"l implies
P ¿r P'. Then, by Theorem 7.5 we have Q = {[F I- G2]}. Using rule (par) we

obtain PIQ L» P'IQ which by translation gives F |- Glng L» F, A I- GIIIGQ.

For (cornï), we have by Inductive Hypothesis (with fu(P), fn(Q) g F),

{(I,out.<y>)}—>
F l- Gl F l- G'l implies P ï» P’

{( .'n,<:>)}
F |- G2L_’ FaZl‘G; implies Q fi ’

Then, using rule (com), PIQ L» P’IQ’{y/z}. And by translation, [[P|Q]]r = I‘ l
Glng and [[Tflr= (.‘L',T,<>), we conclude by Lemma 7.18 that flP’IQ’{y/z}]]r =
F ¡- G’anÉz{i//Z}

For (elos-e”), we have by Inductive Hypothesis (with fn(P), fn(Q) g F),

Í(y){(1,0ut.<.ll>)} . .
—_. ‘ l’II't[)lteSP -—>l,y|-Cv"l

Rut-G3

PI

¡(9) l—>

FI-G¡
{(1,1‘n,<y>)}—>

F I- G2 implies Q

Then, using rule (close), PIQ L uz. P’IQ’. And by translation, [[PIQflp= 1‘ |
Glng and [[u:v.P’IQ’flr = I‘ I- ux.(G’,|G’2) with [[7]];-= (11;,7',<>).

For (openn), we have by Inductive Hypothesis (with y aé :L'),

{(I.out.<y>)}
F,yl-G F,yl-G" impliesPïP'

Í(y)
Then, using rule (open) we obtain uy. P —> P’. And by translation, [[uy.Pflr =
F |- uy.G.
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o For(1'es,,), we ha'ue two cases:

1. For z í n(A)and/\(:c) T.

By Inductive Hypothesis, we have F, :c |- G —A—>I", 11:,A l- G' implies P L» P’
with cvG fn(P) and a: í n(a). Then, using mle (res) we obtain, 1112.1)¿r
111:.P’ where [[111P]]r = F l- uz.G and [[l/z.P’]]r,A = RA |- VIC’ by trans
lation.

5° This is the same case as bellow, but instead of choosing [[an = {(I,T, <>)},
we choose for the new transition [[T]]r= (llgiven that the synchronization is
on the node to be restricted. D

7.2 n-calculus vs. nI-calculus

In this section we briefiy present a study of a restriction of our formalism to share only
new nodes, in the style of nI-calculus [Sangiorgi, D., 1996].

With the goal of studying the expressive power of n-calculus, in [Sangiorgi, D., 1996],
the mobility mechanisms of the 1r-calculus were separated in two, respectively called
internal and external mobility. The study of the 7rI-calculus, which corresponds to the
calculus that uses only internal mobility (i.e. only new nodes can be shared), showed
that internal mobility is responsible for much of the expressive power of 7r-calculus.

In the case of our formalism to share only new nodes we have, for a transition
F i- G ¿v F, A I- G’, to impose on A the condition that names in n(A) should not be
in I‘ (n(A) n F = (0). Then, A does not depend on F and can be written as:

A: U set(1,7)
zafi E A

The application of this restriction has almost no effect in any of the presented tran
sition systems. Only the corresponding open operation (rule (open) for Hoare and
the specific case of rule (res) for Milner) is not necessary because no old name can by
shared. With respect to the translation in Section 7.1, with nI-calculus we have only

the actions:

T I I 12(2) I 13(2)

Then, the transition system in Table 2.2 does not need the (Com) and (Open) rules,
and the (Sum) rule is replaced for the bounded rule:

(Sum)Za,-.P¿ i» P,-with a,-= z(y), í(y)
i=l

Also, the MilnerTrtransition system in Table 7.1 does not need the (com,) and (open,,)
rules, and rule number 6 of the translation in table 7.2 has to be changed by:
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¡“(10)¡—>P Q P sequential standard agent with w a fixed name, w E fn(P)
{(v,out,<u:>)}

[[Pflrn(P)

All the correspondence results are still valid.

Hann(P)U( w}



Part VI
Adding Design Transformations to Styles

One major problem in the specification and verification of software architectures and
especially with distributed systems, is when system evolution includes reconfiguration.
Some of the existing approaches for modeling software architecture styles deal with these
problems but only partially. Others only allow for fixed description of styles, components
and connectors.

One important issue is how to assure consistency of the specified reconfiguration with
respect to a style. In this part of the thesis, we continue with the idea of supporting
graph and graph transformation as a general framework for style Specifications. Then,
based on the use of graph grammars as language for style description, we complement
the approach with a method for specifying more complex reconfigurations (called trans
fomLations) over the topology of an architecture style. The method warranties that
if the transformation can be specified, then its application over system instances will
be consistent with respect to the expected architecture style configuration. For this
method, we do not use synchronized rewriting, we only use graph grainmars as style
description language and transformations for defining the evolution of the topology.

The main difference of this method with respect to the one presented in Part IV
using name mobility, is that the method in Part IV is more dynamic in the sense that it
applies to running open-ended systems without global control except for synchronization,
whereas the approach with transformations may be useful for working at the level of
blueprints, i.e. it rearranges the design steps of the system to produce a different but
consistent system. Thus, the latter method can be applied to specify very general kinds
of reconfigurations and mobility (as it is shown in the thesis examples), but it requires a
global knowledge of system structure. Some possible steps for combining both methods
are described in the future work in Chapter 10.

Our motivation can be summarized agreeing with and quoting Le Métayer [Le
Métayer, D., 1998]:

We believe that a better basis for mastering large software systems is to
ensure that they respect the desired topology and properties by construction
rather than trying to try to prove it a posteriori.
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Includiug dynamic changes as part of the style let us be sure that the specified changes
are the only ones allowed for all style instances. Therefore, consistency checking is valid
also for all style instances.

As related work on specifying consistent reconfigurations we can mention again [Le
Métayer, D., 1998]. In his paper Le Métayer, together with the context free grammar for
the static structure of the style and the coordinator conditional rules for reconfiguration,
proposes a semi-decidable algoritlnn for ”type checking” of styles to ensure that the
coordinator does not break the style structure (which defines the type). The algoritlnn
corresponds to a proof of convergence of graph rewriting rules. Also, part of the checking
of the coordinator rules is due to the set representation that was chosen in [Le Métayer,
D., 1998]. For example, when a component is removed it means that the coordinator rule
has to take into account the deletion of the node and also all the edges corresponding
to its conmnmication links (this is not needed in our representation).

In Chapter 8 we show how to specify reconfigurations by transformation rules over
grammar derivations. For this we introduce a new (and more useful) notion of grammar
derivation and then formalize the approach by introducing an innovative representation
of HR systen‘is as higher-order terms of a typed A-calculus. In Chapter 9 we give a
first idea of how this approach can be used by a designer that may want to specify a
reconfiguration in a more constructive (and maybe more intuitive) way with intermediate
steps that may not correspond to valid configurations of the style.



Chapter 8

Consistent Transformations over
Derivations

As it was done in Part III, in Section 8.1 we first give an informal introduction to the
method, with an example from the TRMCS case study of Section 3.1. In Section 8.2 we
present the formalization of the method based on Á-Calculus.

8.1 Reconfiguration by 'I‘ransformations
The method specifies reconfigurations by transformation rules over grammar deriva
tions. Again, we assume HR grammars as forrnalism for describing styles. Then, for
each graph of a style there is a set of derivations of the grammar that are the possible
ways of constructing it from the application of grammar productions. A transformation
is applied over a derivation segment and returns a new derivation segment. The idea
is that to apply a transformation over a graph (i.e. architecture) you have to find a
derivation segrnent of that graph (from the style) that matches the transformation. Af
ter applying the transformation, its result corresponds to the reconfigured segrnent of a
graph derivation. This result is part of a valid derivation of the graph obtained by the
desired reconfiguration. This assures that a transformation is between valid derivations.
It is important to mention that because transformations are over a derivation segment
they can be composed and applied to several parts of a graph. Also, after a transfor
mation is obtained, you can start from any of the derivations of the new graph allowing
for other transformations to be applied.

It is clear that our aim is to give architects a tool to specify in a consistent way com
plex reconfigurations over the architectures they are working with. This is fundamental
for software architecture modeling because once a transformation is obtained and its
correctness checked (that it starts and ends with valid derivations), it can be included
in a library of transformations for its future use. This work was introduced in [Hirsch,
D. and Montanari, U., 2000] and [Hirsch, D. and Montanari, U., 1999]. In this part of
the thesis we do not use SHR productions.

89
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Given a HR Grammar grannnar and the set of edge labels for the graphs it gener
ates, we distingnish two sets of symbols, nonterminal (NT) and terminal labels
Nonterminals are labels that appear in the left-hand side of productions and terminals
are labels that appear only in the right-hand side of productions.

GO=> G1=> G2=> => Gn-1=> Gn=G'i=> Gn+1=G'¡+1
P1 P2 P3 Pn-1 pr. H|+I=Pi+1

I 2

G'2=> => G'i-1
F’ 3 F’ i-1

a)

% Gn+1
G0=> T1=> T2=>-"" =>Tn—1=>Tn=T'i Pn+1=Pi+1

P1 P2 P3 Pfl-1 Pfl

k l /P¡ N G'i+1
T'2=>"'" => T'i-1

P3 Pi-1

b)

Figure 8.1: Definitions of Derivation.

A transforn'iation is a rcwrite rule of the form L => R that transforms a derivation
segment L (input scgmcnt) into a derivation segment R (output segment). It is easy to see
that the ordinary notion of graph derivation (see Figure 8.1a.), i.e. a sequence of graphs
and productions, could not serve this purpose. In fact, a derivation segment is limited
by (we could also say: is typed with) two graphs, and could be reasonably replaced only
with a segment typed with the same two graphs, which thus would eventually produce
the same result. To be able to specify transformations, we introduce a new notion of
derivation that equips derivation segments with a less stringent notion of type. For
this we slightly change the definition of graph and production. Given a graph G¡ that
contains a set NTG of nontcnninal symbols we identify its llOlltCl‘ll'llllELlcdges as an
ordered list (actually, the order is only necessary among edges with the same labels).
Then, we identify the type of Gi with that list of nonterminal edges (note that graph
types are not nniqnely defined). In the same way the nonterminal edges in the right
hand Sideof productions are ordered. In this way, in a functional setting, we can see now
that each derivation step (Gi =>pi+1G,-+¡) is typed by the graph types (T,-=>,,,-+¡T,-+¡),
and is obtained as a parallel composition of the application of production p¡+¡ over
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a nonterminal symbol Li“ that appears in Gi with a set of identities for the rest of
nonterminal edges in G,- (see Figure 8.2). Finally, a derivation can be described as a
sequential compositions (starting from the initial graph) of productions and auxiliary
rules which permutes the nonterminals (p in Figure 8.2) composed in parallel with
identities.

Figure 8.1b. shows (not including the identities for a simpler picture), the new defi
nition for derivations and how a transformation can be applied. Now, we can transform
a derivation segment (from pg to p", typed by Tlan d Tn) by another segment (p’2to pj.)
with the same type. This means that p’2has to expect a label that is compatible with
T¡( not necessary the same one of pg) and that the application of p:-must have as result
a graph with type Ti’= Tn (with G; probably different from G"). The derivation can be
divided in three parts, the segment before the transformation input segment, the input
segment itself and the rest of the derivation. As the interfaces (the types) of the input
and output segments of the transformation are the same, the rest of the derivation is
not changed. But as the result of the application of the transformation we obtain a
new derivation (by composing again the three segments) ending with a different graph
(Gri+l 7€Gi+l)'

8.1.1 Example

Using the TRMCS we exemplified the method. We specify a transformation that de
scribes the reconfiguration of a set of Users when their Router fails. The failure of a
Router is specified as a production that changes from a Router in an Idle state to
a Router in a Fail state. What we want is that if a Router fails then all its Users
have to be moved to another Router. Both segments must respect the type of the
subgraph they have to be applied to, and they should talk about the involvedRouters,
i.e. the one that fails and the one receiving the Users, and also it has to be appli
cable for any number of Users. This is done by a simple transformation (Figure 8.2)
over the derivation segment that contains the Fail Production, which corresponds to the
input transformation segment. Note that the expected type for the input segment is
two Router symbols in Idle state, where the Fail Production is applied over the first
Router (noted with double line) together with an identity for the second Router label.
The ending type of the segment is one Fail Router and one Idle Router labels.

In this case the output segment of the transformation is the same production but
with an additional permutation (p) over the two Routers that are involved. Figure 8.2
includes a functional notation style specification of the transformation. Symbols o and
® correspond to the functional and parallel compositions, respectively.

Also, the designer has to choose the correct derivation. In this case it is easy, the
Fail Production has to be applied to the first Router before the second one generates
its Users. In this way after the transformation all the Users (the ones from the failing
Router and the rest from the receiving Router) are together. Figure 8.3 shows the
application of the transformation over a derivation. As you can see the transformation
is applied over the corresponding input segment, while the other parts of the initial
derivation are the same. Then, after the transformation, a new valid derivation is
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Fail Produdion (F)

AIarmFia) AlarmRap

Rome I Rome

Sgnap sgnáp

Traáorrnaiion

IrpuiSgrren

F

Roda X Roma => Roma Roma(Ide) (Idle) (Fa'l) X (Ide)

OuiinSengi

2 r = 2 —) 1. 1 —) 2 2 1 F

Roue' Rome => Rome Roma => Roma Roma
(ide) X (Idle) (Idle) X (Idle) (Fa'l) X (Idle)

InputSegment = (Fail ® id) : Rmx Rms RFaix Ride
OutputSegmen = p o (Fail ® id) : Rmx Rm -> RH.lx Ftelo
Transformation = (Fail ® id) => p o (Fail ® id) : Ridex Ridge RFaix Rm,e

Figure 8.2: Transformation Rule.

obtained that respects the types but finishes with a different graph where all Users of
the Fail Router are connected to the workingRouter.

The use of this method is intended in two forms. The first one is at the time when
a designer wants to specify a reconfiguration for systems of a specific style. The second
one is when a designer wants to apply one or more transformations, that are already
specified and included in a library, to the style of the system she is working with. In
the first case, to specify a transformation, the designer has to find an input segment
for the subgraph that she wants the reconfiguration to happen, and a derivation for
the resulting subgraph after the reconfiguration takes place. With these, the (lesired
transformation is formally specified and can be added to the style description, being
sure that it is consistent with respect to the style. For the second case, if a designer
wants to apply an already specified transformation to follow the dynamic evolution of a
specific system instance, it means that he has its graph specification. So, he can apply
the transforn'iation to a derivation that matches the input segment of the transformation
and then obtain the new derivation for the reconfigured system.
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Figure 8.3: Application of the ’Ii'ansfonnation Rule.

With this method, transformations can be composed in parallel and applied simul
taneously to different parts of a system being sure that the composition respects the
style, given that it has to respect the type of the corresponding transformations.

8.2 Higher-Order Replacement Systems
For the rest of this chapter we present the formalization of the ideas introduced in
Section 8.1.

In [Hirsch, D. and Montanari, U., 1999]we introduce a first approach to model recon
figurations with HR grammars as language for software architecture style description,
with a representation of graphs as terms of a simply typed A-calculus and using tiles
[Gadducci, F. and Montanari, U., 1999] to specify consistent transformations over a
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style. Then, in [Hirsch, D. and Montanari, U., 2000] we presented a deeper analysis of
the relationship between HR systems and higher-order terms of a A-calcnlus. The work
presented in this section follows this line of work. For this purpose, we define a struc
ture of type classes that is used to achieve a formalization (and differentiation) of the
entities that appear in hyperedge replacement systems (graphs, productions, grammais,
derivations and derivation trees). Also correspondence theorems are presented. The
formalization with higher-order terms gives a clear representation of structures, shows
that the specification method can have an efficient implementation and also allows the
definition of a more expressive concept of derivation which is necessary to obtain a useful
notion of consistent transformation already introduced in Section 8.1.

For the rest of this chapter we will use an example of a software architecture style
explaining the different topics we will introduce. The example is an architecture style
that describes a class of distributed systems that are arranged as trees (for example
WANs) where their nodes are rings of components (for example LANS). The different
rings are intercormected using bridge components.

8.2.1 Higher-Order Replacement and Á-Calculus

In this section we give a representation of HR systems as higher order terms of a simply
typed A-calculus. We consider typed A-terms in /\‘”"“ [MitchelL J ., 1996].

First of all, we need to add some details to the definitions of replacement systems of
Chapter 2.

As we already mentioned, we define a set NT of nonterminal edge labels (i.e. labels
on the left part of productions) and T a set of terminal edge labels (i.e. labels that only
appear on the right part of productions) with T ñ NT = (0. We define a nonterminal
graph as a graph with an ordercd list of edges labelled by nonterminals. A partial
derivation is defined in the same way as a derivation except that the final graph is a
nonterminal graph.

A derivation is characterized by its derivation tree. A (partial) derivation tree is a
term whose constructors are the productions of the grammar and whose free variables
are the nonterminals in the leafs.

Figure 8.4a shows the initial graph and grammar productions of the ring-tree style
previously introduced. In this example, the tree of rings is composed of three types of
components (i.e. edges): C is a generic component of a ring, P is a port component that
indicates a point from where a new ring can be created and b is an external connection
inserted in a ring. Two such b components form a bridge. C and P are nonterminal
symbols, and b and c are terminals where c is a terminal symbol for components of
type C. The initial graph of a ring tree is a ring with only one component. Productions
Brother and Port create a new component or port, respectively, and production Bridge
replaces a port P with a bridge that connects an existing ring with a new one. Production
Component is the terminal rule for components C. Numbered nodes indicate the order
of external nodes of productions and numbers on nonterminal edges indicate their order
in nonterminal graphs.

Figure 8.41)is an example of a partial derivation over the grammar. The boxes in
bold indicate the nonterminal over which the next production is applied. For example,
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Figure 8.4: The grammar and a derivation of the ring-tree style.

the partial derivation tree of Figure 8.4b is,

Init < Brother < Port < Cl,B1-idge< C2 >>,Brother < C3,C4 >>> (8.1)

As we already mentioned, for the formalization we use typed A-terms (or simply
terms) in A”"‘",i.e., terms with exponential types, product types and unit. As we will
show below, a graph is described as a term of the calculus whose type is given by the
number of external nodes and the nonterminal symbols of the graph it represents. Note
that, as nonterminals define the interfaces for the application of productions on deriva
tions, here the type of their corresponding terms will have the same role assuring the
correct construction of derivations. Also, productions and derivations are represented as
terms. For this we have to define the A-signature 2 = (B, C) of the language. For unit
type e there is only one value (the empty list) which we write as <>. First we define a
set B of type constants.

TypeConstants: B={1, *}U7ï 77=U7ïk
k

where 77 is the ranked set of Label Types with a type in 'Zïkfor each k-hyperedge nonter
minal symbol that appears in the productions. These types are needed to difierentiate
among nonterminal edges with the same number of attachment nodes. This set will
change for each particular case. For the ring-tree example we have, ’Iï = {C , P}. We
will denote 1 x 1 x as n with 0 = e.w

Now we defirïie the set Cof term constants. We introduce two operators in the
signature. The | operator is used to put together edges. The u operator is for the new
nodes created by the productions and term u(/\n.M), is abbreviated as un.M in the
style of Higher Order Abstract Syntax (HOAS) [Church, A., 1940].

TermConstants: C={|:*x*—>*,u:(1—>*)-—>*}UTCUN'IL
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where TCis the set of terminal constants with a constant for each terminal edge that
appears in the productions, and NTCis the set of nonterminal constants with a constant
for each nonterminal symbol that appears in the productions. These sets will change for
each particular case. For the ring-tree example we have, Tc = {b : 3 —>* , c : 2 —>*}
and NTC: {cc :C , ep : P}.

Arrioms: p Iq = q I 1) unt.un..\I = V7‘L.wu..l«l
p q IT) = (p Iq) |1‘ .V IV'n.N = WLM [N , n e fv(M)

It is important to distingnish between constants of the method (i.e. | and 1/) and
constants of the particular examples (i.e. term and type constants for terminal and
nonterminal edge labels).

Graphs as Functions

Given the definition of the corresponding A-signature, now we define in this section the
correspondence between graphs and terms and in the next section the correspondence
with productions and derivations.

There are two classes of graphs, nonterminal and terminal graphs. The graphs in the
first class possibly contain nonterminal symbols, the others do not. The next theorem
states the correspondence between these graphs and certain terms of the calculus. For
this we first define a set of type classes used to type terms corresponding to graphs.

Graph Types: ::= nodes—>* 77.046,21:() |1 ..

Nonterm'inal Edge Types : Im 21:7}"0403—>* TTnodeszs=0x ’Zïo|1 x 7';l

Nanterïninal Graph Types 2771;)“: nontcrm_' 7; Ilonlervn12=€I Iionlerm x 7:16

Class is the class of types for terminal graphs. These graphs are represented
as second order terms of type n —>* with n the number of external nodes of the
corresponding graph.

Class 7;.“ is the class of types for the first order terms that represent nonterminal
edges. The type of these terms is given by the number of attaclnnent nodes of the edge
and its corresponding label type.

Class 7:,” is the class of types for nonterminal graphs. These graphs are represented
as higher order terms. As we mentioned, types define the interfaces, in this cases the
types specify functions which take as many arguments as are the nonterminals (Imnterm)
and return a valueof terminalgraphtype

For example, taking the ring-tree style we can define the terms for the graphs in Fig
ure 8.5. The terminal graph on figure a will have a type of class and the nonterminal
graph on figure b that has two non terminals will have a type of class 77,9.Parenthesized
node labels in the figure are just for making the correspondence with terms, but they
are not needed.

Terminal Graph: ¡\ < 7L1,7L2> . u1r¿¡.u7¡¿2.u1'rt¿,.

C('IL1,'ÏL2)lb (n2,1n¡,n¡) I b(1n2,m¡,1ng) | c(1‘n3,m2) 2 —>*

Nonterminal Graph: A < reabre-2 > . /\ < 1'L¡,n2,n3,1‘t..¡> . um.
:L'c¡(n¡,n2,cc) Ib(n2,m,n¡) Ib(n3,m,n4) 02(1'L4,n3,cc)

:(2XC-v*)x(2XC—>*)—>(/l—>*)
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l
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Figure 8.5: Example of terminal and nonterminal graphs

For Figure 8.5a we define two external nodes and for Figure 8.5b four external nodes.
The rest of the nodes are created using the y operator. The number of external nodes
is part of the definition of a graph. We state the correspondence in the next theorem.

THEORBM8.1. [Graphs and Terms Correspondence] There is a one-to-one correspon
dence between graphs (up to isomorphism) and terms (up to equivalence) of type 'Ïg for
terminal graphs and 7;“, for nonterminal graphs.

Proof. The first part of the theorem, from A-terms to graphs (with respect to the corre
sponding A-signature), is proved by construction defining the following translation function

First, as presented in Section 8.2.1, by definition of the A-signature we have that, for
each label type ’17"in ’Iï there is a k-hyperedge nonterminal symbol in NT, and for each
term constant of type k —>* in Tc there is a k-hyperedge terminal symbol in T.

For terms of type 7;:

o[[/\<n1,...,n,.>.uml....ums.t r—>*]]=
({nl)"'¡nrvmlr'"'1ms}1Ehattb{nlv-'-)nr})labLEblabLNl))
where Et, attb labLEt : E, —>T, labLm are given as expected by the structure
of subterm t (constructed using operator I) and the definition of the A-calculus
signature.

For terms of type 7;.9:

o[ [/\<:z:¡,...,:vn > . /\ <n¡,...,n,. > . uml....um,.t : Tflx...xT,,n —>(r—>*)]
is defined in the same way as for terms of type 7;, but in this case labLm : E, —>
T U NT (te. Nonterminal graphs).

Conversely, weprove again the second part of the theorem by construction in a similar
way as the first part. The signature of the A-calculus is constructed from the terminal
and nonterminal symbol sets of graphs defining the corresponding terms.

o For a graph G with only terminal labels and n eztemal nodes, the corresponding
terth is of typen —>*.
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o For a graph G with n edges with nonterminal labels and 1‘ external nodes, the
corresponding term tc is of type T11 >< x TI" —>(1‘ —>*), with Tn- of the
co1respomling rank.

Completing the p1‘oofof the isomorphism, it is obvious that the compositions of the
corresponding translations result in identities. El

Productions and Derivations as Fimctions

In this section we define the correspondence of productions and derivations with terms.
We first introduce the use of an enviromnent in the calculus representing the notion of
a HR system. Then, a set of type classes is defined to type terms corresponding to pro
ductions and derivations. As in the previous section, a theorem for the correspondence
is presented.

An environment p is a set of variable definitions giving for each variable Van a cor
responding term t¡ : 7',-(i.e. p = [tl/Varl, ..t,,/Va1‘,,]). This allows to include in terms
the variables in the enviromnent, variables being typed with the types of their interpre
tation. The application pM over a term M is a substitution where each free variable of
M is replaced by its definition in p. So, given a fixed A-signature corresponding to an
alphath of nonterminal and terminal symbols NT and T of a graph rewriting system
H RG =< G0,P, NT,T >, we define a corresponding enviromnent that contains the
definitions of the initial graph G0 and the productions in P. This environment defines
the interpretation of terms for graphs and derivations over the grann‘nar produced by
HRG

Now we define the type classes needed to type productions and derivations.

Production Types : 7;, ::= nontcrm—’Irc

The class TP defines types for productions which are represented as higher order
terms. The input interface is the nonterminal symbol to be replaced on the left side
and the output interface is the set of nonterminals on the graph on the right side. It
should be observed that, in the usual graphical representation, production “arguments”
are on the right, while the “result” is on the left. But this representation is inverted
in functional types, where the variable types are on the left and result types are on
the right of the arrows. Thus a production is a function which takes a tuple of terms
for the nonterminals on the right side (Imntcrm) and returns a term of the type of the
nonterminal on the left side (Im).

As an example, we define the environment of the ring-tree with the terms of the
productions and initial graph in Figure 8.4a.
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Brother dé! /\ < 3501,93“ > . /\ < 111,112,110> .um.
1:0¡(m,n2,cc) lx 02(n¡,m,cc): (2 x C —>*) x (2 x C —>*) —>(2 x C —>ar)

Port dé! /\ < :EC,:rp> . A < n1,n2,nc > . um. Ic(m,n2,cc) | zp(n¡,m, Cp)
:(2xC—>*)x(2xP—>*)—>(2xC—b*)

. d
Brulge ¿f A < IL‘C> . /\ < n¡,n2,np > . um¡.z/m2.um3.

b(n1,m¡,n2) Ib (m2,m1,m3) Izvc(m3,m2,cc): (2 x C —>*) —v(2 x P-o *)

Component dé! /\ <> . /\ < nhngmc > . c(n1,n2) ze —»(2 x C—b*)

Init dÉfA<zC>.A<n>.a:c(n,n,cc) :(2><C—i*)—»(1—>*)

Derivation Types:
In the case of derivations, we have derivations that start with the initial graph of the

system and end in a terminal graph and partial derivations that start with the initial
graph of the system and end in a nonterminal graph. Hence, the derivation type is the
graph type 7; and the partial derivation type is the nonterminal graph type Lg.

Then by definition a (partial derivation) derivation is a sequence of applications of
productions of the form Go =>p1G1 =>p2. . . =>pnGn, where pl, . . . , p" are in P and G" is
a (nonterminal) terminal graph. More formally each derivation step G,-=>pi+1Gi“ can
be seen as a parallel composition of the application of production pi“ over a nonterminal
symbol Li“ that appears on G,-with a set of identities for the rest of nonterminal edges
in Gi. Then, the corresponding term that represents the derivation can be described
as a sequence of functional compositions of production names (starting from the initial
graph) and identities composed in parallel. The operations of identity and sequential
and parallel composition over closed terms idT, (M o N) and (M ® N) are defined as:

Identity Sequentz'al Compositz'on
- Muy-.6 N:‘r—oa_ . . _;—
“¿r — AI 'T‘ I ‘T _’ T MoN = Am. M(N:c) :T-vó

Parallel Composition
M:‘r-oa , N:6—o1r

M®N = A<a:,y>:rxó.<M:I:, Ny> :(Tx6)—o(a><1r)

For example, the term for the partial derivation of Figure 8.4b is,

Init o Brother o (id2xC—n® Brother) o (Port ® id2xC—on® idgxcfi.)
o(id2xc_.. ® Bridge ® idgxcq. ® ’ldgxcq.)

:((2xC->*)x(2xC->*)x(2xC—»*)x(2xC—v*)—>(1—>*))

Note that the names of the productions and the initial graph are free variables which
will be replaced by their definitions in the corresponding environment. The type of the
derivation term is given by the definitions in p.

As it is already mentioned, a derivation is characterized by a derivation tree. For
each derivation tree there is a set of equivalent sequential derivations. So derivations
can be characterized also as a term based on its derivation tree. The term based on
derivation tree (8.1) for derivation of Figure 8.4b is,
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/\ < .‘L'ChZL‘C2,(¿'03, 11:01 > .

(I nit < Brother < Port < :vc¡,Bridge < ICQ>>, Brother < zum,11:0.>>>)
:((2><C—>*)x(2XC—H=)><(2xC->*)x(2xC->*)—>(l—>*))

Note that this term and the previous one are equivalent.

THEOREM8.2. [Productions and Derivations Correspoudcuce] Given a HR Grammar
H RG = (Go, P, NT,T), there is a one-to-one correspondence betweenproductions and
partial derivations (up to isomorphism) over H RG and terms (up to equivalence) re
spectiver of the form,

1. A < .’L'¡,..,.’L',, > ./\ < 7L¡,..,7'Lk,TLk.;_¡ > . t

:(i¡ x LT“ —.*)x x (1,,xLT‘" —»*)—>(kxerqaq
where term t can only contain u but not A binders or o and ® operators.

2. inito t¡ o...ot,,: r withT G7;.”
where each t¡ is a parallel composition of a production name in the environment
of HRG with a set of identities.

Proof. For the first part of the theorem, from A-terms to productions and partial deriva
tions (with respect to the corresponding A-signature) we have:
For productions we have that a production is a pair (L, R) where L is a hyperedge (label)
and R is a graph. Then, we define a translation function [[—]]in a similar way as in
Theorem 8.1 and construct the two graphs.

o[ [A < ZE¡,..,.’L',,> ./\ < n¡,..,nk,nk¿¡ > . t
:(i¡ x LT“ —.*) x x (1,, x LT‘" —,*) —>(k x LT“ —»*)] = (L, 12) with

L = ({"17--- ,nk}, {eer}, {(eer, < "1; . - - ,"k >)}= {Nh---,”k},{(6L1‘kaLTk)}.

{(1L¡,1),...,(‘I'Lk,k)})

R = ({tnly""nk}U4Vt9{cLTÍlaH'ycLTÍII}UEt1{(cLTílinïl)s"'2
(Cl/rin: 71771)}U (¡un {711,- - - srl/k}, {(eLTila LTiÜs - - - »(CI/rm, LTm)} U ¡“bush

labLM)

where (given as expected by the structure of subterm t) N, are the new nodes created
by the production (defined by 1/), E, are the edges with terminal symbols, att, are the
assignments of attachment nodes for edges with terminal symbols, labLm :E t —>T
is the labelling function for edges with terminal symbols, lubhw is the labelling of
nodes and n'fj are the attachment nodes for the nonterminal edges.

For partial derivations we can prove by induction on the structure of terms.
Base Case:

o For init we have the translation defined in Theorem 8.1 where the term with type
in 7:.” corresponds to the initial (nonterminal) graph.
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Inductive Hypothesis: Given a term init o tl o . . . o tq, where init o tl o . . . o tq_1
with type in 7;,9 corresponds to a partial derivation Go =>p1 =>p(q_¡)Gq_¡ and tq
corresponds to the parallel composition of a set of identities and a term for a production
pq, then init o tl o . . .otq corresponds to the partial derivation Go =>p1 =>p(q_1)Gq_1
=>,,q Gq

o We have term inito t, o...otq_¡ of type (il x LT“—> *) x x (in x LTi" —>
*) —>(r —>*) which by Inductive Hypothesis corresponds to derivation Go =>p1
=>p(q_¡)Gq_¡ and LTi-l correspond to the nonterminal symbols of G'q_1.

Then, we have term tn of type (hl x LT"l _, *) x x (hm x LThm _* *) __)
((il x LT“ —>*) x x (in x LT‘" _. *)),

Then, the sequential composition init o tl o . . . o t,,_l o tq has type (hl X LT"l —>
*) x x (hm X LT""' —>*) —>(r —>*) where, by the translation function
defined abovefrom ter/ns to productions, results in the addition of derivation step
Gq_¡ =>p(q_¡)G'q to the partial derivation for G -1.

Conversely, for productions we prove again the second part of the theorem by con
struction in a similar way as the first part.

o For a production (L,R) we can construct the corresponding subterm t from the
structure of graph R using u and | and the corresponding signature. Then, we
add the binding /\ < nl, . . . ,nk,nk+¡ > for the external nodes (nl, . . . ,nk) and the
labelling nk+l of L," and the binding /\ < 3:1,. . . ,In >for the nonterminal symbols
of R.

For a derivation G0 =>p1 =>pn G’n we give the environment with the defini
tion of Init for the translation for G0 and [tl/Var¡,..t,./Var,.] for productions
p1,.. . ,pn. Then, to construct the term for the derivation starting with Init, for
each derivation step G,- =>pi G,“ we apply (the sequential composition of) the
parallel composition of production name Van- with the corresponding identities for
the symbols that are not rewritten. The ordering of each parallel compositions is
given by the ordering of the nonterminals symbols of graph Gi.

Completing the proof of the isomorphism, it is obvious that the compositions of the
corresponding translations result in identities. El

An interesting point is if we take derivations and abstract the names of the produc
tions (i.e. bound free variables with a /\ binder). In this way, we obtain (with respect to
a signature) a production independent abstract derivation tree, with the names as place
holders, that can be applied over different grammars satisfying the production types.
We define the corresponding type classes.
Abstract Derivation Types:

72.1 ::= TP,“ —>7; Tprodzz= TP,“ x 7;,
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Abstract Partial Derivation Types:

7:11"!:1: [IprodO_’ 7:15] 7;)rorlO::: c l ¿rado x 77)

Classes 7:", and 7:.,d take a tu . le of roductions and returns a terminal and nonterl

nnnal graph, respectively.
Abstract Derivation:

A < Brother, Port, Bridge > . /\ < (1301,1'C2,:EC3,;L'C,¡> .
B1'other(B'rother(:vc¡ , :ccg), P0rt(;z:c3, B1'irlge(a;c..¡)))

:((2XC-’*)X(2XC—>*)—>(2XC—>*))X
((2XP—>*))<(2XC—D*)—>(2XC—>*))x((2XC—>*)->(2XP—>*))—>

((2XC—¡*)><(2XC—»*)X(2XC—>*)X(2XC—t*)—>(2XC—>*))

8.2.2 Derivation 'I‘ransformations

Once derivations are represented as terms, what is needed is a notion of rewriting system
which ensures that derivations are rewrittcn into derivations. In the area of software
architecture, this could be used to specify complex reconfigurations which however trans
form systems which are instances of a particular style into instances of the same style.

A rather general strategy to achieve this aim is to require that a set of rewrite rules
is specified, where each rule L => R transfornis a derivation segnient L of the grannnar
into a derivation segment R. Applying the rule would mean to replace L with R in the
derivation of some graph G', obtaining a possibly very different graph G’, which however
is automatically guaranteed to belong to the language generated by the grannnzu'.

It is easy to see that the ordinary notion of graph derivation, i.e. a sequence of graphs
and productions, could not serve this purpose. ln fact, a derivation segment is limited
by (we could also say: is typed with) two graphs, and could be reasonably replaced only
with a segment typed with the same two graphs, which thus would eventually produce
the same result.

To allow for a more expressive concept, we need to equip derivation segments with
a less stringent notion of type. This is exactly what we have achieved with the notion
of derivation introduced in the previous section. In our running example

Init o Brother o (idgxc_. ® Brother) o (Port ® id2xc_.. ® idngx...)
o(id2xc_.. ® Bridge ® 1112me ® i(lgxc_.)

:((2xC->*)x(2><C-»*)x(2xC-—»*)x(2xC—o*)—.(l—>*))

we have a derivation composed of four steps, where the composition of the steps is
achieved via the second order function composition operator 0. The composition is
possible if the (functional) type of the range of the first function is the same as the type
of the domain of the second. For instance for the last o operator in the above term, the
type is:

(2xC->*)x(2><P->*)x(2xC—>*)x(2xC->*)
which clearly expresscs the labels and arities of the nontenninals still to be expanded
at that stage of the derivation.
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It is now clear what a rewrite rule L => R is, which is adequate for our aim: both
L and R are derivations segments of the given graminar with the same initial and final
functional types.

For instance, we may want a transformation over the ring-tree style which specifies a
reconfiguration that allows to break any ring of the tree into two smaller rings obtaining
a new consistent instance of the style. The transformation is specified by the following
rewrite rule:

Brother => Port o (id2xC—n® Bridge)
((2XC—>*)X(2XC—>*)—>(1XC—>*))

which, in words, replaces the creation of a new C component with the creation of a P
component and with its evolution into a bridge and a new C component. Notice that
replacing one derivation segment with the other one leaves the rest of the derivation as
it was, in this case the evolution of the two C nonterminals.

Figure 8.6 shows in graphical form the initial and final derivation segments of the
transformation and the transformation applied over the derivation on Figure 8.4b.

Note that transformations of the above kind can be applied in sequence to build
more complex effects, and also they can be applied simultaneously over non overlapping
segments of a derivation.

Derivatíon transformations can be used in the area of software architecture to specify
complex reconfigurations of styles. This is an important issue, especially for distributed
systems, allowing the designer to have a library of reconfigurations and to select the
reconfigurations that a system will be allowed to undergo. To specify a reconfiguration
of a style, a designer has to find the initial and final derivation segments over the style
grammar. Once lie has the transformation it can be applied over any instance of that
style. The language of graphs gives a visual presentation of styles and transformations
and on the other side the correspondence to lambda calculus gives the semantics and
shows that the method is implementable.

How could this notion of rewrite system be fully formalized, generalized and im
plemented? An obvious option is to resort to type theory and to some higher order
theorem prover, eg. Isabelle. In this setting, the power of higher order graph rewriting
could be fully exploited, allowing to parameterize the design process with component
and connector features which could be specified later, still guaranteeing consistency.

Another option would be to employ rewriting logic by Jose Meseguer [Meseguer, J .,
1992], which is equipped with a rather general theory and is the base of several im
plementations, notably Maude [Clavel, M.G. et aL, 1998] at SRI International. 'IÏue,
rewriting logic is presently only first order, but general conditional and nonconditional
axioms are allowed. In our approach, it should be possible to model our higher or
der derivation trees as first order terms, provided that suitable axioms are added that
identify all the derivation trees generating the same graph.

Tile logic [Gadducci, F. and Montanari, U., 1999] would be a more concrete alter
native. Tile logic is based on rewriting rules with side effects and generalizes both SOS
and rewriting logic (in the nonconditional case). Side effects can be used to synchronize
several rules, thus building complex atomic transformations reminiscent of nondeter
ministic transactions. Tile logic has been equipped with a higher order theory [Bruni,
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R. and 1\'lontanari, U., 1999], where both configurations to be rewritten and side ef
fects are simply typed lambda terms. Stripping side effects from higher order tile logic,
one would get a higher order version of rewriting logic, as needed here. However, also
the additional features of tile logic could be very useful. For instance, several complex
transformations of practical interest in software architecture cannot be broken down
into sequences of simpler trausformations, since the intermediate configurations would
not satisfy the requirements of the style. The synchronized transformations which can
be expressed in tile logic would not require the consistency with the style of the in
termediate configurations, and would still make sure that when the transformation is
eompleted, consistency is fully reinstated.

Initial Segment: 2 Final chmcnt:
O

A

'c

2 2

O O
e -H i

— J —
á °. ¡vofi>0w

Figure 8.6: A transformation



Chapter 9

Consistent Transformations via
Inconsistent Steps

9.1 Building Consistent Transformations
This approach is useful for many types of transformations but there may exist complex
transformations that cannot be broken down into sequences of simpler transformations,
since the intermediate configurations would not satisfy the requirements of the style.
And also, a designer may want to specify a reconfiguration in a more constructive
(and maybe more intuitive) way with intermediate steps that may not end in valid
configurations of the style.

To deal with these cases, we can use again the new definition of derivation. The
designer is allowed to specify a complex reconfiguration as the composition of smaller
ones that can have intermediate non-valid configurations. For example, Figure 9.13.
shows a geometrical representation of the transformation that is obtained by diagram
pasting of three smaller ones (Figure 9.1b.). The three transformations in Figure 9.1b.
are obtained defining two new productions (I 1 and 12) that do not belong to the valid
productions of the style. This means that the application of this type of productions
can generate graphs that do not belong to the valid style grammar. Looking at the
geometrical diagram, non-valid productions correspond to vertical arrows. For example,
in Figure 9.1b. we have three transformations of the form:

Pi+1° ¡1 => PZ“ 3Ti —’Tí“
. Í

Pi+2 ° ¡2 => ¡1° ¡+2 -Ti+l "’ T¡+2
Pi+3 => 12 ° PÍ+3 3Ti+2 —' Ti+3

The pasting of these transformations is given by matching of the interfaces defined by
productions I 1and [2 and their types. But, in spite of the fact that non-valid productions
can be applied, given that they are typed (by nonterminals), the final transformation
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. . . /an
G0 Í) Ti ¿y Ti+1¿“p Ti+2_—P—'+3)Ti+3.....Pn=Pm

I : :' N .
¡ ¡1 y ¡2 G m

Pi+1 : :: Pi+3V V
T'i+1=> T'i+2

Pi+2

Pi+1. PÍ+2° Fl+3 :TI —>Ti+3
Pi+1-P'i+20 P'i+3 :TI -—>TI+3

a)

Ti =>P'+1 Ti+1 Ti+1=2)p'+ Ti+2 Ti+2 =3>PH 11+3

se“ ¡En ¡l 55.2 mas
Pi+1 :: :: :: :: Pi+3‘ v v v v

T'I+1 T'i+1———)T'i+2 T'I+2
Pi+2

: Pi+1-I1 :Ti—>T' ¡+1 "iíiz. ¡2 :Ti+1—>T' ¡+2 Pi+3 :Ti+2—>TI+3 i
I Pi+1 :Ti—)T'i+1 |10P'i+2:Ti+1—)T'i+2 |20P'i+3:Ti+2—>TI+3 ;

b)

Figure 9.1: Transformations by construction. a) A consistent transformation by composition of three
inconsistent ones. b) lnconsistent transformations.

is a valid transformation between consisteut derivation segments (they do not contain
non-valid productions).

In the case of Figure 9.1a. we have transforn'iation:

Pi+1. Pi+2 ° Pi+1! => Pi+1 ° ¡Di/+2° Pil+3 ïTi _’ Ti+3

This final valid transformation is the result of looking at the upper and lower deriva
tion segments obtained after putting together the smaller transforinations. But we can
also see this transformation as a sequence of steps through the inconsistent intermediate
states using the smaller transformations. In the example we have (graphically you can
follow the arrows of Figure 9.1a):

Pi+l°Pí+2.Pi+3 =>P i+l°Pí+2.I2.P¡I+3 á Pi+l.ll.PíI+2.PiI-+-3 => PI‘I+I.P¡"+2.PI',+3

With this constructive method we can incrementally specify a reconfiguration with
possible intern'iediate inconsistent states, but at the end when the upper and lower
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derivation segments do not contain non-valid productions we are sure that the resulting
transformation is a valid one. You should notice that it is possible not only to paste
transformations horizontally, but also vertically. And of course as before, simultaneous
(parallel) application is possible.

9.1.1 Example

To exemplify the method we present a transformation over the TRMCS that moves a
User from one Router to another. But in this case we want to specify that the User
moves from the first Router, to the Server, and afterwards to the second Router.
For this transformation we define in Figure 9.2a. production Inconsistent User, that
attaches a User to the Server. The valid transformation is composed of two smaller
inconsistent transformations. Figure 9.2b. shows the diagram representation of the
whole transformation typed by the corresponding nonterminal. The first transformation
in Figure 9.2c. changes the creation of a User attached in the first Router (CU) by
the creation of a User attached to the Server (IU) using the non-valid production.
And the second transformation takes the creation of the User attached to the Server
and changes it by the creation of a User attached to the second Router. Figure 9.3
shows the application of the transformation to a derivation (identities are omitted for
simplicity).
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Figure 9.2: Transfornmtion that moves a User through the Server. a) Non-valid Production.
b) Complete 'I'I'ansfornmtion. c) Inconsistent Transformations.
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Figure 9.3: Application of the 'Iïansformation Rule.
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Chapter 10

Conclusions and Future Work

The main goal of this thesis was to introduce graph grammars as a general formal
framework supporting graphical notations for the description of software architecture
styles. Grammars characterize classes of graphs that represent the instances of a style.
In this way, the commonalties that identify a style are described as productions of the
grammar. Graphs represent the static configuration of systems while the notion of graph
transformation is used for the description of the evolution of the architecture instances.
Also, the use of grammars allows us specifying not only the general static configuration
of the style but it makes possible to include the communication pattern and dynamic
reconfiguration at the level of style while achieving a separation of coordination and
computation.

Specifically, in Parts III and IV, we have introduced the framework following a self
organising approach using HR grammars [Drewes, F. et aL, 1997] together with syn
chronized rewriting (SHR systems [Degano, P. and Montanari, U., 1987; Montanari, U.
et aL, 1999]) and the addition of name inobility. In this way we were able to add the
description of interactions and dynamic reconfigurations of software architecture styles.
Based on the rewriting system specified by the grammars we describe the style as a
set of productions that model the initial structural topology of the architecture, the
laws governing the topological changes, and its communication pattern. The use of syn
chronizing conditions to model coordination of components allows a clear description of
component interactions and controlled dynamics and the application of the distributed
solutions for the rule-matching problem. Also, context-free rules are a natural way for
modeling the behavior of components independently of each other allowinga distributed
implementation.

To complement the above ideas, in Part VII we proposed an alternative method to
SHR systems where complex reconfigurations are specified as transformations over the
derivations of a grammar. In this way, once a transformation is obtained it is assured
that it is a consistent reconfiguration with respect to the style. The main difference of
this method with respect to the one presented in Part IV using name mobility, is that the
method in Part IV is more dynamic in the sense that it applies to running open-ended
systems without global control except for synchronization, whereas the approach with
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transformations may be useful for working at the level of blueprints, i.e. it rearranges the
design steps of the system to produce a difierent but consistent system. Thus, the latter
method can be applied to specify very general kinds of reconfigurations and mobility
(as it is shown in the thesis examples), but it requires a global knowledge of system
structure.

We represent hypergraphs and SHR systems in textual form using syntactic judge
ments. This allows the clear separation of rcwriting and coordination and the intro
duction of various synchronization mechanisms as suitable (mobile) synchronization al
gebras. Specifically, we present the inferencc rules in the SOS style for Home (CSP)
and Milncr (CCS, w-calculus) synchronization algebras. However, we extend process
algebras in that we allow synchronizations of any number of partners at the same time.
Synchronizing conditions for mobility are solved via unification. We have to mention
that the initial work of SHR [Degano, P. and Moutanari, U., 1987; Montanari, U. and
Rossi, F., 1999; Montanari, U. ct aL, 1999] only uses Hoare synchronization (without
mobility).

But also, we realized that the results we have obtained go beyond the domain of soft
ware architectures. Specially, the addition of name mobility to SHR systems, their for
malization as syntactic judgements that let us introduce various synchronization mech
anisms as suitable (mobile) synchronization algebras (for example the inference rules
in the SOS style for Home and Milner synchronization algebras in chapter G), and the
correspondence proof of SHR systems with the ïr-Calculus (see Part V), are a strong
support for graphical formal languages as a next step in the high-level description of dis
tributed, concurrent and mobile systems. With respect to this, we have connnented the
related work (see Section 1.4) in other areas than software architecture that have been
derived from our research ([Kónig. B. and Montanari, U., 2001; Ferrari, G.L. et aL, 2001;
De Nicola, R. et aL, 2003; Lanese, I. and Montanari, U., 2002]).

As future work we are interested in various possible directions.
First, one point to note is that we only describe flat architectures, but we think that

our approach can be easily extended to cope with hierarchical graplis. In this respect,
we can mention specially the research of [Drewes, F. ct aL, 2000] on hierarchical HR
systems as a possible starting point of our work. Also, in the specific area of software
architecture, it would be interesting to study the specification of architectural connectors
and their possible integration (and corresponding consequences) as primitivo entities of
the model.

For the formal side of our work, we are interested in continue the study of the
expressive power of this model, investigate its abstract semantics and develop new syn
chronization mechanisms. From the application point of view we want to see the use
fulness of the approach for the forn'ialization of more specific domains with an inherent
self-orginising strategy, as for example peer-to-peer systems. And obviously, it is clear
that a necessary next step includes the implmnentation of these ideas and investigate
techniques to analyze system properties over the graph derivations such as, invariant
checking, reachability and static analysis.

With respect to the work on higher-order HR systems it should be noted that the
translation from graph representation to terms can be automated and that the lambda
representation not only gives a semantics for the graph rcwriting systems, but also shows
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that the method is implementable. As already mentioned, full formalization of trans
formations should be investigated combining the use of synchronized rewriting. The
synchronized transformations can be used to formalized the ideas introduced in Chap
ter 9 for specifying consistent transformation with intermediate inconsistent steps. In
Chapter 9 we mentioned Tile logic [Gadducci, F. and Montanari, U., 1999] as a con
crete alternative. The synchronized transformations which can be expressed in tile logic
would not require the consistency with the style of the intermediate configurations, and
would still make sure that when the transformation is completed, consistency is fully re
instated. Finally, an interesting topic of research is that the use of A-calculusintroduces
the idea of higher order graph rewn'ting allowing the possibility of parameterizing the
design process with component and connector features which could be specified later,
still guaranteeing consistency.
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